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USDA Announces
Dark Allotment
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture today announced
the amounts of the national
marketing quotas and acreage
allotments for the 1972 crop of
Kentucky-Tennessee fire-cured
(types 22 & 23) tobacco, USDA
announced a national acreage
allotment of 30,033 acres. The
1971 allotment was 27,298 acres.
Acreage allotments for most
farms will be about 10 percent
larger in 1972 than in 1971.
For dark air-cured (type 35
& 36) tobacco, a national
acreage allotment of 11,312
acres was announced for 1972.
The 1971 allotment was 11,403
acres. Acreage allotments for
nishe.feetiike.wilt.)-i* about the
same in 1972 as in MIL
"For some farms on which
the tobacco acreage history in
recent years has been sub-

Nice letter from J.W. Shelton
who now lives at Grand Island,
Florida, P.O. Box 56. The zip
code is 32735.
"I was back home in June but
failed to get to see you", Mr.
Shelton says. "I had to go the
hospital twice while I was there.
I came back here in October.
Hope I can get to see you this
June when I come back home.
Murray is still my home
although I spend lot of the time
down here. We have had no
frost yet, so everything is green
and the flowers are blooming
real pretty. The temperature is
in the upper 80's In the day and
in the 60's at night. I fish some
off of the dock. Can't get around
too well. At 83 I have slowed
down. Thanks a lot for the
paper".
And, a Happy Holiday to you
Mr. Shelton. We look forward to
your visit in June.
Fellow says the United
Nations has so many trouble
calls they are putting in an
unlisted number.

last
WAS THAT FOG EVER THICK—A heavy fog enveloped Calloway County
decorations
night as evidenced by this photo taken by Charles Tubbs. Christmas

and the Confederate
Around the court square are hazily shining through the soup
painted crosswalk on the street.
monument is barely visible at the end of the white

Lucille Goodyear says "The
accent is on youth today, but the
stress is still on the parents."
Now hear this.
The following appeared in the
Murray Ledger in one of the
weekly issues of the month of
January l972 and was brought
to the office of the Ledger di
Times by Mrs. Crawford McClue of Murray It reads 1:o.
follows
"The last week in the year
saw the biggest sale of
marriage licenses ever issued
during Thol Phillips four year
term as County Court Clerk.
Thirty-seven were granted that
week and Rev. J.M. Pool
married sixteen couples of
them. The ages ranged from 16
to 75 years and the fees from 810
down. He didn't say how far
down.
"The licenses granted were:
Boyce Jones and Arco Outland;
Joe Burkeen and Addle Lee
Darnell; Joe Towry and Lovie
Bogard; W.A. Thompson and
Gla Curd; B. Brandon and Lela
Buford; Crawford McClure and
Opal Phelps; Carvel Houston
and Leffie Workman; Harry
I Continued on Page Twelve)

LONDON i UPI—The U.S.
dollar started a slow return to
favor today when trading
resumed in some European
exchange markets for the first
time since the weekend devaluation. It moved well ahead of
its official exchange rate parity
in several centers after months
of weakness.

snut Monday to sort out new
exchange rates.
Dollar Stronger
The new-look dollar was
immediately stronger in relation to both the British pound
and French franc in early
business.
The dollar improved sharply
to 2.5550 to the pound in
London, which meant the pound
was close to its agreed "floor"
level, or the lowest price it may
reach in terms of the U.S.
currency which is 2.5471 dollars
to the pound.
This meant that the dollar,
equally' was not far from its
"ceiling" in relation to the
British pound. The pound
sterling's new central exchange
(Continued on Page Twelve

Financiers started taking
some profits in early trading
but moved slowly when switching some of their holdings in
West
pounds, francs and
German marks back into the
U.S. currency to cash in on
their gambles on a dollar
devaluation.
There was no panic rush and
no flood of early business in
London, Paris, Frankfurt or
Zurich in early dealing.
"Everything is very orderly.
We are still feeling our way," a
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.
British banker said.
—A performance of a
(UPI)
The Washington agreement of
scene went on as
Nativity
The Murray Fire Department Saturday, which devalued the
answered a call last night at dollar by more than 8 per cent scheduled at the Niagara
11:45 p.m. to the Richmond Hall and raised the price tag of United Presbyterian Church
Dormitory at Murray State most major currencies, was Monday night with two lambs
and two donkeys —but no black
University.
facing its first practical test in
Firemen said the fire was the markets which gad been cow.
"We're going to leave it that
from a trash can on the first
way," a church official said.
floor of the four story building.
The 1,100-pound cow was
No damage was reported.
dropped from the cast for
Three trucks along with ten
Monday night's performance
regular and two volunteer
because of the trouble it caused
firemen answered the call. The
Seven persons were cited by the night before as the remen returned to the fire stations
the officers of the Murray enactment of the Bethlehem
at 12.10 a.m.
Police Department yesterday scene was being set up.
and last night.
Church Trustee Richard HinThey were one for disorderly kle was leading the cow by
conduct and shoplifting at 11:53 rope from a barn to the front
a.m. on Monday, one for driving lawn of the church when the
while intoxicated at 12:10 p.m. rambunctious animal broke into
By United Press International Monday, one for public a gallop, dragging Hinkle on his
Dense fog early today turning drunkenness at 2:55 p.m. stomach.
Hinkle let go of the rope when
partly cloudy in afternoon, Monday, two for reckless
tonight and Wednesday in driving and racing and one for he struck a tree, but the cow
Kentucky. Little temperature improper registration at 9:50 kept running along Military
p.m. Monday, and one for Road. It was captured a block
change through Wednesday.
Highs today and Wednesday driving while intoxicated at from the church.
The cow was no sooner led
mostly in the 50s. Lows tonight 12:55 a.m, this morning, according to the citation reports. back to the church when it
mostly in the 30s.
bolted again, ran back down
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
the road and tried to hurdle a
Extended weather outlook
parked Volkswagen_ The cow
Thursday through Saturday:
was unsuccessful and the car's
Chance of showers Friday
hood caved in.
otherwise partly cloudy. Cool
Church officials promptly
Thursday morning with slight
returned the cow to its owner in
warming trend Thursday afthe town of Wilson and said
ternoon through Saturday.
they would conduct future
Lows Thursday in the upper 206
SHOPPING DAYS
performances with only the
riding to the low 40s Saturday.
'Tit C•HRISTMAS
lambs and donkeys
Highs mostly in the 50.3.

Holy Cow!

Firemen Called To
Richmond Hall

Seven Persons Are
Cited By Police

The Weather

All taxpayers in Calloway
County are urged to pay their
Holiday vacations have
taxes by December 31, to avoid
a two per cent penalty, ac- started for many employees of
cording to the personnel of the the 'manufacturing hula,
office of Calloway County., schools, and businesses in
Murray and Calloway County.
Sheriff Clyde Steele.
Production stopped at the
Beginning 1S:onday, January
3, 1972, a penalty of two per cent Murray Division of the Tappan
Company on Friday, December
will be charged on all tax bills.
Starting Tuesday, February 1, 17, and will start again on
1972, a penalty of six per cent Monday, January 3, according
be added to the total to Macon Blankenship, perwill
amount of the tax bill, the sonnel director.
Blankenship said this is the
personnel said.
The Sheriff's office is open annual year end closing of the
manufactures
each day from eight a.m. to five plant that
p.m. through Friday, December Tappan ranges. Maintenance,
31,1971; however the office will shipping, and inventory crews
be closed on Christmas Eve, are working at the plant this
week. The production of the
Friday, December 24, 1971.

Lisa Gad Rogers
Wins Essay Contest
Miss Lisa Gail Rogers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Rogers of Lynn Grove, has been
named winner of the 1971 Soil
Conservation Essay Contest
according to Lowell Palmer,
chairman of the Calloway
Conservation
County Soil
District.
Miss Rogers, age 13, is an
eighth grade student at Lynn
Grove Elementary School_ Her
essay will be entered in state
competition and she will receive
a $25 savings bond for winning
the local contest.
The students of the seven
schools in Calloway County
participating in the contest sent
in 622 essays to be judged in the
contest. The topic of the essays
was, "land Use: Its Effect on
My Local Environment."
Listed below are the number
of essays from each school and
the first, second and third place
winners in each school.
Kirksey —119 essays; Sandra
Stark first; Dwight Daniel
Watson, second; Donna Lynn
Tabors, third.
Lynn Grove-92 essays; Lisa
Gail Rogers, first; Tonuny
Miller, second; Pam Todd,
Third.
Faxon-127 essays; Tommy
Elkins, first; Linda Miller,
second; Tina Eldridge, third.
Murray High-164 essays;
Eli Miller Alexander, Jr., First;
Tim Philpot, second; Wes
Furgerson, third.
Calloway-43 essays; Mark
Allen Ferguson, first; Richard
Ramsey, second; Marsha
Connelly, third.
Almo--42 essays; Joe Dan
Taylor, first; Gina Gleaver,
second; Gina Hopkins, third.

Hazel-15 essays; Kenneth
Carves Paschall, first; Terri
Erwin,second; Georgia Starks,
third.

plant is 1500 stoves per day and
the firm employes 900 employees, Blankenship said.
Standard Textiles also
stopped its production on
Friday, December 17, and %Oil,.
start it again on Monday,
January 3. Some of the employees are now taking inventory.
The Textile firm employees
240 persons and manufactures
clothes under the brand name of
Blue Goose.
Ryan Milk Company will be
closed on Christmas Day,
Saturday, December 25. This
firm has about 125 employees,
and is one of the oldest
manufacturing plants in the
city and county.
The _Sager Glove Company,
located on South 4th Street, will
close Thursday, December 23,
at noon, and will resume its
Monday,
on
production
December 27.
This manufacturing concern
has approximately 60 employees.
( Continued on Page Twelve)

MIAMI UPI i—The captain
and five men stayed aboard a
Cypriot tanker loaded with
molasses to fight an engine
room fire, raging out of control
just off Cuba's north coast,
after an American merchant
ship rescued 34 seamen from
the flaming ship today.
The pilot of a Coast Guard
plane on the scene said the U.S.
merchant vessel Green Port
had taken aboard 34 crewmen
from the tanker, the Calypso,
and there were no injuries.
The Green Port stayed on the
scene waiting for the U.S. Coast
Guard cutter, the Diligence,
which was due late today.
1100 not
immediately
known where the Calypso was
bound with its cargo of
molasses. The Coast Guard said
there were 38 Cypriots and two
Cuban national aboard.
Cuba offered assistance to
the craft and then granted the
U.S. Coast Guard permission to
help, although the Calypso was
drifting toward Cuban territorial waters
The Green Port was bound
from Mobile, Ala., to Roosevelt
Roads, Puerto Rico,

stantially below the farm's
allotment, the 1972 allotment of
Kentucky-Tennessee fire-cured
and dark air-cured types 35 &
36) tobacco will be reduced
more in line with plantings, as
law,",a
by
provided
spokesman said.
As in the past, a small
acreage of each of these kinds
of tobacco has been reserved to
establish allotments for farms
having no tobacco history
during the past 5 years, for
correcting errors and for adjusting inequities," he added.
The level of price support for
the 1972 crop will be announced
1971 crop was
later. The
supported at 48.5 cents per
pound in the case of fire-cured
tobacco and 43.1 cents per
pound in the case of dark aircured tobacco. Under existing
legislation, the level of support
for the 1972 crop will likely be
higher than for the 1971 crop
In referenda held in February
of the
percent
1970, 93.8
producers of fire-cured tobacco
and 93.2 percent of the
producers of dark air-cured
tobacco, voting favored continuation of marketing quotes
on the 1970-72 crops

Average Child Gets
$32 Worth Of Toys
SAN FRANCISCO UPI) —
The average American
child gets $32 worth of
Christmas toys, according to a
study by Crocker Bank.
The study released Monday
noted that the California child
fared a little better from Santa,
getting $38 worth of toys.
The bank also had a note
suggesting that youngsters take
care of their Christmas booty.
It said that the Christmas toys
are more than half the toys
they will get all year.
RYAN 114ISTALLED
Mike Ryan, Murray, is one of
six students recently installed
as a member of Phi Mu Alpha, a
professional music fraternity
for men, at Murray State
University. A sophomore, he is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Ryan of 1403 Glendale

Board Expected To
Squabble Over Hike
In Aerospace Wages

A two car collision occurred
Monday at 4:45 p.m. on Kirkwood Drive, according to the
report filed by the investigating
officers of the Murray Police
Department. No injuries were
listed on the report.
Involved were a 1967 Ford
Station Wagon driven by Leon
David Cathey of Murray, and a
1971 Ford two door hardtop
driven by Mark Louis Johnson
Rogers
Lisa Gail
of 1202 Kirkwood , Murray.
The first, second and third
Police said Cathey, going
place winners in each school south on Kirkwood, lost control
will receive $5, $3, and $2, of his car on a curve and
respectively,from the Calloway collided with the Johnson car
County Soil Conservation going north on Kirkwood.
District.
Damage to both cars was on
The first place awards will be the left sides.
presented at an Awards
Banquet to be held at the latter
part of January The second and
third place awards will be
mailed at approximately the
same time.
Clothes valued at about
COEDS INITIATED
,$450.00 were stolen from BarUniversity
Two Murray State
bara Bohn in her room, 816A, at
coeds from Murray have been Regents Hall Dormitory,
initiated as pledges of Kappa
Murray State University, acOmicron Phi, honorary society
cording to the report filed with
for home economics majors. the Murray Police Department
Kathy Lockhart, a junior, is the at 8:24 p.m. on Monday.
daughter of Evelyn Lockhart of
Miss Bohn said four pant suits
418 S. 8th St., while Elizabeth
and several pairs of slack and
Tuck, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. blouse outfits were taken from
Richard Tuck of 218 Woodlawn, her room,the police report said.
is a sophomore

By DONALD FINLEY
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Pay Board may be facing its
worst internal squabble yet in
trying to pass on aerospace
industry contracts covering
more than 203,000 workers.
The board called a meeting
today to tackle the question,
amid indications the public and
business members of the board
may form a majority to pare
down the size of the raises
scheduled for the first year of
the pacts.
That first year rise is
estimated to total nearly 12 per
cent when cost of living boosts
from the old contracts are
figured in. Donald Rurnsfeld,
director of the Cost of Living
Council, predicted last weekend
that the pay panel would not
approve the raises.
If the board does cut back the
aerospace settlements to bring
them closer to its 5.5 per cent
guideline, it would be its first
such action on a big labor
contract. The board's only
previous challenge to a labor
contract involved just a handful
of workers at a Chicago grain
elevator.
Labor members of the board
were expected to vote solidly in
favor of honoring the aerospace
agreements involving the United Auto Workers ( UAW) and
the International Association of
Machinists (IAM ). UAW President Leonard Woodcock and
IAM President Floyd Smith are

both members of the board.
Woodcock and Smith have not
made any formal threats of
what they would do if their
contracts were knocked down,
but the chances of their
walking off the board and
calling strikes were considered
real possibilities and an action
that could threaten the continuation of the Pay Board as
presently constituted.
The Pay Board has approved
15 per cent annual increases for
80,000 coal miners and for
11,500 railroad signalmen—the
latter of which probably set a
precedent for an additional
500,000 rail workers covered by
similar agreements; but the
board has come under criticism
for these settlements and there
were indications it wants to
keep all future raises closer to
the 5.5 per cent guideline.
The board adopted rules last
week allowing raises of up to 7
per cent a year under limited
circumstances. One of the
exceptions— to catch up with
workers in similar industries—
may fit the aerospace workers,
although the 12 per cent raise
would still exceed that.
The board last week heard
arguments presented by Woodcock on the pattern setting
settlement in the aerospace
industry—a contract between
the UAW and North American
Rockwell. But it delayed a
(Continued on Page Twelve I
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMES

FILE

Deaths reported are Albert Lassiter of Murray Route One, Dan
B. Banks of Atlanta, Ga.,and Hubert E. Ligon of Mayfield.
The two local banks announced that interest rates on savings
accounts will be increased to three per cent and that 12 month
time deposit certificates would receive four per cent interest as of
January 1, 1962.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Allen Pool of Oak Ridge, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby boy, Allen White Pool, born December 18. Mr.
and Mrs. Kirk Pool of Murray and Mr. and Mrs Kenton White of
near Green Plain are the grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carruthers and son, Johnny, of Beuna,
Texas, will be the holiday guests of her parents, Mr and Mrs.
W.R. Furches.

,Todat
Ago_
20 Years
voW-Priz
-TOMER
7

ohr
N

James Dale Riley, seven year old student at Almo School, died
December 19 about three hours after being hit by a car on the
Benton Road near Cole's Crossing.
Mrs. Carter Whitnell, age 90, died yesterday at her home in
Murray.
Jerry King and Junior Childress have been elected co-captains
of the 1952 Murray High football team to succeed Will Mac Jones
and Jimmy Boone.
Farris hit for twenty points for Almo as they defeated Far-,
mington 61 to 3I3 in a basketball game.
Miss Jacqueline Sharborough, student at Northwestern
and
University, Evanston, Ill., is the guest of her parents, Mr.
Mrs. C.L. Sharborough.

Bible Thought for Today
We must all appear before the judgement seat of Christ.—II
Corinthians 5:10.
Tomorrow's day of reckoning helps to guide in today's choices.

Isn't It The Truth!
BY Carl Riblet Jr.
who write the
It simply cannot be that the lawyers
the corporate
and
contracts,
insurance
in
print
fine
ly honest,
people who hire them, are professional
can
agents
insurance
and
because who but lawyers
labyrinth of
the
language,
strange
the
understand
and the
clauses, the concealed escape phrases
When
policy?
insurance
surprising exceptions in an
and
eyes
your
shut
you
insurance,
you sign up for
by
packed
parachute
a
with
-diving
sky
hope, like
your mother-in-law.
"The Devil makes Christmas pie of lawyers'
tongues."
—English proverb

Queen at work

Busy royal routine
is on a firm footing
hours she stands.
By MARGARET SAVILLE shewalk,., the
the signatures written, the
Royal
LONDON (UPI) queen still appears fresh and
feet get tired too, perhaps more relaxed and interested in every- so than the tootsies of a lot of thing until the end of a long
commoners.
day comes.
So when you consider the
She has morning tea in her
II
hours that Queen Elizabeth
must stand in reception lines bedroom at 7:30 and is seldom
or reviewing troops and the like in bed before midnight. Her
as part of her royal duties, it is makeup stays smoothly on beno wonder that the queen sees (AMC it is applied carefully,
fixed with damp cotton-wool,
her chiropodist once a week.
lightly. In
No wonder, too, that her and then powdered
weather,
shoes are hand-made to fit her summer, or in breezy
protecperfectly. On state occasions, the queen has a special
foundation.
her
for
cream
tive
balls,
and
banquets
as
such
Elizabeth wears specially-made
To avoid fatigue, she has
sandals, hidden by her lavish, trained herself to stand with a
floor-sweeping gowns. The san- slightly footforward stance,
:,dais have two-inch high soles of putting her weight first on one
:soft. plasticized material and foot, then the other hut never
.;are made slightly larger all obviously. feet kept slightly
!around than the queen's foot apart all the time. She walks
no they support her welt
tall, from the hips. and 1 -es her
The shoes are held firmly feet precisely.
in place with silk ribbon straps
Most of her clothes are cut
around the ankles. Thus. the
to avoid strain, with
loosely
her
make
anti
can
walk
queen
and sleeves a hit wiiiarmholes
down
and
stately procession up
may command
fashion
than
er
. stairs secure in the knowledge
hand -shaking
make
to
order
in
its impossible for her to twist
writing easier.
her ankle or tread on the hem and
of a gown.
How does she keep up her
This is one rif the busiest energy? tine way while driving
• times of the year for the British From one engagement to anmonarch. Every day now, save other in the royal limousine
for a few Sundays, the queen is to eat a few pieces of energy has state, official, public or giving barley sugar. Her diet
social engagements. The pages is. chosen carefully, with plenty
of her blue leatherbacked diary of proteins, salads and fruits.
• on the desk at Buckingham Starches and sweets are rePalace are filled to rapacity stricted so that her weight reuntil the royal family can at mains stable.
last leave London early in
Elizabeth also insists on a
August for the annual holiday
brisk daily walk, usually exat Balmoral Castle in Scotland.
ercising her Corgi dogs. The
Cr take it
windows of any room she tIMPS
Yet, with all Hie hundreds are always open, except when
of hands she shakes, the miles there's heavy fog.

•

sC.PLjip_.
•

•

'BUT '11-4IS IS DIFFEREART

SPECTATOR SPORT FOR U.S.

Sino-Soviet Word War Heats Up
Who could blame the non,Commu-____Communist monolith is eroding. Even
so, it is premature to assume at this
nisi world for a bit of smugness or
time that the case for world CommuSothe
and
China
Red
as
satisfaction
nist solidarity can be closed.
viet Union square off rhetorically in
the United Nations
Malik is a seasoned diplomat who
has been a Communist for a half cenCountries of the Western World, particularly the United States of Amertury. Nevertheless, it is entirely posica, often have been called "imperialsible that he simply could have lost
his self control at such unaccustomed
ist killers," "running dogs" and worse
invective from a nation that shares
by Communist China. There was no
reason to expect this virulent Marxist
the same basic ideology. By the same
nation to behave with more restraint
token, Huang could have been toying
at the United Nations. There is sore
with Malik's temper in perverse orisurprise, however, in the violence of
ental fashion and, at the same time.
the Chinese attack on the Soviet
playing cat and mouse with the exUnion, as well as in the Russian remissions of the Western nations.
sponse.
riffil we liear the official, deliberCertainly there is validity to both
ated responses to the U.N. debate
the charges of the Soviet Union and
from the respective politburos in PekCommunist China in respect to each
ing and Moscow, we would be wise te
other. Russia is imperialistic, as
withhold our judgment. Even at
Huang Hua, the Communist Chinese
years of history we may not be able
delegate, asserts. Ills prodding India to judge the full extent and seriousto go to war. It has voted in the.
ness of the divisions among the ComUnited Nations against cease-fire resmunist giants.
olutions. It is engaged in "aggression
Nor should we in any way seek to
and subversion everywhere" just as
add fuel to the Soviet-Red Chinese deHuang declares, and it is earnestly
bate in the U.N. While the Marxist
seeking to extend its "security boundharangue may be amusing, it is not
ary to the Indian continent."
too great a step from the halls of the
On the other hand, Soviet delegate
U.N. to the shores of India-Pakistan
Jacob Malik's declaration that Comor Africa or elsewhere for the Communist China is directly behind the
munists. If they seek to compete with
Pakistani forces, that the Red Chinese
each other by fomenting additional
are "pathological slanderers" and
wars, as well as by the exchange of
their public behavior leaves much to
words, the entire world will suffer.
be desired cannot be disputed.
In any event, whatever the differAltogether, the recent Soviet-Chiences that separate the U.S.S.R. and
nese exchanges at the U.N., the secCommunist China, we can still be
ond round in the brief period since
that they despise us more than
certain
on
seated
was
delegation
the Peking
they hate each other.
Oct. 25, are good evidence that the

To get some notable credits
on the record right away,
Patricia Neal starred as the
mother of the family that is
deeply concerned because the
father has not yet arrived
through the Christmas Eve
snowstorm; and one of the
finest directors around, Fielder
Cook, guided the teleplay' As
for Harnner's script, it is
difficult to imagine it being
improved upon in any way —
this sensitive memory he
describes as dealing with "the
simple love and pride and
wonder and reverence that LS
the true meaning of ChristMaS
But

what was it about,
specifically? That's a good
question, because, like most
good writing, you can't just
summarize it with a plot line —
that's strictly for the weekly
garbage that comprises most
television series. No —"The
Homecoming," though it dealt
with the family's worried wait
for its father, was above all a
mood piece, almost a reverie, a
delicate reconstruction of a
simpler era as lived by proud,
poor mountain people. It was
also about these people ---not in
any grand dramatic way, but
just about the way they were,

Miss Dia
Honored
At Auror

Members of boards
struggle to hang on

Another
honor of
bride-elect of
was a love
recently at
Aurora.
Hostesses f
were Mrs. Ca
Henry RI
Jerry Turner
Miss I3elew
small ga
•'Nadine of
Other
also used whi
N adin
by
arrangement
Miss Belew
Guests sig
kept by M.
Jones, cous
Approximatel
tended or sen
The door p
Mrs. Jame
Games were
guests
Mrs. Louie
Kathy Under
Candies,c
were served.

board as a group by formal means,
By CARL W.REITER
"return on invested capital" is the most
Copley News Service
measurement of performance
To serve successfully on the board of popular
utilities and banking
industrials,
for
these
directors for a major corporation
profit margin"
"Operating
institutions.
days, it is necessary to contribute
gauge of merconsiderably more than was called for is the preferred
chandising, transportation and ina few years back.
firms.
surance
a
of
chances
Five years or so ago, the
And how is a director "fired?"
board member being "fired" were less
"The most prevalent technique,"
than one in five, whereas today the
H&S, "is to request a
chances of it happening are greater according to
Other
resignation."
director's
newly
a
on
based
three,
than one in
frequency of
(by
include
procedures
practices.
completed study of corporate
the businesses responding
Heidrick & Struggles, an in- mention by
failure to renominate,
ternational management consulting to the survey)
director not to stand for
firm, checked out 1,500 leading asking the
and reducing the size of the
businesses, consisting of 1,000 in- reelection
board
commercial
dustrial concerns, 300
A substantial majority of all reportbanks, 50 life insurance companies, 50
show no interest in
transportation firms,50 merchandising ing organizations
professional directors, defined as Incompanies and 50 utilities.
devote more than one'The number of organizations 'firing' dividuals who
outside directorships.
to
time
their
half
H&S
a director has risen sharply,"
Heidrick & Struggles notes that the
reports. "More management-minded,
receive more than
constructively critical directors are majority of directors
$3,000 annually, with one in 10 receiving
needed.
typical corporaUon
"Managements of both large and $9,000 or more The
compensation for
extra
no
provides
now
they
small corporations realize
require competent outsiders to insiders
A board of directors ordinarily
stimulate management thinking and
of from 10 to 14 members, is
consists
decisionexecutive's
chief
the
aid
by outside directors, meets
dominated
making."
annually and receives
times
12
to
seven
a
The principal means of evaluating
financial — in addirector's performance is the number data — primarily
Heidrick &
and quality of his suggestions, with vance of meetings,
...."7.4glas finds.
at board'
A trend which may come as a surrunner-up.
in this day
A director also gets good marks for prise to many Americans
to be more
showing the way to increased sales and when the emphasis seems
management is a
in helping to obtain competent and more on younger
executives to
retired
in
interest
soaring
More
directors.
other
and
managers
boards.
on
serve
inbanking
than one-third of the
And business experience has gained
stitutions, incidentally, judge directors
the last five
in terms of their help in procuring even greater recognition in
years as the most important condeposits.
Among organizations evaluating the sideration in selecting directors.

Breakfast
Shrin
The membe
Calloway C
and their fa
monthly fellow
the Holiday I
December 12,
the morning.

Preminger Marches To His Own Drum

calls taste. Otto bluntly calls it
the film is a shot of Burgess
censorship.
Meredith from the rear.
The Austrian-born Preminger
""That's not sexy," Otto said,
said, "My point about censorgrimacing.
ship is that we have the right of
Ever The Ground-Breaker
expression. We must
free
This is the same teutonic
defend it or it will deteriorate
director who was banished
disappear.
from the company of decent and
Television is another matter.
movie-makers for sending out
soon will be directThe Moon Is Blue- 18 years Preminger
movie, "Open
video
a
ing
Picture
Motion
ago minus a
story of Ethel
the
Question,"
Association seal of approval.
Julius Rosenberg
The seal was withheld be- and
"Ali, yes, television," Otto
cause the word ''Vlegiff" was
"It will change jest as
mused.
used in the film.
done. More/
movirgiave
the
He again offended motion
perps, but it will
picture Gentry The Celluloid slowly,
catch up. There are no fourGang in 1956 with "The Man
letter words on television.
with the Golden Arm." It was
There will be.
released without a seal because
By MIRE FEINSILI3ER
Otto doesn't use four-letter
words
the
used
)
Preminger
—
WASHINGTON ( UPI
himself. Frequently acwords
There's a $70 million jolt in the "drugs" and 'heroin.
them in reference to
use
tors
new tax law for parents who Ever the ground-breaker,
Preminger, but that doesn't
"Anatofor
their
criticized
for
was
Otto
providing
been
have
bother him either.
children's education while cut- my of a Murder" because such
Otto marches to his ,e!'
terms as "Rape" were blurted
ting their own tax liability.
A bass drum which goes
drum.
Affected by the change are from the,,,screen.
boom.
passing
in
noted
be
It should
those who have set aside funds
for childrens' use by outright that all three pictures were
gifts of money, securities or oustanding successes critically
property, or by setting up and at the box office.
Now Otto has completed
certain kinds of trust funds.
Under present law, all or "Such Good Friends,- a story
some of the investment's return of a widow who sets about
du Its 1.50-Children 75
could be sheltered from taxa- seducing the husbands of her
tion because the child, in filing friends who had, before her
Ends Tonite
a tax return, could claim both a hubby's demise, been seduced
STORY", uf
"LOVE
personal exemption for himself by him.
Some of the language is blue,
and a standard deduction.
In 1971, up to $1,700 per child but for Otto it is pretty tame
Starts Tomorrow
escaped the taxman that way. stuff.
The maximum of tax-free "I don't look for controverIncome would have reached sy," Preminger said innocently,
"but sometimes it happens."
$2,050 in 1972.
THAT
THE
And New Television
The new law signed by
THE
WORLD
CHALLENGED
Most of Preminger's misunPresident Nixon Dec. 10 whittles the tax-free income down derstandings with the motion
-TOR RETURN OP
to no more than $750 per child picture Association have inper year. The change is volved what the association
effective on 1972 income.
The Almanac
If a child is under 19 or a
o,gosemtini Is GRUESOME GREEN Iii
college student of any age, and
with each other.
By United Press International
GP llenifiefeel is- United artists
more
provide
parents
their
his
if
about
We learned
is
Dec.
21st,
Today
Tuesday,
both
support,
ftzli
dreams and hopes and worries than one half his
the 355th day of 1971.
and pleasures. We caught the he and his parents can claim This is the first day of winter.
magic excitement that Christ- him for a personal exemption.
111111W-011
He qualifies whether his The moon is between its new
mas, in its purest form, can
phase
and
first
quarter.
THEATRE
bring. With the slight plot income is earned by his own The
are
stars
morning
is,
hat
"unearned"—t
is
or
labor
a
to
treated
were
we
structure,
Adults 1.50-Children 75
Mercury and Jupiter.
gallery of characters —not only income from investments held The evening stars are Venus,
Ends Tonite
in the family, but their friends in his name.
But under the new law, he no Mars and Saturn.
and acquaintances as well —
date
are
born
Those
on
this
"The Organization"(G
who made us laugh and longer will qualify for a under the sign of Capricorn.
taken
deduction
sometimes feel a little sad, but standard
Soviet Premier Josef Stalin
above all brought us back to against unearned income or for was born Dec. 21, 1879.
Starts Tomorrow
that
deduction
standard
a
childhood
own
our
the magic of
On this day in history Christmases too. And, in so exceeds the amount of his
In 1620 the Pilgrims set foot "**** A MASTERPIECE
doing, made us remember our income from wages.
V Oak V $015VS UNTO/era
for the first time on American
in
for
the
change
idea
The
little
younger
a
country
MI(nee, H. prier.
soil
at
Mass.
Plymouth,
John
Rep.
from
came
law
the
.THE DINO DE LAURENTIIN
Pnodoesir
W. Byrnes of Wisconsin, rank- In 1942 the U.S. Supreme
the
Court
upheld
of
sixvalidity
ing Republican on the House
week
in
divorces granted
Ways and Means Committee.
He was disturbed that the Nevada.
I. Tie &ram
A drake widgeon tonged at "low income allowance" or In 1944 horse racing was
himm. D-130*
ca.h.,
Breydon Water, Norfolk, Enthe
in
suspended
States
United
minimum standard deduction—
gland, in August, 1969, has been
poor of for the duration of World War _ialititwiwkiir
the
relieve
to
designed
in
away
recovered 2,000 miles
Income taxes—was also being
the Komi region of north Rus7:30 Nitely plus
used to shelter some income of In 1968 Apollo VIII blasted off
sia.
for
the
moon
orbit
carrying
1:30 Sat.
William Frosdick, who the comfortable.
So the Treasury estimates it astronauts Frank Borman.
ringed the bird, said it had
James Lovell and William
flown in and out of the Breydon will collect $70 million in taxes
Anders
$75
million
Water area during the winter of on 1972 income and
- -In future years from income
1969-70.
which otherwise have been A thought for today: British
Tailback Eric Allen of Michimmune from taxation. It is poet Richard Trench said, "We
igan State led the Big Ten hiabout the only tax increase in kneel, how weak. We rise, how
rushing last season
full of power."
the new law.
touchdowns and 1,494 yards

'Homecoming' May Become A Classic
Television In Review
By RICK DuBROW
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —We
get more urbanized, and it is
truly touching how we yearn, in
a national way, for our
grassroots, especially at holiday times. Some seasons back,
ABC-TV presented a superb
Truman Capote tale, "A Christmas Memory," a boyhood
recollection in which Geraldine
Page was unforgettable as his
eccentric rural aunt. Sunday,
CBS-TV offered us another
memorable Christmas story in
the same nostalgic, rural vein.
This one, a two-hour production called "The Homecoming,"
written by Earl Hamner Jr.
from his novel of the same
name, was also a boyhood
recollection, obviously including
the author as a mature teenager who finds himself in the
midst of a family crisis on
Christmas Eve, 1933, a depression year especially bad for the
mountain people he grew up
with. like Capote. Hamner has
presented television viewers
with a gift of love that they will
surely treasure down through
the years. It was an exquisite
production, and is bound to
become a (7hristmas video
staple
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By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —Otto
Preminger, he of the Buddha
visage and reichsmarshal dialect, is mellowing.
His newest movie has stirred
no controversy.
Moreover the only nudity in

New Law
Whittles
Deduction

TRINE CHILLER!
MONSTER

DRACULA-

THE VAMPIRE"

Drake Widgeon found
behind Iron Curtain
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Workman Home Is
Scene Of Dinner
By Church Class

Miss Diane Belew
Honored At Shower
At Aurora Lodge
Another compliment given in
honor of Miss Diane Belew,
bride-elect of Ronnie Underhill,
was a lovely shower held
recently at the Masonic Lodge.
Aurora.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Carroll Jones, Mrs.
Henry Richardson, and Mrs.
Jerry Turner, who presented
Miss Belew with a corsage of
small gadgets, designed by
-Nadine of The Flower Box".
Other arrangements were
also used which were designed
by
A
Nadine.
lovely
arrangement was presented to
Miss Belew by the hostesses.
Guests signed the register
kept by Misses Teresa and Tina
Jones, cousins of the honoree.
Approximately 75 guests attended or sent gifts.
The door prize was won by
Mrs. James Richardson.
Games were played and other
guests winning prizes were
Mrs. Louie Warner and Miss
Kathy Underhill.
Candies,cake, punch and nuts
were served.
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t censorright of
e must
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Mr. and Mrs. Samuel R. Outland of 40 South Eleventh Street,
Murray, will celebrate their 'twenty-fifth wedding anniversary
on Friday, December 24, at their home.
An open house wW not be held due to the ill health of their son
who recently underwent brain surgery; however friends and
relatives may call from one to three o'clock in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Outland were married December 24, 1946, at
Hopkinsville by Rev. J.T. Louis. They are former residents of
Model,Tenn. Mrs.Outland is the former Helen Ruth Futrell.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Shirley Jane Franklin of
Muscatine, Iowa., one son, James Wiley Outland of 405 South
Eleventh Street, Murray, and two grandchildren.

You can save money by turning these holders of anything and
canwbe scrubbed
off lights-Does it really pay to
awed.
'
off lights whenever you
leave a room? Jt appears many lathered old toothbrush or
The members of the Murray- persons think it costs more to nailbrush to work dirt and dust
Calloway County Shrine Club • turn on lights frequently than to from crevices. Rinse with a
and their families held their leave them burning—all experts damp sponge and allow to dry
monthly fellowship breakfast at expel that theory as purely a completely.
Then turn your
the Holiday Inn on Sunday, myth. There is no extra "power irnigination loose. I'll bet you
December 12, at nine o'clock in surge" when a light is switched come up with a good idea—Mrs.
the morning.
on, the electrical pros declare. Mildred W. Potts, La Center, Ky.
42956 Phone: 753-1452
Those present were Mr. and You actually save power and
by turning off lights you
Mrs. Milton Jones, Mr. and money
false belief The three most important
Mrs. Wallace Ford, daughters, are not using. The
its
in the factors that contribute to a
had
origin
have
may
Kim and Kelley, and guest,
fact that motors in appliances, succesful sewing project that one
Denecia Story, Mr. and Mmrs.
conditioner, enjoys are sewing skills, needs
Glenard Helms, Mr. and Mrs. such as a wash or air
extra
an
"push" and the time available for the job.
experience
do
Jackie Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Many people dislike sewing
Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. when the appliance is turned on.
because they have chosen fabric
It
said
does
be
this
may
certainly
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Don Robirmon,
and tear on the and patterns that require skills
John L W ILLIAMS, Mr. and create more wear
motor of the appliance, but there beyond their knowledge of
Mrs. Randy Thornton, Mr. and
or
construction
used in so clothing
Mrs. Freed Gotham, Mr. and is not any extra power
require too much
that
techniques
209
Wrather,
doing.—Barletta
Mrs.
Mrs William Moffett,
Ky. 42071 time. They did a hurry-up job
Pearl Moffett of Chicago, Ill., Maple St., Murray,
and were unhappy with the end
: 753-1452
Phone
Permit
and Jack
results. They have patterns on
Need containers for Christmas
decorations? Pick a basket, any
basket and do something with it.
Buy them fresh from a store asfind them at flea markets and
garage sales. Your inventive
mind can do wonders. Made of
rattan, wicker, rush or ash slats,

Are you aware of the
strength in velvet? What it
does for heightening up
your cumes?...How It turns
you
into
a
femme
latale?...What are you
waiting for?..Don't you
want to stand out on New
Year's Eve?

So, you've been asked to
bid farewell to the old
year?..You want to stand
out?..Easy..Buy a long,
slinkly, slashed up to there
jersey dress in bright bold
prints.

And what is the evening
suit that's become so
important...especially for
New Year's Eve?...It's the
long skirt or dress...all soft
and
utterly
a
under
feminine
romantic blater....Talk
about elegance...This is It.
ANY time is a time for
romance ....but can you
think of a better time than
New Year's Eve when
you're wearing the swish
and rustle of taffeta?
Remember, fashion Is
your
best SOCIAL
SECURITY

the Happy Yellow Store
Is open till 5:30 Mon.-Sat till 6 00 on Fri.

Miss Brenda Richardson,
bride-elect of Keith Hoaford,
was honored with a recipe party
held at the lovely home of Mrs.
Eurie Garland on Saturday,
December 11.
Hostesses in addition to Mrs.
Garland were Mrs. Earl
Warford, Mrs. Hollis Roberts,
and Mrs. Z.C. Enix
Games were played and
prizes were won by Mrs. James
Hart and Mrs. I.H. Key.
Miss Richardson chose to
wear from her trousseau a
brown knit dress and was
presented a necklace of
macrame and small kitchen
Her mother, Mrs.
utensils.
Bethel Richardson, wore a
camel and navy knit dress and
was presented a corsage made
from a dish cloth and dish
sponge.
Fifteen guests presented the
honoree with their favorite
recipes. As the recipe was
placed in a file, each one was
asked why she chose this recipe.
In addition to the recipe file, the
hostesses presented her with an
electric can opener.

Penny Homemakers
meet At...
kiitc
The Harrell Home

the market for beginners that
give in detail all construction
If your sewing
techniques.
skills arelimhXe. close them;
If you time isted,choose the
jiffy or easy-to-make patterns
and have fun sewing—
Catherine C Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone: 236-2351.

Mrs. Clifton Harrell opened
her home for the Christmas
luncheon held by the Penny
Homemakers Club on Monday,
December 13, at ten o'clock in
the morning.
The president, Mrs. Grace
Covey, presided and Mrs. Delia
Graham gave the devotion and
led in prayer. Mrs. Harrell
called the roll with members
answering with their most
delightful Christmas.
Landscape notes were given
by Mrs. Brooks Moody, and the
recreational period was conducted by Mrs. R. C. Scott.
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon. Gifts were
exchanged by the group. The
house was beautifully decorated
in the holiday motif.
were
present
Those
Mesdames Paul Butterworth,
P H Hendon, Brooks Moody,
Delia Graham, Vernon Moody,
Christine Sherman, Grace
Covey, Alton Cole, R. C. Scott,
Brent Butterworth, Clifton
Harrell, Ernest Madrey, and
Richard Armstrong.

If a man's fashionable suit and
shirt can be considered the
"cake", then a colorful tie is the
"icing". Ties supply the color
accent to a wardrobe and they
Tuesday, December 21
The Calloway County Country should be selected in colors that
Club will have a dance,from 8:00 mirror those of the suit and shirt.
to 12:00 p.m. Ironstone will be Wider lapels on suit jackets today
playing. Admission is $3.50 per mean that more shirt and tie are
couple. It is open to high school visible, so it is more important to
and college members and guests. choose ties carefully. Tie width
varies from three to four and oneMurray Assembly No. 19 Order half inches and this calls for a
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet Windsor or half-Windsor knot to
generally
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. compliment the
broadened "total look".—Dean
Women's Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield,
Christian
The
Fellowship of the First Christian Ky. 42066 Phone: 247-2334
Church will meet in the church
library at ten a.m.
It's chestnut time! Blanch
chestnuts by putting them in
boiling water and letting them
stand two minutes. Remove a
few at a time, cool slightly, then
peel with a paring knife. ff nuts
Friday, December 24
are difficult to peal, return them
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Crowell of to hot water for a minute or two.
Hazel Route Two will be honored Roasting will also loosen the
with an open house in celebration skins of chestnuts.
Remove
of their 50th wedding anniversary shells and skins while nuts are
at their home near New Concord warm.—Maxine Griffin, Federal
from two to five p.m. All relatives Bldg., Clinton, Ky. 42031 Phone:
and friends invited.
653-2231
Sunday, December 21
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Holland
will be honored on their golden
anniversary with a
wedding
reception at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Earl Lee, from
two to five p.m. All relatives and
friends invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burkeen of
Dexter Route One will have open
house in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary for all of
their relatives and friends a
their home from one to five p.m.

The next meeting will be held
on Monday, January 17, at ten
a.m. at the Holiday Inn with
Mrs. Thomas James as hostess.
Drapes that are badly worn
can be used to make covers for
machines, as packing material
and dust cloths. Your first
impulse may be to try to make
slipcovers from such drapes.
But don't unless the drapes
pass this test: Wet a spot that
has hung near center of windows and pull with fingers. If
damage results, don't es,te
time making slipcovers. The
drapes are too worn.

The home of Mrs. Raymond
Workman was the scene of the
Christmas dinner held by the
Ladies Sunday School Class of
the West Fork Baptist Church
on Saturday, December 11, at
six-thirty o'clock in the evening.
Gifts were presented by the
class to the teachers, Mrs.
Modena Butterworth and Mrs.
Mrs. Ails, president, called Estelle Ezell
Mrs. Ruth
the meeting to order and read a Parker who had also served as a
Christmas card received from teacher last year was also
the International Office to the presented a gift from the class.
Gamma Gamma Chapter.
A potluck dinner was served
table
The officers' and committee from the dining room
reports were . given and decorated in the Christmas
was
discussion held on the upcoming motif. Christmas punch
service project. Food items will served from a smaller table.
be collected beginning at the The house was decorated
next meeting to have in stock to throughout in the holiday
give to families in need when theme.
Members present were
the time arises. Plans were
Larue Sledd, Ruth
Mesdames
finalized for the Sorority
Parker, Helen Cole, Pernie Jo
Christmas party.
Norsworthy, Mae Cochran,
Following the business Jewel Byrd, Myrtle Trevathan,
session, the candlelight Ritual Modena Butterworth, Addie
of Jewels ceremonies was held Jones, Estelle Ezell, Donnie
for Rita Farris, Barbara Story, and Hazel Workman.
Fleming, and Brenda Nix. The Mrs. Marelle Farless was a
recipients knelt and repeated guest.
the ritual and received their
Ritual of Jewels pin. At the
conelusion of the ceremony a
yeti* asklitegiFiational
flower of the' Sorority, was
presented to each of the new
Ritual of Jewels members.

The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met on
Tuesday, December 14, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening in the home of Mrs.
Martha AlLs for a regular
business session and to observe
the granting of the Ritual of
Jewels to three new members.

'Old Lovers' in
a new world
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a clergyman, and the letter from
"Old Lovers" fascinated me. It concerns a widow of 63
and a widower of 66 who have known each other for many
years, love each other, and want to marry.
The problem: The gentleman's only income is a small
Social Security check. Hers is Social Security and a VA
pension from her deceased husband which she will lose if
she remarries. Living on the gentleman's income is practically impossible, so they have been living together. Now
their families have disowned them, their neighbors won't
speak to them and they are social outcasts.
The purposes of religion and the state are not always
parallel A couple can be morally right, tho legally wrong.
I would recommend that this couple consult a lawyer
about being married by a clergyman without the marriage
being "legal," so the couple could retain their pensions.
They could then declare their marriage to the world without
sacrificing their income.
As a clergyman, I would be happy to perform such a
nonlegal marriage ceremony. I have two sotnewhat similar
[but somewhat different] situations.
One was a woman who could not marry, the father of
-law& not
be final until after the baby was due. A lawyer recommended that they get a marriage license and that I marry them,:
even tho the legality of the marriage could be challenged.
But the child would have the father's name, and after
baby was born, and the father was legally free to marry,
they could take out a legal license and have a second
wedding. It was the charitable thing to do.
The other was a man and wife who had lived together
for 12 years and had 10 children without marriage. Here the
state permitted me to marry them without their getting a
marriage license which the children might see in the newspapers. This was the inspiration of their social workers, and
I was rroud that the first wedding in our new church could
be this ceremony [without a license] for these poor, but
radiant people.
So I would congratulate "Old Lovers" and tell them to
be creative, and try to find a way to tell the world of their
Sincerely,
marriage.
PIERCE JOHNSON, Unity Methodist Church
Los Osos, Cal.
DEAR ABBY: I suggest that "Old Lovers" call a meeting of all their children and ask if they will make up the
money which "Old Lovers" would lose if they got married.
As soon as the children know it might cost them, their
ob)ections to their parents' present arrangements would
ONE WHO KNOWS
immediately dissolve. Sign this,

Mrs. John Falwell of Murray
A social period followed
honoring the Ritual recipients has been a patient at Lourdes
with hostess, Sue Overbey, Hospital, Paducah.
serving refreshments.
Recently dismissed from the
The following members were Western Baptist Hospital,
present: Martha Ails, Frances Paducah, was Mrs. Harold
Armstrong,Paula Duncan, Rita Robertson of Murray.
Farris, Barbara Fleming,
Beverly Herndon, Pat Hopkins,
Mrs. Oscar Turner has been ,
Patricia Nesbitt, Brenda Nix, dismissed from the Western
Sue Overbey, Jerrie Parkin, Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Linda Smothermon, Anita
Thomas, Sylvia Thomas, Judy
Rev. Loyd D. Wilson of
Wall, Toni Bohannon, Karen Murray has been a patient at
Bolls, Phyllis McCuiston, and the Western Baptist Hospital,
Melissa Overbey.
Paducah.

DEAR ABBY: This is in regard to a letter signed "Old
Lovers": The correspondent, a widow, age 63, states that if
she and ber gentleman friend marry, she will lose both the
Social Security and Veterans Administration benefits which
she is presently receiving because she is a widow.
I wish to point out that she will indeed lose her VA
widow's benefit However, if she remarries after age 60, she
will not lose her entitlement to Social Security benefits. She
will be entitled to one-half f her deceased husband's S. S.
benefit, or to a wife's benefit, ha!,erl upon the work of her
Sincerely yours,
new husband, whichever is greater
M()RRIS TULCHINSKY:
Social Security Adm , Kansas City, Mo.
DEAR ABBY: A quote by the late Sen. Winston Prouty,
ranking minority member. Special Committee on Aging, is,
I think, the perfect answer for "Old Lovers," who are living
together without marriage for financial reasons:
"Older Americans have earned the right to choose how
they shall live. But many are denied this right by social
attitudes and policies which reject them."
MRS. J. R. LINDERS:
Respectfully submitted by,
Bay Village, Ohio
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What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get It off
,
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 6970e, Los Angeles. Cali
MN. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed 13
eavelapo.

Mrs. Featherstone
Hostess For Meet
Hasseltine Class
Mrs. Lucy Featherstone
opened her home for the
Christmas party held by the
Ann Hasseltine Sunday School
Class of the Memorial Baptist
Church held on Monday at six
o'clock in the evening.
The president, Mrs. Mackie
Hubbs, presided and Mrs.
Modelle Miller led. in prayer
preceding the potluck dinner.
Mrs. Pauline Wainscott gave
the devotion using words for
Christmas from each letter in
the word. She also read the
scripture ancrled in prayer.
The group sang a medley of
songs led by Mrs. Elizabeth
James. Mrs. Laura Jennings
led the group in singing the
song, "It M UST Be Santa".
Gifts were exchanged.

Mr. and Mrs. Crawford McClure will be honored by their
children and grandchildren with
a reception at the Community
Room, Murray Federal Savings
and Loan Company, 7th and Main
Streets, Murray,from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m. All relatives and friends are
invited
Mr and Mrs. Boyce Jones,
formerly of Murray, will have a
reception at the Paducah
Woman's Club, 1406 Jefferson,
Paducah, in celebration of their
Twelve members and three
golden wedding anniversary
All guests were present for the
from two to four p.m.
meeting.
relatives and friends invited.
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Patriots and Oakland Place
Three On NFL All-Rookie Team
By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( UPI) -Jim
Plunkett and Randy Vataha,
who shared collegiate glory at
Stanford, are now sharing
honors in the National Football
League.
Plunkett, the first player
chosen in last season's draft,
and Vataha, selected on the
final round, were among the
three New England Patriots
selected today for the United
Press International 1971 NFL
All-Rookie team.
Joining Plunkett, the strongarmed quarterback who won
the Heisman Trophy last season
as the outstanding college
football player in the nation,
and Vataha, a pre-season reject
who finished third in the
American Football Conference
in receiving, is defensive tackle
Julius Adams of the Patriots.
The Oakland Raiders also
placed three players on the
squad, all on the defensive
team. Selected from Oakland

UPI's Rookie
tia-Stg3er 4vt
NEW YORK UPI - The
United Press International 1971
National Football League allrookie team'
Offense
WR-Billy Parks, San Diego
WR-Randy Vataha, New
England
T-Vernon Holland, Cincinnati
T-Marv Montgomery, Denver
G - Henry Allison, Philadelphia
G-Larron Jackson, Denver
C-Bruce Jarvis, Buffalo
QB-Jim Plunkett, New England
R13-John Brockington,Green
Bay
RB-John Riggins, New York
Jets
TE-Jan White, Buffalo
Defense
E-Richard Harris, Philadelphia
E-Horace Jones, Oakland
T-Bob Pollard, New Orleans
T-Julius Adams, New England
MLB-Ron Hornshy, New
York Giants
OLB-Isaiah Robertson, Los
kngeles
OLI3-Phil Villapiano. Oakland
CB-Tom Hayes, Atlanta
CB-Clarence Scott, Cleveland
S-Dave Elmendorf, Los Angeles
S-Jack Tatum, Oakland
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were defensive end Horace
Jones, linebacker Phil Villapiano and safety Jack Tatum.
The running backs are John
Brockington of Green Bay, the
most productive rookie rusher
in NFL history, and John
Riggins of the New York Jets,
a bruiser who stepped in for the
injured Matt Snell this season.
Billy Parks of San Diego, who
made Charger fans forget the
loss of Lance Alworth almost
immediately, joins Vataha at
wide receiver while Jan White
of Buffalo is the tight end.
In the interior offensive line,
Vernon Holland of Cincinnati
and Mary Montgomery of
Denver were chosen at tackle
and Henry Allison of Philadelphia and Larron Jackson of
Denver were named at guard.
The center is Bruce Jarvis of
Buffalo.
Philadelphia's Richard Harris
was named at one defensive
end, joining Jones, and Bob
Pollard of New Orleans was
selected with Adams at defensive tackle. The middle linebacker is Ron Hornsby of the
New York Giants and Isaiah
Robertson of Los Angeles joins
Villapiano ,at outside linebacker.
The cornerbacks ere Tom
Hayes of Atlanta and Clarence
Scott of Cleveland and safety
honors went to Tatum and
Dave Elmendorf of Los Angeles.
The rookie of the year for
each conference will be announced later this month.
The durable Plunkett, who
did not miss an offensive play
for the Patriots this season,
threw 19 TD passes to set a
rookie record.
Vataha, dropped by the Rams
in training camp but signed by
New England on Plunkett's
advice, is one of the success
stories of 1971. He set a club
record with receptions and
trialed only Fred Biletnikoff of
Oakland and Otis Taylor of
Kansas City receiving in the
AFC.
Parks, drafted two years ago,
left the Charger camp last
year, claiming he didn't want
to play any more. But hereturned this season and kept
Jerry Levias, a veteran star
acquired from Houston, on the
bench most of the year.
Brockington gained 1,099
yards and scored four TDs for
the Packers, averaging better
than five yards a carry and
Riggins, the first back selected
in the draft, gained 769 yards
and was among the club leader
in receptions.
White filled a tight end slot
that has been a problem for
Buffalo for the past few years.
Holland and Montgomery, both
high draft choices, lived up to
their reputations as the best
tackles in college football last
season by filling major problems in the offensive line of
their clubs.
Allison moved into a starting
slot in the Philadelphia line and
the Eagles feel he's a future
GABRIEL UNDER
THE
KNIFE
SANTA TA.MONICA, Calif.
UPI I-Quarterback Roman
Gabriel of the Los Angeles
Rams undergoes surgery today
on his right knee. Gabriel, a 10year veteran from North
Carolina State, suffered ligament damage early in the
. season.

CM

f. Gift Certificates

Vols Win Liberty Bowl With
TD, PAT, In Last Two Minutes

star while Jackson, drafted by
Houston but traded to Denver
early in the year, blossomed
with the Broncos.
Jarvis, a 6-foot-7 center, filled
one of the gapinglioles in the
Buffalo line.
Harris' development at defensive end was a big reason for
Philadelphia's late season success and Jones, a 12th-ranked
picked from Louisville, blended
into the Oakland front four with
his aggressive play. Pollard, an
llth round pick, moved in as
starting tackle when Dave
Rowe and Mike Tilleman were
traded and was impressive all
season.
Villapiano and Robertson
already have established themselves as two of the hardest
hitters in the league and
Hornsby, who moved in as a
starter late in the season, has
shown great promise.
Hayes and Scott both were
highly impressive at cornerback, one of the most difficult
positions for a rookie, while
Elmendorf and Tatum showed
tremendous potential as the
safety slots.

Michigan Upsets
Ohio University

By United Press International
Ohio University got a taste of
its own medicine Monday night.
The bobcats, who stunned
Indiana and Ohio State to move
into the No. 15 national
ranking, went the upset route
themselves Monday night as
Wayne Grabiec hit four points
in the last 55 seconds to pace
Michigan to an 87-81 victory.
Grabiec converted a pair of
free throws with 55 seconds left
and then hit a layup with 39
seconds to go as Michigan took
its first round game in the
Michigan Invitational Tournament.
Henry Wilmore scored 22,
points for the Wolverines in the
first half, but was unable to
play after the intermission
when he bruised his right knee
in a fall. Ernie Johnson scored
15 of his 26 points in the second
half and Grabiec, whose free
throws boosted Michigan to an
84-80 lead, had 14.
Final NFL Standings
,
• 72Jfri .19,1649etr&it-TIM:
By United Press International
the opening game of the
American Conference
tournament.
East
In other action involving
W. L. T. Pct.
rated teams, No. 5 Southern
a-Miami
10 3 1 .769
California held off Iowa State
y-Baltimore
10 4 0 .714
89-86, Ohio State ( 6 ) whipped
NY Jets
6 8 0 .429
Brown 62-56, Maryland 113)
New England
6 a 0 .429
rallied to stop Loyola ( Md.) 73Buffalo
1 13 0 .071
60 and Arizona State (17)
Central
crushed Fresno State 95-75.
W. L. T. Pct.
Paul Westphal, the high
9 5 0 .643
x-Cleveland
scorer with 30 points, hit a pair
Pittsburgh
6 8 0 .429
of free throws in the closing
Houston
4 9 1 .308
minutes to boost Southern Cal
Cincinnati
4 10 0 .286
ahead after Iowa State had
West
rallied from a 55-38 deficit to
W. L. T. Pct.
take the lead. Martinez Denx-Kansas City
10 3 1 .769
mon had 24 points to lead the
Oakland
8 4 2 667
Iowa state attack.
San Diego
6 8 0 .429
Allan Hornyak, Ohio State's
Denver
4 9 1 306
leading scorer last season,
National Conference
made his debut a successful
East
one with three points in the last
W. L T. Pet
15 seconds that gave the
x-Dallas
11 3 0 786
buckeyes their victory over
y-Washington
9 4 1 6112
Brown. Hornyak, out with an
Philadelphia
6 7 1 Afi2
injured foot until Monday night,
St. Louis
4 9 1 3101
finished with eight points. Luke
4 10 0 296: Witte
NY Giants
led Ohio State with 16.
Central
Howard White hit 17 points
W. L. T. Pet.
and Jim O'Brien 15 as
x-Minnesota
11 3 0 786
Maryland was forced to rally in
Detroit
7 6 1 5381
the second half to beat stubborn
Chicago
6 8 0 4291
Loyola. Loyola led by as many
Green Bay
4 8 2 333
as 10 points in the first half
West
before White and O'Brien
W. L. T. Pet. sparked
a second half rally.
x-San Fran
9 5 0 .643 Tom McMillen, the
Terps' 6Los Angeles
8 5 1 615 foot-11
Sophomore whiz, was
Atlanta
7 6 1 .538
held to only seven points. Ed
New Orleans
4 8 2 333
Butler led Loyola with 18.
a-Clinched division title
Paul Stovall's career high 29
y-Cliuched playoff spot
points and 15 rebounds boosted
Saturday's Results
Arizona State past Fresno
Dallas 31 St. Louis 12
State. Fresno State was forced
I Only game scheduled)
to play without starting guards
Sunday's Results
Clarence Metcalf and Charles
Atlanta 20 New Orleans 20
Baily, dropped because of
Kansas City 22 Buffalo 9
disciplinary reasons.
NY Jets 35 Cincinnati 21
Elsewhere, Dwight Jones and
Cleveland 20 Washington 13
Dwight Davis had 20 points and
San Francisco 31 Detroit 27
12 rebounds each as Houston
Miami 27 Green Bay 6
beat Washington State 84-74 and
Los Angeles 23 Pittsburgh 14
Glenn Price's 31 points paced
Minnesota 27 Chicago 10
St. Bonaventure to an 86-66
New England 21 Baltimore 17
Oakland 21 Denver 13
NBA Standings
Philadelphia 41 NY Giants 28
By United Press International
Houston 49 San Diego 33
Atlantic Division
Only game scheduled )
Eastern Conference
Saturday's Playoff Games
W. L Pct. GB
Boston
Dallas at Minnesota
22 12 .647 ...
New York
Miami at Kansas City
18 13 .581 211
Philadelphia 14 19 .427 7,/
Sunday's Playoff Games
Baltimore at Cleveland
Buffalo
11 19 367 9
Washington at San Francisco
Central Divison
W. L. Pct. GB
Baltimore
12 20 .375
t144'WA WAWA Ett Cleveland
11 22 .333 1 12
Atlanta
10 22 .312 2
Cincinnati
10 22 .312 2
Western Conference
Midwest Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Los Angeles
31 3 .912 ...
Seattle
22 14 .611 10
Golden State 18 16 .529 13
Houston
12 23 .343 1911
Portland
8 25 .242 22,1
Monday's Results
I No games scheduled )
Tonight's Games
Detroit at Chicago
Philadelphia at Phoenix
Houston at Portland
(Steel)
New York at Golden State
Los Angeles at Buffalo
Only games scheduled,

ttilktVAlw4

Shop at Your Pro Shop

For all your gifts for golfers and tennis players shop
at the Murray Country Club Pro Shop where you will
find the best in pro-line equipment.

Golf Clubs
T_ Golf Balls
i
r Golf Bags
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Pull Carts
Windbreakers
Tennis Rackets

g

g

Tennis Balls I

't

I
f

Club House 753-9143
z Pro Shop 753-9166
Home Phone 753-3526
JAMES SULLIVAN, PROFESSIONAL
Oxktae4ELleklahktkitCtei-e4EIKWIWAt1314 ELIAttiltitrWakil4Ekliktkigt

BACK-PICKED
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI )
Quarterback Chuck F:aley, defensive tackle Mel Long and
cornerback John Saunders of the
undefeated Tangerine Bowlbound Toledo Rockets have
been named to the North squad
for th Jan. 9 American Bowl
Football game here, it was
announced Friday,

victory over Boston College.
John Williarnson's 32 points
helped New Mexico State beat
San Francisco 91-84 in overtime
and American University, behind Kermit Washington's 19
points, 72 rebounds and eight
blocks, dropped Syracuse from
the unbeaten ranks with a 78-74
victory.
Mike Robinson's 20-point effort led Michigan State to a 7771 triumph over Butler and
Freddie Boyd's 24 points helped
Oregon State to an 82-75
triumph over Weber State.
Mike Stewart hit 26 points as
Santa Clara romped to a 79-65
victory over Kent State and
Andy Denny's 24 points helped
South Alabama beat Arizona 7666.
In other actions, Duquesne
topped Harvard 77-7, Marshall
clubbed Maine 100-68, Georgia
Tech beat William & Mary 8371, Virginia Tech drubbed
Richmond 82-54, Virginia ripped
.10-)t and
Georgia beat Louisiana State
115-95.

the first time in the second half
By JAMES SALENTINE
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UP!)-It with less than three minutes to
all boiled down to a battle of play when Volunteer tackle
talented toes and a disputed Carl Witherspoon recovered a
fumble in the heart-stopping fumble by Jon Richardson on
Liberty Bowl Monday night.
the Arkansas 37. Three plays
Tennessee's George Hunt tied Watson scored and Hunt kicked
on the mantle of hero when his his second extra point.
"Tom Reed (of Arkansas)
extra point kick defeated
Arkansas, 14-13, with only 1:56 jumped on that fumble and had
to play following a 17-yard run it under his chest," said
Arkansas coach Frank Broyles
by fullback Curt Watson.
Arkansas' Billy McClard, the of the recovery credited to
top kick-scorer in the history of Witherspoon. "He even handed
college football (Hunt is num- the ball to the official. I
ber two) packed up his couldn't believe it when they
disappointment and went duck said Tennessee's ball.
"We have nothing to be
hunting with Razorback quarterback Joe Ferguson. Fer- ashamed of," he added, "we
guson, who completed 18 out of played well enough to win."
28 passes for 200 yards, found
"I handed the ball to the
little consolation in being official," said Reed. "I couldn't
named the game's most valua- believe it when he said
ble player.
'orange."
A record crowd of 51,140
McClard had kicked field
goals of 19 and 30 yards in the watched the two teamsfinal period to give Arkansas a playing for the first time since
13-7 lead and an apparent upset Tennessee won 14-2 back in 1907
with time running out. In fact, -battle to a 7-7 deadlock.
Tennessee scored first on a
Arkansas' defense had so
stifled ninth-ranked Tennessee two-yard plunge by Bill Rudder
that it didn't seem to matter in the first quarter to cap a 55when McClard had a 48-yard yard drive in eight plays. A key
field goal nullified by a penalty pass interference penalty
with lest that1.1i.v.e. mintite.s to • .;aossioakansaa' Claris
at the Arkansas 22 kept the
play.
Suddenly, Tennessee had the
drive alive.
ball in Arkansas territory for
Then Ferguson, a 6-2 junior

from Shreveport, La., took over
in the second quarter. He
completed six consecutive
passes in a drive that covered
66 yards and threw 36 yards to
flanker Jim Hodge for the
score.
Not only was Ferguson
named the most valuable
offensive player, but Arkansas
safety Louis Campbell was
named the most valuable
defensive player with three
interceptions to his credit. Two
of them led to McClard's field
goals in the second half.
"It was a nice honor,.'_',. said
Campbell. "We won everything
but the game."
Young Tennessee coach Bill
Battle said his Volunteers made
too many costly offensive
mistakes.
"But we still played well
enough to win when we had a
real opportunity."
And Tennessee Gov. Winfield
Dunn said in the steamy
Volunteer dressing room that
he was ready for his ham He
bet a ham with Arkansas Gov.
Dale Bumpers on the game but
Bumpers said that if Tennessee
won Diinn would have to go into
hei.:ratz•wagsV...1t
lown razorback hog.
"I'm ready to go hog
hunting," said Dunn.

Series Film UCLA, Marquette, Grab
Does Little First and Second Spots
For Rhubarb
By IRA MILLER
UPI Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH(UPI)-Baseball's official film of the 1971
World Series does little to settle
the only serious controversy
sparked by the meeting of the
Pittsburgh Pirates and Baltimore Orioles.
But the annual film, premiered at Three Rivers Stadium
Monday, still shows the Pirates
winning in seven games and,
after all, that's the only thing
that counts.
...1The most heated argument of
tbe series, in the third inning of
the fourth game here -the only
World Series game ever played
at night -occurred when
Roberto Clemente hit a drive
off the rightfield wall near the
foul pole.
When umpire John Rice
called the ball foul, manager
Danny Murtaugh of the Pirates
rushed out to protest.
In the film, Rice is heard to
tell Murtaugh.
I call it the
other way, I got an argument
by the other team."
"Oh, you don't want them to
argue with you, then," Murtaugh responded.
The film, which clearly shows
Pittsburgh's Bob Robertson
missing a bunt sign and then
hitting a home run in the third
game-while Clemente, on
second base, was trying to call
time out-gives scant attention to
the rhubarb.
Anyone looking to the movie
to tell whether Rice was right
or wrong will be disappointed,
because you can't be sure.
Clemente's time-out signal in
the third game was replayed
three times. But the movie
lacks a good, slow-motion shot
of Clemente's ball hitting the
wall in the controversial fourthgame play.
The game was shown in
prime television time and
attracted an estimated TV
audience of 61 million. Despite
losing the argument, the
Pirates went on to win the
game, 4-3.
Both managers, Murtaugh
and Earl Weaver of the Orioles,
were wired for sound during
the series and Weaver's frustration is obvious in the sound
track.
When Dave Mclyally wildpitched home a Pittsburgh run
in the fifth game, Weaver
groaned:
"Are they that good or are
we just so bad"
And, in game seven, with
Baltimore one out away from
defeat, Weaver still was hollering, "we're better than this,
fellas, we're better than this
Robertson's three-run homer
after missing the bunt sign
helped the Pirates to a 5-1
victory in the third game after
they had lost the first two.
clemente, who saw the sign,
motioned to second base
umpire John Odom for a time
out but Odom said he refused
the request because Mike
Cuellar, the pitcher, already
was winding up.

NEW YORK UPI ) -UCLA.
Unanimous.
The unbeaten Bruins of coach
Johnny Wooden received all 34
first place votes from the
United Press International
Board of Coaches and outpointed Marquette 340-299 in the
latest college basketball ratings.
UCLA, which leads the nation
in scoring with 109.5 points per
game, was idle last week but
will host the Bruin Classic next
week against Arizona, Ohio
State and Texas.
After Marquette, South
Carolina, a narrow 77-76 WOMer
over VPI, was third. The
Gamecocks travel to Philadelphia next week for the
Quaker City Classic which
features such powers as Vlllanova and Tennessee.
North Carolina, winner of the
Atlantic Coast Conference's Big
Four tourney last week with
victories over Wake Forest and
N.C. State, moved up a notch to
fourth as Brigham Young fell
all the way to llth after losing
to Kansas

Major College
Cage Ratings
NEW YORK (UPI) -The
United Press International top
20 major college basketball
teams with first place votes
and won-lost records in parentheses.
(Third Week)
Team
Pts
1 . UCLA ( 34) ( 4-0)
340
2. Marquette (5-0)
299
3. South Carolina (4-0)
233
4. North Carolina ( 5-1)
201
5. Southern California ( 5-1) 123
6. Ohio State (4-1)
86
7. Long Beach State ( 5-11 81
8. Indiana ( 5-1)
72
9. St. John's ( 5-1)
71
10. Southwestern Louisiana ( 41)
46
11. Brigham Young 6-1)
45
12 .Florida State ( 5-1)
35
13. Maryland (4-1)
34
14. Kentucky (5-2)
30
15. Ohio U.(34)
25
16. Louisville 13-3-1
23
17. ( tie ) Arizona State ( 5-2) 22
(tie)Pennsylvania ( 4-1 ) 22
19. Minnesota (3-1)
20
20. Jacksonville (5-1)
16
ABA Standings
By United Press International
East
W. L. Pct. GB
Kentucky
23 8 .742
Virginia
21 14 .600 4
Pittsburgh
16 20 444 9k(2
Floridians
15 19 .441 91
/
2
New York
14 18 .437 91
/
2
Carolina
12 21 .364 12
West
W. L. Pet. GB
Utah
23 9 .719 ...
Indiana
19 13 .594 4
Memphis
14 18 .437 9
Denver
12 19 .387 10,42
Dallas
12 22 353 12
Monday's Results
(No games scheduled )
Tonight's Games
Kentucky at Pittsburgh
Indiana at Denver
Utah at Dallas
(Only games scheduled)

Southern Cal., winner of the
After Brigham Young, the
Jayhawk Classic, also im- second ten had Florida State,
proved, going from eighth to Maryland, Kentucky and Ohio
fifth. The top 10 was completed U. The No. 15 bobcats burst
by Ohio State, Long Beach into prominence by knocking
State, Indiana, St. John's and off Big Ten powers Ohio State
Southwestern Louisiana. Ohio and Indiana in succession.
State gets a ielcome return
Louisville, idle last week,
from guard Alan Hornyak this moved up a place to 16th,
week who has not played a Arizona State and Penn tied for
game yet because of a foot 17th. Minnesota was 19th and
injury.
Jacksonville was 20th.
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.

Prices Good Wed., Thurs., Fri., Dec. 22-23-24

100% NYLON
Trimmed in
embroidery and lace.
. Winfield
steamy
oom that
ham. He
s Gov.
game but
ennessee
to go into

go

Capri blue - Sunset Gold Flamingo Pink
Sizes S-M-L

K.592

Regular s-15

hog

,the
State,
and Ohio
ts burst
knocking
o State
on.
t week,
to 16th,
tied for
19th and

HOSE
LADIES PANTY
Lovely Fashion Colors
•Petite
•Regular
•Tall
•Ex. Tall

•Asstd. Colors
Sizes 7-14

Regular '1.96
LADIES

BOOTS
Stretch vinyl.
Black, brown, navy, red, white, beige.
REAL STYLE SETTERS!
Sizes 5-10 Reg. 513"

BONDED

KNIT MATERIAL
60 Inches Wide
Ideal for Pant Suits!

Reg. '1.48
Just in time for the holidays!
Human hair and synthetic fiber
Long ans short.

Reg. '16.88

$788

•Operates on one
self contained
battery
.Clean, close
shaves
•Light. weight

WILLIAMSPORT

PUNCH BOWL SET
2 Qt. Glass Bowl
/
61

12 Glass Cups

Ladle

Reg. '3.96

by WEAREVER
Dutch Oven
2 Sauce Pans
Skillet
3 Covers
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Court Stand On Forced
Busing May Be Changing

Economic
Stabilization

Questions
and
Answers

internal
Revenue
Service

By ED ROGERS
III., a member of the Roux
need to obtain advance apThis column of questions and may seek a civil injunction to
WASHINGTON UPI) —The Education and Labor Commitproval of price increases.
raising
from
President's
the
on
persons
answers
stop
arrival of two conservative tee, predicted the court will
Forms for prenotifiers and
higher
rents
Stablization
or
Economic
prices, wages
justices on the Supreme Court reject the concept of busing to
reporters are available at the
Failure to
the
by
permitted.
provided
is
Program
is
than
raised
has
year
political
in a
achieve racial balance. If the
Local offices of the Internal
local office of the U.S. Internal comply with the injunction
speculation that forced school court gets an appropriate case,
Service.
Revenue
in
violator
is
and
Service
Revenue
would place the
busing may be on its way out.
Pucinski believes it will restore
Q. What wage and salary
published as a public service. contempt of court and subject to
Oath-taking ceremonies will the original school desegregabe
must
The column answers questions civil penalties. In addition, the adjustments
be held Jan. 7 for Lewis F. tion decision of 1954.
and
and
approved
prenotified
Act
about
Stabilization
asked
most
frequently
Economic
Powell of Virginia, who reIn that case, Brown vs.
what are those that need only be
wages and prices.
provides that upon conviction
ceived a Senate confirmation Topeka, Pucinski said, the
reported?
person
a
pay
in
increases
violation,
Are
Q.
willful
a
H.
for
William
vote of 89 to 1, and
court merely held there could
A. Wage and salary adresulting from promotions may be subject to a fine of $5,000
Rehnquist of Arizona, con- not be separate schools for
justments which affect 5,000 or
percent
from
5.5
the
excluded
violation.
each
for
firmed by a vote of 68 to 26.
whites and blacks and school
and all wage
limitation set by the Pay
Q. What businesses are more employees,
Chairman James 0. East- districts must be fairly drawn.
for
adjustments
salary
and
and
Board'
prenotification
subject to
land, D-Miss., of the Senate The requirements that each
A. Bonafide promotions are reporting of their price in- employees in construction must
Judiciary Committee, a leader school must have a balanced
be prenotified and approved by
excluded from the 5.5 percent creases?
of the fight to gain confirmation racial composition has been
Pay Board before they are
the
or
limitation,
sales
annual
aggregate
annual
with
A. Firms
for Rehnquist, told a law school added since, he said.
since remuneration goes with revenues of $100 million or more made effective.
in a home state speech last The administration has given
Wage and salary adjustments
the job, not the man.
are subject to prenotification
week:
no indication of what it will do
affect from 1,000 to 5,000
which
or
these
retailer
a
general,
May
Q.
In
reporting.
in
are
and
"I am hopeful that we
if the issue spreads to the
wholesaler who does not have firms must notify the Price employees must be reported to
the process of achieving a presidential race.
PRESENTATION—An engineer-technician from Mayfield, Dwain Abell, (right) is presented a
the required display of base Commission in advance and the Pay Board. For this group
better balance on the court. Last August the President
of America for outstanding sers ice by Felix Perrin, district
Society
Conservation
Soil
from
medallion
prices in his store raise his obtain approval of proposed no prenotification is necessary.
the
on
fights
That is what the
repeated earlier public state- conservationist of Murray.The medallion was awarded at an SCSA meeting in Murray.
price?
price increases. In addition,
court nominations have been all ments that he opposed busing
A. NO. The Price Commission they must file quarterly reports
REPAIRING ArnCA
about.- He predicted the court children from one school zone
specifically requires the with the Price Commission.
may display more "judicial to another solely for the sake of
The State of New York is
wholesaler to Firms with annual sales or spending $1.66 million on jail
retailer or
restraint" after Jan. 7 on cases racial balance.
prominently display the base revenues between $50 million security equipment and on reinvolving "pornography, school
price of either those 40 itmes in and $100 million must file pairs at Attica prison, damcriminal
and
desegregation
MONEY BACK OFFER
each department which have quarterly reports with the Price aged during the recent bloody
laws ..."
A professor at Michigan
the highest dollar slaes volume Commission, but they do not uprising.
By RUTH YOUNGBLOOD
Some observers believe the
State Dance Council, an organiState University who feels it is
Frankfort, Ky. —After the or those items which amount to
busing
HONOLULU(UPI) —A veter- zation funded by state and
school
forced
of
issue
wrong for him to make money
a
gifts are purchased and .41 percent of thud
and the public pressure it has aik-books. IjOAL storistsnimave to an 'damn would like to see natiotisti.fiuojt" n`' clo4icafilb4O
the club aria orrice for the department, whichever
-•
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New Health National Guard Strength Drops
Proposal
Submitted
HAZARD, Ky. (AP)-The
U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity has received a request
for funds for a revised health
program in four Eastern Kentucky counties.
Health planners rewrote the
program just prior to the deadline for submitting it to Washington after officials of the Leslie, Knott, Letcher and Perry
county Community Action
Agency complained about such
things as the relatively small
number of persons covered, the
small number of physicians and
the cost of the planning itself.
Ike Vanderpool, director of
the four-county program and its
principal author, said the revised plan calls for;
-Full medical, dental and social care for 9,000 of the counties' estimated 38,000 poor people.
-Six full-time physicians.
-Separate physician-staffed
health centers in each of the
four counties.
-Health-related jobs for 85
low-income persons.
The estimated cost of the revised plan is nearly $3.2 million, more than S796-0101k %%lave
the original cost.

Most Swedish workers
drive their own cars
Three-quarters of all Swedes
aged between 15 and 74 belong
to households which own or
have access to a car, according
to a Swedish government survey.
In the case of married men cawomen with children under 18
the proportion was as high as
93 per cent.

By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
strength of the Army National
Guard has fallen to its lowest
point in about six years, even
as the guard is being assigned
important new missions in the
nation's contingency war plans.
Latest reports reaching the
Pentagon from the 50 states indicate guard strength at the
end of November had slipped to
about 384,000 men.

Interrupted
Sermon
PAMLICO, S.C. (AP) - The
Rev. Sam Truitt was delivering
his Sunday sermon when someone motioned to him from the
front door of the church and
gave the Baptist minister a
message.
"If anybody feels like completing this sermon they may
go ahead," the Rev. Mr. Truitt
told the congregation, "but I
have to lea', ."
The message: His wife was
having a baby. He went home
and took her to the hospital
where Mrs. Truitt delivered a
seven-pound boy.

Former Highway
Chief Olga
OLIVE HILL, Ky. (AP) Bert Kiser, a former state senator and former highway commissioner, died Sunday after a
long illness. He was 63.
Kiser, a Democrat, served
two terms in the state Senate
- in 1950 and 1962 - and was
highway commiss'oner for a
time during the administration
of Gov. A. B. Chandler in the
1980s.
Funeral services are scheduled Wednesday at Olive Hill.
Survivors include the widow,
one son, one daughter, one
brother and four sisters.

This is about 18,000 men below it's authorized manpower
level of 400,000 and the smallest
number in guard ranks since
1965 when young men began
flocking to the Natioal Guard
in preference to being drafted
for the Vietnam war.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Here, from the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, are
dark tobacco sales figures for
the week of Dec. 13-17:

Burley
Averages

Markets Lbs.
One Sucker
Franklin
Mayfield
Murray
Russellville
Total
Green River
Henderson
Madisonville
Owensboro
Total

45.04
41.43
40.66
46.51
45.31

PRES

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- Here, from the Kentucky DeHere, from the Kentucky De- partment of Agriculture, are
partment of Agriculture, are state burley tobacco figures for
burley tobacco sales figures for the season through Dec. 16:
Markets
the week of Dec. 13-16:
Lbs. Avg.
Markets
Lbs. Avg. Bloomfield
5,069,411 81.20
Bloomfield
1,328,7E.3 83.50 Bowling Gretn 8,554.235 80.00
Bowling Green 1,399,692 81.82 Carrollton
15.512,880 81.43
Carrollton
1,696,639 83.05 Covington
3,178,529 79.92
1,163,735 80.81 Cynthiana
Covington
7,960,830 80.55
Cynthiana
2,242,652 82.20 Danville
9,265,043 81.06
Danville
2,490,930 83.18 Franklin
2,618,488 80.28
Franklin
531,248 82.25 Glasgow
12,568,423 80.35
2,060.691 83.00 Greensburg
Glasgow
7.705,096 80.84
Greensburg
1,352,716 83.50 Harrodsburg
8.022,743 80.77
Harrodsburg
1,858.278 82.92 Henderson
285.666 77.82
Henderson
49,894 80.07 Hopkinsville
6,051,236 80.32
Hopkinsville
1,567.326 81.81 Horse Cave
11,835,026 80.12
Horse Cave
1,535,778 82.82 Lebanon
8,058,061 80.53
Lebanon
1,272,406 82.72 Lexington
42,840,561 81.01
12,539,780 83.20 London
Lexington
5,832,219 79.93
London
801,547 80.68 Louisville
8,110,541 80.07
Mayfield
323.138 81.06 Mayfield
1,033,482 80.19
Maysville
4,306,863 80.01 Maysville
17,542,383 79.22
Morehead
1.440,582 82.41 Morehead
6,458,557 80.30
Mt. Sterling
2459,406 RI 11 Mt. Sterling
9,802,375 80.99
Owensboro
2,030,291 81.35 Owensboro
10,084,459 79.85
902,142 81.25 Paducah
Paducah
3,502,205 80.04
Paris
2,228,0/40 82.44 Pans
6,218,916 80.88
Richmond
2,259",§b 82.50 Richmond
9,206,510 80.00
RusseWviHe
774,920 82.16 Russellville
3,741,980 90.41
4,066,455 82.98 Shelbyville
13,747,598 81.22
Shelbyville
Somerset
1,422,386 82.44 Somerset
7,255,872 80.44
Springfie4d
1,670,540 83.52 Springfield
7,716,062 80.94
, Winchester
1,773,488 82.68 Winchester
7,282,526 80.40
64,632,493 82.50 Total
Total
267,091,893 90.56
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172.234 44.92
385,030 46.03
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Come In AndSee Why Everybody Sho

Sold Avg.
300,764
154.542
84,744
891,964
1.432,014

units are tasked with wartime but we are falling short of
missions which a few short people for the first time," a
months ago were active-force Guard Bureau official said.
Greenlief predicted that by
missions."
Greenhef said Army Guard the end of the coming fiscal
units "are expected to be over- year all guard units will be
seas in combat in the same equipped with top-grade military
short time as the active units arms and gear, in contrast to
which we have replaced in the the past when the guard had to
war plans."
make do with hand-me-down
"It's ironic that we are get- material from the regular
ting new equipment in quantity, forces

a

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -10wensboro, where more than
More than 1.4 million pounds of 1.2 million pounds sold at an
one sucker t_hacco was sold average of 646.10 per hunlast week on Kentucky's four dredweight with gross sales tomarkets at Franklln, Mayfield, taling $555,160.
Murry and R ussellviIle.
One Sucker sales for the sea, The volume represented an son now total 1,916,148 pgituds Increase over the
previous at an average of $46.58 per4'hunweek, but the average per hun- dredweight. Gross sales total
dred pounds was down slightly $1,358,411.
to $45.31. Gross sales totaled Green River sales stand at 2,$648,778.
457,798 pounds for the season
It was the same story on the and an average per hunstate's Green River markets at dredweight of $47.11. Gross
Henderson, Madisonville and sales total $1,157,882.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Here, from the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, are
the state's dark tobacco sales
figures for the season through
Dec. 17:
Markets Lbs.
Sold Avg.
One Sucker
Franklin
823,258 43.07
Mayfield
655,730 43.31
171,962 42.51
Murray
Russellville
1,265,198 47.96
Totals
2,916,148 46.58
Green River
Henderson
311,810 45.99
Madisonville
919,622 47.23
Owensboro
1,214,566 47.32
2,457,798 47.11
Totals

This is because the size of the
regular Army is about half a
million below what it was at
the Vietnam war peak in 1969
and is due to fall even lower.
The Army now totals about one
million men.
Maj. Gen. Francis S. Greenlief, chief of the Pentagon National Guard Bureau, said
recently that "National Guard
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Dark Tobacco
Prices For Week

calls and
Nixon
administration's promises to try to end
the draft in about 18 months is
making it harder to attract
young men into the guard.
The difficulties come at a
time when Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird has made it
clear he expects the guard to
fill a major front-line role in
U.S. preparedness.

s

1.4 Million Pounds
Of Dark Leaf Sold

Seasonal Totals
For Dark Leaf

The National Guard is mounting a major recruiting campaign, having trained several
thousand new recruiters to "go
out and beat the bushes" for
recruits, as one official put it
But the steep decline in draft
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AGE NINE

Mine Silt Flowing
Into State Reservoir

SIX-DRAWER dresser for bedroom can also be used in living rt,
Spindrift collection in pecan finish, carvings were inspired r

below right). From
kfrican jungle leaves.

t.k-earts8?ritk
e
l

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Silt
from nearby coal mines is finding its way into Fishtrap Reservoir in Eastern Kentucky and
causing some concern among
the Army Corps of Engineers.
Col. Kenneth McIntyre, head
of the Corps' Huntington, W.
Va. District Office, says as
much as six feet of the material has been deposited in one
section of the lake during a 12month period and fishing and
small boating have declined in
some areas.
The silt comes mainly from
surface mine runoff and from
access roads to both underground and surface mines.
The Corps has asked a representative of the U.S. district attorney's office in Lexington to
fly over the lake and see the
situation, then recommend possible legal action.
Meanwhile, Corps officials are
planning to meet with area
mine operators and mineral
rights owners in an effort to
bring about some voluntary
erosion control.
. McIntyre said so far the silt
deposits haven't affected the

"ALL DOLLED— UP"--Mrs. tWtld Id Morgan (left)
and Miss Velma Owen, both of Frankfort, examine
some of the 236 dolls they have been repairing and
dressing since August for each of the girl residents at
Frankfort State Hospital and School (FSHS). This is the
first time every girl at FSHS, from the ages of 6-60, will
,..„44v901..1,p.f,har own,(Karen Tam Photo)

reservoir's floor-control capacity nor are they expected to.
He recommended better drainage structures such as culverts
arid slope reclamation as ways
to reduce soil runoff from access roads. He said better silt
darns could reduce erosion from
surface mines.
The $35 million Fishtrap project was completed about 13
miles southeast of here in late
1968.

80-Foot Flight
MIAMI (AP) — When R.C.
Nahm's auto hit an overpass
guardrail on Interstate 95, police said, he was thrown
through the windshield, soared
over the edge of the highway
and fell 80 feet into an eightfoot-deep pond.
He swam to an overpass pillar and clung to it until a policeman swam to his aid. A
wrecker lowered a sling that
hauled Nahm up to an ambulance.
He was listed in satisfactory
condition at a Miami hospital.
another car
Police said
forced Nahm's auto into the
guardrail Sunday.

Former Convict,
Singer Marries
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Glen Sherley, the ex-convict
turned singer, is a married
man again.
He was married to Nicki
Robbins in weekend ceremonies
at the home of Johnny Cash,
the singer who gave Sherley his
big break.
Cash also provided a surprise
for Sherley and his bride. He
had Sherley's children by a
previous marriage—Rhonda, 12,
and Bruce, 14—secretly flown
in from California.
"I can't believe it. I'm so
glad to see them," Sherley
said.
Sherley, who served 10 years
for armed robbery and seconddegree robbery, met Cash at
Folsom Prison, where the entertainer was visiting. An official at the prison asked Cash to
take a look at songs written by
3herley. One song, "Greystone
Chapel," gave Sherley his
start.
Cash sang it at the wedding.
FRENCH WOMEN
No fewer than 47 per cent of
all French women between 14
and 65 are gainfully employed
compared to only 40 per cent in
West Germany, 34 per cent in
Belgium and 20 per cent in The
Netherlands.

CONTINUED!!!
Our Opening Special. . .

* FREE CAR WASH *
With Any Fillup of Gas Until January 1st

STANDARD CHEVRON PRODUCTS

MERRY From
CHRISTMAS

Astro Car Wash

Want to give the
gift of Christmas
every day in the
ye4r-a gift to be
opened every (lay
in the ear--

West Chestnut Street
THERE IS a bonus of stowaway space in armoires from Oracle collection. Each has
shelves, pull-out trays. drawers. For Him anc! Her they're connected by a vanity bridge.

Store-Allis
Stowaway Space Planned Into
Some Great New Furniture

a gift that's in
exciting, entertilining and

different from any other gift
you could give?

Give a wonderful
Gift Subscription to the

LEDGER & TIMES
Iry mail!
For the folks on the farm, or a son or daughter
at college, or a loved one in the service. We will
write a colorful gift letter saying you are the sender
and expressing your wishes for a Merry Xmas and
a Happy New Year. Subscription will start on th.:
date you select, All you have to do is fill in the
-oupon below and mail with your remittance. Well
do the rest.
4..= tom ol

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
WHY DOESN'T somebody
Invent elastic walls' There's
not a homemaker in the world
who wouldn't welcome them -walls that could stretch out,
and out, and out to expand
storage space, which is one
good thing you can never
have too much of.
One Solution
Until the advent of elastic
walls, the lady of the house
will have to cope as best she
can with the problems of
stashing away clothing, linens, silverware, games and all
the countless paraphernalia
and odds and ends that one
family acquires. How to do it?
With furniture that is geared
for storage.
In this category, of course,
chests for the bedroom star but be sure to choose those
that are best designed to stash
both His and Her wardrobe.
If space-saving is important,
look for armoires that are tall
instead of wide, providing
shelves, pull-out trays and
drawer space, too.
Anyplace At All
Don't just assume that a
chest belongs in the bedroom.
When topped with a hutch, it
can be right at home in the
living room, the dining room
1the drawers are great for

linens) or in an entrance hallway.
Even small end and night
tables are geared for storage
Look for those with bins,
shelves ancLor drawers that
can hold all manner of small
but nevertheless essential odds
and en !

The Fried
Chicken
Dinner
for people
who don't have
a Lunch "Hour"
Burger Queen has solved the half-hour for
lunch problem. No longer do people with half-a-lunch
hour have to settle for half a lunch. Instead, they
can settle down to a fried chicken dinner with
all the fixin's at Burger Queen. Our special pressure
frier enables us to fry up the best fried chicken
you ever ate ... and fast. Fast frying seals in all
the natural juices and special seasoning, but
doesn't give it a chance to get greasy. It only
has
time to get good and tender. Why don't you
try Burger Queen chicken for lunch.
Even people
with a half-hour for lunch have time to enjoy it.

FOR LIVING room, chest
seen above is topped by a
hutch for bric-a-brac

The Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 32
Murray, Ky. 42071
Enclo:ed flod S
for wit.ch road
CHRISTMAS GIFT SUBSCRIPTION to tho follow,,
PC 5O
NAME
STREET or ROUTE NO
CITY
Ordered by
Address

STATt

MAIL SUBSCRIPTION RATES
In Calloway and Adjoining Counties:
One Year $7.88 Six Months $5.78
Outside Calloway and Adjoining Counties
up to 150 Miles:
One Year $15.75 Six Months $10.50
Over 150 Miles From Murray:
One Year $18 90 Six Months $12.60
Note: All prices include Sales Tax.

the filling station for people

se'
This table-top humidifier has been developed by The West Hen
Company for use in smaller living quarters, such as apartment houses
and mobile homes A walnut vinyl grain exterior covers the stainless
steel rust-resistant humidifier

641 North, Across from Central Shopping Center
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Weekday
8 a.m.-12 p.m. Friday &
•
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21 of the Fraternal
FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE-Representatives of United Lodge NUI1115V1
the Holiday Inn,
at
meeting
annual
the
at
shown
are
Mayfield
and
Murray
Order of Police for
for the FOP,
Secretary
State
Ritter,
Charles
included
Mayfield, last week. Guests at the meeting
Installation of officers for the
Newport, and Alfred Seth -led, State Conductor from Highland Heights.
Walker, Mayfield,
coming year was conducted following the banquet. Those elected were John
Jerry Maupin,
secretary;
Murray,
Kelly,
Dan
vice-president;
president; Max Morris, Murray,
assemble in Murray for the
Murray, treasurer: and Bill Harris, Murray. state trustee. The group will
January meeting.
Mayfield Messenger photo

By RICK SMITH
Copley News Service
lift the firm of P'agetie..;"
Marshall, Larsen, Hilgenberg,
Warwick and Winston this year
came Carl Gersbach.
Which was almost like "Mr.
Ed" standing stud at Claiborne
Farm-s or a country doctor
going into practice with
(hristiaan Barnard.
The Minnesota Vikings, those
savage huskies from the frozen
north, had welcomed a new
man into the company. Pardon
his credentials, please.
But take a second look at
them, too, because Gersbach, a
6-foot, =1-pound sophomore
from Westchester State in
Philadelphia has filled a giant
void in their terrifying defense
at middle linebacker.
Who is Carl Gersbach and
why is everyone wondering
where he came from?
He was a free agent who got
into eight games with the
Philadelphia Eagles last
season and was cut by them
early in September this season.
Why would a team like the
Vikings be interested in him?
Because Warwick,Abeir sevenyear veteran who also was a
free agent at one time, was
having trouble with his knee in
September
It was the result of an injury
last season and he also was
limping with a pulled hamstring muscle. That was bad
enough but the knee was worse.
He submitted to an operation
for removal of bone fragments
a few days after Gersbach
arrived and Warwick just now
Is rounding into condition.
And were it not for a friend of
Carl's father, he probably
would not have found his way to
the northern Midwest, become
a starter on a championship
team and considered the
possibility of spending Super
Bowl week in New Orleans.
"A friend of my dad's who
works across the hall from him
in Philadelphia . . was the
next-door neighbor to Norri
Snead when Snead played with
the Eagles. When I got dropped
- I knew I was going to get
dropped; I wasn't in good stead
with the Eagles -my dad and!

sat down and decided to wait a
couple days then start making
-..r.salt‘to all the teams on. the
easiern seaboard.
"Mr. Tanner the friend)
said, 'Do you want me to call
Norm Snead at Minnesota?' We
said, 'Sure, that's one less call
we'll have to make.'
'He never got Norm but he
was connected with Jerry
Reichow, the Vikings' personnel director."
Reichow remembered
from
name
Gersbach's
somewhere. He'd gotten a lot of
ink in Philadelphia because
Westchester usually was the
best team in the Pennsylvania
State College League.
A couple days later an invitation came. Gersbach came
and 17 days later he started,
making 14 tackles in the season
opener against Chicago.
"I was a little bit upset. I
knew the Vikings were having
trouble with their linebackers,
but when I came I was most
excited that I would have a
chance to work behind a great
one like Lonnie Warwick; it
was going to be a great learning experience.
"I had no idea this -Would
happen. I was scared and
nervous but I think it made me
play better."
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At present some 65,000 per
sons from the Federal Republic
of Germany from a population
of over 60 million) emigrate to
overseas countries each year.
The favorite countries to
emigrate to in 1970 were: the
United States. 26,000; Canada,
.500; Australia, 5,500; and
.• uth Africa, 3,000.

Idaho's tiMbei cache
ranks fifth In nation
Iddrio has the nation's fifth
largest sawtimber reserve. Its
16 million acres provide resources for jobs for 13,000 men
and women earning more than
$90 ri anion.
IT, 1970 Idaho produced 1.6
bifl ii board feet of lumber
wi!' an estimated wholesale
va
of $151 million.
ATHLETES IMPROVE
WACO. Tex i API -- The
ys of the athlete taking a
ack seat academically to
lassroom intellectuals are
ne, says a Baylor University
IIN professor
An increasing number of
-;athletes are stepping to the
;orefront in both the world of
ports and the world of the proessional arts: Edwin M
orner said

By WILLIAM B. MEAD
Edwards, in his prepared was out of character for an
WASHINGTON (UPI) - texts, does not name in- FDA commissioner.
Charles C. Edwards, commis- dividuals; but he departed from "These people should be his
sioner of the Food and Drug a printed speech Nov. 17 to natural allies, not his enemies,"
Administration (FDA), inci- single out Nader and Washing- Rosenthal said in an interview.
cates he has no intention of ton Post investigative reporter He said Edwards indicated a
letting up on his recent Morton Mintz.
pro-industry stance when he
criticism of consumer activists
"The voice of responsible named Peter B. Hutt as FDA
such as Ralph Nader.
science must rise above the general counsel this fall. Hutt
-Who kicks us in the seat the din,"
Edwards said. "If not, the formerly represented food and
hardest?" Edwards asked special interests, the zealots drug firms as a lawyer with the
rhetorically in an interview. and the extremists, the Naders Washington firm of Covington
"You name me one so-called and the Mintzes, will drown out and Burling.
consumerist who has ever gone the voice of reason when it is "If Edwards is really combefore Congress and asked most needed."
mitted to the public interest he
them to do something for the
Edwards said Nader and his should be more comfortable in
FDA"
allies were leading consumers the company of Nader than that
Industry groups such as the "down the primrose path" of Covington and Burling,"
ManufacturePharmaceutical
toward an impossible goal of Rosenthal said.
rs Association, the Grocery completely safe foods and
Manufacturers of America and drugs. In this speech and
the National Canners Associa- others, he said such a goal
tion have gone to bat for the would cripple scientific developFDA, urging Congress to give ment and product innovation.
the agency more funds, he said.
By nod-lv70, sonic 14,200 corResponse From Rosenthal
He's Naming Names
Edwards did not cite specific porations and partnerships
"While I'm not pro-industry, issues on which he felt Nader were registered to do business
I've been around long enough to or Mintz erred, although Nader in Hawaii: 9,755 local corporaknow they're not all bad. You has criticized a number of FDA tions, 1,734 mainland or foreign
the
corporations, and 2,750 partwith
work
to
have
decisions.
responsible leaders in industry. Rep. Benjamin S. Rosenthal, nerships.
As of the first quarter of 1969,
We've got the Naders on one D-N.Y., a leading congressional
side and industry on the other sponsor of consumer legislation, business units with one or more
12,046,
and somehow we have to said Edwards' "apparent hos- employees numbered
677 new businesses
straighten it out," Edwards tility" toward Nader and others including
with 4,958 employees recorded.
said.

The Eagles' complaint with
Carl was that he was deficient
*teats defense. But the Vtirirtgr
'mike that joha little easier by
the presence Of their front four
of Alan Page. Carl Eller, Jim
Marshal and Gary Larsen.
Gersbach also has made his
own presence felt, however.
"Because they were in a
situation where they really
needed help, they really
worked hard with me, taught
me an awful lot. I feel I've
always had potential and I have
ock far a lot.'
learned
' i
in the
ivittpage
The most important thing, he
said, is reading the ball.
"I've learned to keep my
nose out of the backfield and to
keep my eye on the linemen.
Watch them, they usually take
you to the ball."
"The Purple People Eaters"
also are so effective that
Gersbach usually finds himself
ell a 1-on-1 situation once the
ball carrier gets into the
secondary.
"They crowd everything
down to four gaps. Usually
when a runner gets through the
front four, there is no one left to
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in
COLOR

The exciting story of a courageous boy
who saves a forest from timber outlaws!

Plus: 5 Color Cartoons
Admission 50' to Those 16 or Over
fiNiZ111.1.-21 J --irt3.1 gel!

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
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These prices good
STOP, SHOP,
•09 C3i1l0bCObloaxtes thru Fri Dec. 24.
.fo
We Wish You A
No 108 Color, Reg. '5.49
AND
2.19
\NNW Sal.'3.69
No 107 BI. & Wht., Reg. '3.10
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"FRECKLES"

CLOSE CHRISTMAS
EVE 6:00 P.M.

SALE

Solid '
State
AC/DC
AM
Complete
with
Batteries
& Earphone

•••

We present our Christmas
gift to the children of
Murray and Calloway
County. This is our way of
showing our appreciation
for your patronage during
1971. Children under 16
years old are invited to see

Bel Air Shopping Center

2-lb. tin
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middle,they try to double-team
Alan, so they have to use an
extra lineman or another
back.
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Hawaii: It's a nice
place to do business

Gersbach finds a home
with the 'Purple Gang'

Few West Germans
have been emigrating
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• Cooking by Astrology
JOAN O'SULLIVAN
THERE IS nothing new un'der the sun not even cooking
by the stars
The ancient Romans," says
.?Aaria Kozslik Donovan,
.chose ingredients in harmony
with the planets and signs of
the day."
Mrs. Donovan is something
of an expert on the subject,
being the author of a new
cookbook called "Astrology in
the Kitchen".

Let Stars Decide
Your Dinner Menu

.Sy

0.

• According to this vivacious,
Budapest-born gourmet, who
is the wife of an Australian
diplomat, many of her recipes
derive from the Roman gastronome Apicius. who invented dishes to tempt the taste
buds of the moody Emperor
Tiberius.
A Leo, Mrs. Donovan asserts, has an affinity for the
taste of oranges, represented
in her recipes for Orange
Cream Cake and Orange Curacao Salad. Goose, she says,
is lucky for Taurus. Kouleblaki (R ussian Pie 1 and
.juiche a l'Onion delight Capricorn& who have food pies
FOR LIBRANS, the "Astrology in the Kitchen" cookbook suggests Fillets of Sole Verounder their signs.
nique. Beforehand, serve Comport and soda aperitif, a favorite drink for sign of Aquarius.
• According to Mrs. Donovan
may be ordered through your
1.2 cup dry white wine
kitchen and, she says, it
those born under the, current
local bookshop
cup water
agrees with her sign, AquarZodiac sign, Libra (September
FILLET'S OF SOLE
1 tablespoon flour
ius.
23 to October 221 are BoheVERONIQUE
2 cups white grapes
mian when it comes to host or
"Even Italian aperitifs are
3 tablespoons butter
(preferably peeled
hostessing. They like easy-do
fine for Aquarialris." she said.
1,
, pounds fillet of sole
2 tablespoons heavy
recipes, stich as today's Veal
"I always seem to have Com,, medium-sized onion,
cream
Paprika and Fillets of Sole
port and soda around, as much
sliced
Utter an ovenproof dish
Verona:late which, we elected go; thte sinyelv ,sarnet,4otoiaas
1 clove ga.rtw
paltt "5f3-om.ror °oak's Libra chaPtket. for the pick-me-up. AqUarlIttur
1 bay leaf
and arrange fillets in the dish,
who
lived
in
that
are
Donovan,
drinks
Mrs.
"are attuned to
1 2 lemon
folding each end under. Add
Australia when she wrote the
only mildly alcoholic."
Salt
onion, garlic, bay leaf, juice
.first of her six cookbooks, cur"Astrology in the Kitchen,"
peppercorns
and skin) of ,the lemon, salt,
rently divides her time bewhich has special recipes for
Bouquet of herbs
peppercorns and bouquet of
tween London and Rome. Italeach sign of the Zodiac, is
lparsley, thyme,
herbs. Pour the wine and
it
ran food is a favorite in her
published by Doubleday
marjoram chives
water over the fish, cover the
casserole and cook in a SIAW
(300'1 oven for 20 minutes.
Heat remaining butter in a
saucepan, and in it cook flour
lightly. Slowly, stirring all the
time, pour in the strained
liquid from the fish, and let
sauce thicken by cooking it
for five more minutes, stirring
constantly.
Add
the
grapes to the sauce, heat but
do not boil. Remove saucepan
from heat and stir in the
cream.
Serve fillets on a warm
serving platter covered with
this sauce. Serves 4. 4
VEAL PAPRIKA
SEAL PAPRIKA combines sour cream and Hungary's favorite red spice. Cookbook author
Maria Kozslik Donovan says Librans like it because4 is a basically simple dish to prepare

MAGI

•
AN AFTER-CHRISTMAS SALE c...T 13EFORE C.fiR1STMAS
One Each
Walnut 6 Gun
All Shotguns, Rifles, s
Gun Cabinet
Pistols-Reduced to Sell! N
Reg '99.95 Now 69.5$
* Christmas Special *
Antique
HI-STANDARD .22 Cal.
6 Gun Gun Cabinet
Double Nine with Holster, Trigger
Lock and Cleaner
Reg. '119.95 Now 579.95
6 Gun Knotty Pine
$5495
Wenzel
Gun Cabinet
$5995
Reg. 189.95
Now
Sleeping Bags
Colt
Reg. 18.95
Now56.26
Archery Set 3 sizes
20% Off or More
Primus Propane
Primus Propane
Gas Stove
Gas Lantern
Reg. '11.95
litg. 119.95
Now $8.95
Now $14.99
CLEARANCE ON TOYS 50% & More Off
Goodyear CHRISTMAS
STEREO RECORD '1.00
BLACK & DECKER
•Saws
SPECIAL
•Sanders
POWER TOOLS
•Drills
PRICED!
20-Pc. Set Corning
'rrilicirriailiTrifitc"Pc4471\rii
Dinner Sets18.26 "
Deluxe TV TRAY SET It
WEST BEND.
On Coasters $5.96
SPECIAL on 7-Pc. Set
CLUB ALUMINUM g 3 Quart
STAINLESS STEEL
29.95
MIXING BOWL
Stainless Steel
by Revereware
Now 1 A -must" for every kitchen - you'll use it for
cakes, whipping awn, preparing salads,
Was'45.88 per set $29,261 mixing
washing vegetables, storing foods, dozens of other ways. Cleans
in a pffy, and won't chip, crack or rust
KROMEXCANISTE
Wt
SET with 4-pc. Canister Mil!MMAWNOINNIv
Set. Bread Box, Towel & Foil Rack Reg. '44.95
Now
21.96

BILBREY'S

210 Main

St.

Ph. 753-5617

1 1,., pounds stewing veal
lknuckle or flap
1 medium red onion, very
finely chopped
3 tablespoons lard
1 to 2 teaspoons sweet
Hungarian paprika
Salt
114 tablespoons flour
1 cup canned consomme
or water
cup thick sour cream
Cut veal into small cubes.
In saucepan, fry onion in
lard until golden. Sprinkle
with paprika, add the meat.
Fry briskly, stiring all the
time for 5 minutes.
Add salt, cover, reduce heat.
Let meat first stew in its own
juices_ tor 35 minutes, later, if
necessary, moistening it with
a spoonful of water or concomme. Cook for 1 hour.
Remove meat, or push to
one side, stir in the flour and
cook for a few minutes. Slowly stir in the consomme or
water, cook for 6 to 10 minutes more, stirring, and without replacing lid. Just before
serving, remove from heat
and stir in sour cream. Makes
4 servings.

Hourly Wage
Scales Up
Only Slightly
ATLANTA (UPI) - Hourly
wage scales for building trades
union employes in eight Southeastern states increased by only
two cents between last July 1
and Oct. 1, according to the
U. S. Bureau of Labor statistics.
The average hourly wage
scale increased from $5.63 to
$5.65, a rise of only three tenths
of one per cent
Brunswick A. Bagdon, southeastern director for the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, said the increase was the result of a 75..
cent increase in the average
rate for electricians in Atlanta.
All other rates in the Southeast, he said, remained steady
at the July level.
The national rate advanced 7
cents over the quarter to $7.11.
The Oct. 1 average wage
scale was up 55 cents, however,
over the previous year, an increase of 10.7 per cent_ The
yearly advances varied from 6.5
per cent for plumbers to 13.1
per cent for carpenters.
Plumbers had the highest average scale among the six journeymen crafts, $6.93 an hour.
Painters had an average scale
of $5.31, plasterers $5 73, carpenters, $5.99, bricklayers $6.35
and electricians $6.66.
Building laborers' scales average $3.72 an hour, .
1 a-wing
from $2.20 in Montgoniery,
Ala.. to $5.70 in Miami.

KRAY,

KENTUCKY
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Donna Mills enjoys bachelor girl life
hy VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
Ill II.LYWOOD (UPI)
Donna Mills plays wife and
maid in the new series, "The
Good life," when, in fact she
is neither on her own time.
Ihminutive, blonde and
blue-eyed, it is a minor miracle
that Donna is unmarried. She
does have a beau whom she has
dated four years without taking
tentative steps in the direction
iii.'
ltarlCads her own good
()I emana
life iii a rented rustic house in
Laurel Canyon. It is all wood
and stone and glass and casually

three bedroom house is a way
station for friends from her
native Chicago or New York
where she worked in the theatre
and studied acting.
A graduate of the University
of Illinois, Donna has mastered
the culinary art. She enjoys
nothing better than cooking for
dinner parties or an intimate
little repast with her boyfriend,
whose name she refuses to divulge. The most she will say
about him is that he is an actor
and that he enjoys her veal
cordon bleu.
A5 a child Donna's dream
was to own a horse, an impractical desire for an inhabitant of
Chicago and, later, New York
City.
Now, however, she has
bought a registered quarter
horse named Drifter who is
stabled at nearby Glendale.
"It costs me only $80 a
month to board him out here,"
Donna explains. "In New York
it would have been $200 a
month and I couldn't afford it.
Now every chance I have I go
riding."

observer at the Actors Studio
West where she sops up the
techniques of Lee Strasburg
and company.
Then there is shopping for
clothes. Donna liked shopping
better in Manhattan where chic

Death
Sentences
Ordered

BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP) Death penalties have been fixed
for two of four persons charged
In the fatal shooting of a service station atteadsug in nearby
Walton during a 220 robbery
Sept
A jury in Boone County Circuit Court set the penalties after returning a guilty verdict
against Charles Caine, n, of
Covington, and Edward
McIntosh, 30, of Richmond SatInlay night.
The two; along with Janice
Smith, 19, of Covington, and
Rodger Wood, 34, Cinclmati;
Her opportunities are fre- were charged with murder in
quent. Donna works only four the death of Carl Walp, 20, an
days a week, from 7 a.m. to attendant at a station at the
7 p.m._ On days off she is Walton-Verona exit of Interaboard Drifter or tools her state 75.
-sports car down to the beach
Miss Smith and Wood, who
fore dip in the Pacific.
both testified for the prose"
acsse..est'be an• cuffelf, wilt

furnished.
furnt
I is dotted

by fish ponds
fed, by a waterfall. The owner,
who built the house on several
levels, fancied swine cellar built
into the side of a hill. At the uppermost level of the terraced
property there is a structure
which Donna calls a bat cave.
The bat cave is a favorite retreat for occasional lunch parties. It commansb a spectacular
view of the broad, green canyou
is a pocket of actors,
writers and artists who live
within walking distance of Donna. These are her friends, and
they can be found enjoying
dinner and rap sessions at
•
round-robin parties.
Donna has.a sunny stikiposi'fion mit enjoys peopfe. Her

shops were clustered within
walking distance. In Hollywood, Beverly Hills and Los
Angeles she must drive from
one parking lot to another.
Donna favors hot pants and
long dresses. In between dresses
are not for her except as wardrobe for the weekly NBC situation comedy.
She excuses her shopping excesses by claiming a day spent
trying on new clothes is theraputie for all females.
Just as Donna was never able
to own a horse before moving
west, neither did she have any
pets. But when she rented her
canyon home it came complete
with a cat named Mimi and a
German Shepherd who answers
to Bonaparte.
"The owner had to go to
Europe and he 'was qoing to
give the animals away,'Donna
said, aghast. "Now I love them
both and will keep them even
when the owner returns."
Finally, Donna Mills is a
health food addict. If health
food is responsible for her
beauty and figure, there should
be a boom in wheat germ and
other organic goodies.
SATELLITE STAN

Communications satellites
qpw offcr more then te,000
trans-oceanic circuits, about
Atrolinvi1Ltbt 040:4thor Up- derwater Cable

Swarms Market

Green Giant

Geisha

t

Green Giant

can

2/49' PINEAPPLE

NIBLETS CORN

Del

303 can

Del Monte

Monte

2'':, can

can

PEAS 303 can
Nestle's CHOC, CHIPS tklz: 29`C'BERRYSAUCE
3can 29'l
"
ce
r
;
a
Bakers Angel Flake •
.7, a fl --,

8-oz. can

Dromedary Date

27' --

33

--'*1-,0,- .44Nut Roll

J
ROLLS .• i.

Bunny

753immu

29
Nc

N.

Coconut

CI

29 PEACHES
3/$1
Hunt's
29' SPICED PEACHES 39t

PEAS & ONIONS

7 0Z

FR HOME de
San Democrat
Would make
*tea Byers,7

nn.

No 2 can

12 01

Green Giant

11 oz

75 MANDARIN ORANGES zu
Geisha

'5°'

ASPARAGUS

NO

Brown "N Serve .

.41
.

b72̀,

DUNCAN HINES

CAKE MIX

Merry
29' ,'' --:;1-2-3
' Christmas

P kg.

JELL-O

To One
and All

.,
Philadelphia

-

Cream 8-oz.
Cheese 3/$1

.

. ••
..
, .
•' .

:i..,__..?-..-.•
-

Krey Canned 3 lbs.
HAMS '2.98
Reelfoot
12-oz.
Wieners
Extra Select
12 oz
Oysters '1.59

SAVE 25'
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INSTANT FOLGERS
COFFEE CRYSTALS
SPECIAL PRICE
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THIS COUPON
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•* FROZEN FOODS *
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Chuck Roast

BROCCOLI SPEARS
WHOLE OKRA
GREEN BEANS
SQUASH

,.- , Sherry

.f
..-t
,

.----!--7--,_

Center Cut

a Turkeys

Regina Cooking

-'

* MEATS *

lb.

45'

ood thru Dec. 31, 1971
* PRODUCE *

27' APPLES-ORANGES-CELERY
33`
GRAPES - TANGERINES
27'
BANANAS - LETTUCE
- CRANBERRIES
22'
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WANT ADS'

SHOP

•
••••••• •

110 ••••••••••••••••• 9011114,4,0(10

NOTICE

NOTICE

opping exday spent
% is them-

NOTICE

SEVEN ROOM furnished house.
available now. Near University
Carpeted and air conditioned.
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-6425
days or 753-5962 nights.
D22C

to go to
to
Donna
y,'Donna
love them
them even

FOUR ROOM furnished apartment, carpeted, electric heat, air
conditioned. Available January
4th. $100.00 per month. Phone
753-6425 days or 753-5962 nights.
DC

11113.

Mills is a
If health
e. for her
ierr should
t germ and
5.

105
N. 5th
St.

=mmeee.

i.r.044.41.0.48i

•

ELEXTROLUX SALES & Services, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
mington, Kentucky.

SALES An SERVICE
CALL
8-Track Tape Players
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
IMMEJNATELY !
43.0.451:0"slssaDixieland Shopping Center

753-3120

can

&AN,ak-aAcet)

/$1

62A

39'
29'
tc,a

1' Car

33c

CALL

753-3120
IMMEDIATELY!

If You

Miss Your Paper
Call . . .
753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

_an

rOtJ2,.

CALL

753-3120

Z.#1.1

AVAILABLE JANUARY 1st;
1631 Farmer, unfurnished one
tiedroom duplex apartment,
electric heat: private driveway
and carport. Couples only. No
pets. $70.00 per month. Phone 4928174.
D21C

PHONE
753-5865 Days
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.

IMMEDIATELY

irry

!-oz.

DARNELL MARINE

!1.14

Pa

)71

LERY
IES

$1.09)

GO CART. 22 and 410 over under,
22 pistol, 22 rifle. Phone 4892156.
D23C

SAVE 40 FOR
ST. NICK

•

YAMAHA GUITAR, brand new,
$50.00. Phone 753-3683.
D23C

Long John Silvers'

19" ZENITH COLOR television,
best offer. 1967 Regent mobile
home. Must sell, $2,000.00. Phone
753-7410.
D23C

FISH 'n CHIPS
Murray, Ky.
S. 12th St.

Aluminum
Plates
23-1/16X35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfec •
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing arour
bottom of mobile horn,
to keep out the wind
and snow, and for mar,
other uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

25' each

Ledger & Times

....,,.....,

50 FEEDER CALVES and baby
calves, straight from purebred
dairy cows. Mostly Holstein.
Gordon's Market, 94 Highway
East of Murray. Phone 4742236.
TFC

TWO YEAR old Pointer Bird'
Dog, guaranteed to point and
retrieve. $150.00. Phone 7533693.
D23C

STAMPER COAL Company has
plenty of 7x4 washed lump and
No. 6 oil treated stoker coal. The
HAY: RED clover and orchard best is cheaper.
Stamper Coal
grass. Phone 753-7550.
D23C Company, 501 West Broadway,
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 2471960 CHAMPION 10'x50' two 1808.
J5C
bedroom trailer. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-9590 after 6:00 p.m.
KENMORE AUTOMATIC
D23C
washing machine, old but runs
good. $20.00.
Phone
753
8894.
D21C

WREATHS

WILL SELL for $95.00, coppertone refrigerator in excellent
condition. Will sell to the first
$95.00. Phone 753-8376.
D21C

pine or balsam . . .made to order.
Plain or decorated with large Bow, Pine
Cones and Holly. (Green or frosted).
(also Cemetery Pots & Grave Blanket)

HONDA MINI Trail, excellent
condition. Like new. $170.00.
Phone 753-8216 after 5:00p.m.
D21C

MURRAY NpRSE
RYCO
wy.)

On Hwy. 121 (Mayfield
Aese,sa.,se,

Wishes to Thank all their customers
for their patronage during
the past year.

•

striatvwvxv!tvm-vmmk.:
gMontgomery-Ward x
Sales Agency

iOFF TOYS
II 25% OFF

STELLA FEED MILL

A

CHRISTMAS
PUPPIES!
Miniature Schanuuzers, non shed
coats, only $75.00 up. Also Saints.
Terms. Melody-Ayre Kennels,
phone 901-247-3345.
D23C

753-5787
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
furnished apartment, "2 block
The Lynnville Shoe Store has
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE from college. Couples only. No
i;REAT CHRISTMAS gift; CLEANINGEST
CARPET
done it again. They are overpets. Electric heat and air constereo.
Zenith
Circle
of
Sound
cleaner
used,
ever
you
so
easy
SMALL FARM: good location;
ditioner. Phone 753-9135 or 753Three speed, two speakers, too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent stocked with ladies boots. They
business or future investment. 4478.
have the latest suede granny
stand. Phone 753-7690.
D21C
TFC
electric shampooer $1. Big
One mile
East Murray, apboots in navy, brown and black.
K.
',IBSON HOLLOW body electric
D2AC
proximately 10 acres pasture.
They also have the latest stretch
AVAILABLE JANUARY 1st, five
,tuitar and case. Finish is cherry
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. room
boots. They have the latest
house, electric heat, carred, used very little. Would make ONE REGISTERED black
Cozy older
7 room house, port,
holiday boot in gold and silver
four miles west of town.
Angus
bull;
1966
also
Chevy
a
great
II.
Christmas
modern. For appointment call
gift. If inand the little girl's granny boot in
Water furnished. $60.00. Phone
terested phone 753-5768.
D22C
436-2173.
TFC
D23C Phone 753-7975.
* Blk lites *Posters *
any color. Lynnville Shoe Store,
753-2611 after 4:00p.m.
1TP
SALES .& SERVICE
*
Sam Perry owner. Open five days
**Patches * Belts *
TWO BEDROOM house, gas
Will Ciuse Pi!
per week 8 30 till 6:00, Saturday
furnace and gas fireplace, fully FURNISHED APARTMENT.
t *Children's Posters *
two
till 5:00, Sunday 1:00 p.m. till
8:30
bedroom,
wall
NOON
to
wall
carcarpeted
throughout.
Located 801
Call at
*
kkincense& much
peting, nice. Phone 753-6985. D23C
6:00.
D21C
Vine.
If
interested
phone
753-7538
Friday,
December
24 days
* Open 11:00-8:00
*
or 753-5068 after 8:00
and Will Reopen
p.m.
D23C ONE 2 Bedroom trailer,
*thru Christmas Main St.*
103 N. 4th St.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
available January 3rd, $50.00 per
MONDAY, JANUARY 3 BY
*behind the Yellow Sub.*
expensive carpet, clean with Blue
month.
304 Main Street
Also one 1 bedroom,
Murray, Ky.
OWNER: Three bedroom
Lustre. Rent new electric
brick,large family room, two full available now, $35.00 per month.
ALL
shampooer
$1. Western Auto,
Phone
Dept
5
489-2595.
D23C
anw
baths, double garage, fenced
FRIGIDAIRE DISHWASHER,
Home of "The Wishing
"
patio, central heat and air,
/
0
Dept.
48
light yellow, portable or
Well."
D22C
fireplace. Phone 753-7643. D23P TWO BEDROOM house, wall to Stationary; antique wood bed,
wall carpet in living room,
needs
gateleg
walnut
refinishing,
OIL STOVE, duotherm. Phone
Dept
FARM FOR Sale, located nine draperies furnished. Phone 753- table; black and white television,
435-5203.
D22C
D23P
miles east of Princeton, Ken- 1628.
21" screen. Phone 753-6392. D21C
45
&
7;
tucky, 16 miles north of
SERVICES OFFERED
Hopkinsville on Highway 91. 104
OPEN FRIDAY (DEC. 24) UNTIL 5:00
HELP WANTED
RCA WHIRLPOOL Refrigerator,
acres more or less; two story
Phone 753-1966 With Your Orders
brick house; timber; burley and WANTED: BUTCHER to work 10.1 cubic ft. Almost new. $100.00 I)
FOR ALL your home additions,
D22C
corn base; close to church, on in local food store. Phone Fair Call 753-9445.
alterations, remodeling, etc.
school bus and mail route. dealing, 354-8387.
Free Estimates. Phone 753D21
AKC REGISTERED German ONE OF-the finer things of life -1
Contact Mrs. Bertha Kerr,
TFC
COCKER PUPS, registered, 6123.
Princeton, Kentucky 365ENERGETIC YOUNG man or Shepherd puppies, 7 weeks old. Blue I,ustre carpet cleaner. Ren $50.00. Pick out Christmas, ready
We Wish You
6504.
J12C woman with sales experience to Two males, one female. 1611 electric shampooer $1. Murrayto take 2 weeks after. Excellent
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
D23P Home & Auto Store.
sell advertising for a weekly Miller, phone 753-9978.
D24C1quality. Phone 753-5605.
D22P
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
A
FIVE ROOM house with bath on publication in Kentucky Lakes
three acres of land, one mile area. Top pay. Excellent op- BILL'S MOBILE Homes is of- HOSPITAL BEDS, $24.95 ESTEY ORGAN,used very little. topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC
north of Almo Heights on 641. portunity for the right person. fering these two Christmas Simmons beds with springs Phone 753-8361.
D22C
Happy
specials.
bedroom
12'
Two
wide,
Twin
size,
66.00.
Phone 437-4128.
Bunk
beds
D28P Send complete resume to Leisure
HARRY'S
Scene, P. 0. Box 4, Henderson, $3750.00. Three bedroom double $14.88. Country Boy Stores, the
ELECTRIC
&
wide, $6995.00. Plus a lot full of army Surplus Folks, 9 miles BELTONE FACTORY fresh Maintenance.
Kentucky.
No job is too small
D22C nice
FOR LEASE
frit E ESTIMATE on septic tank CHRISTMAS? WHY not a
mobile homes. 3900 South from Hopkinsville, Junction hearing aid batteries for all make Reasonable
rates.
1108
Shapemakers Gift Certificate:
Beltine Highway, Paducah, Kentucky 117 and Kentucky
tAllation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
hearing aids Wallis
Sycamore, phone 753A CURB HOSTESS wanted. Apply
Phone 753-2962.
D3ONC
Kentucky.
443-6150.
Phone
D30C 164
D22C 2967.
January 11NC
D22C Drugs
in person to Jerry's Restaurant,
South 12th Street, Murray,
Kentucky.
D21C
IMIIIVIZITIZZ1101111111111ZIZTTITRZFRIO cARRoLus PLUMBING &
Modern, well
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
WANTED: SOMEONE to split
J12C
489-2295
rails
for fence. Phone 753-9174 or
The service and parts department will be
equipped, good location
753-5076.
D23C
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
closed

teTHRESHOLD

a* n g

ONE 55 gallon aquarium and one
10 gallon aquarium. All accessories. Phone 753-2864 after
D23P
5:00 p.m.

69ct

(Regularly

NICE 3 bedroom House, Dining
REYNOLDS CORONET, slightly
room, Den, Garage, Quiet
D21C
used. Phone 753-7217.
location„ $140.00 per month.
Available early January, Can
COUCH THAT makes into a bed,
753-9917 after 6 p.m.
TFC recliner, occasional chair, coffee
and end tables, maple lamp table
and lamp. This merchandise
FOR RENT
almost new. Phone 435-4042
Furnished 2 bedroom
D21C
evenings.
apartment for college boys.
ALSO
Furnished apartments for
girls or couples only.

COUCH & MATCHING chair;
electric stove; refrigerator; air
conditioner. All used. Phone 7533778 or 753-6883 after 5:00 p.m.
D23C

Just In Time for
Christmas! . . .
SHOPPER'S SPECIAL
Full Order Fish 8 Chips

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
living room, kitchen, bathcoom
with shower and bath. Oneor twol
bedrooms Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, phonel
753-6609.
D21C'

fled,

IIX

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

540 SQUARE FEET of Vinyl
asbestos floor tile. Cheap. Phone
D23C
753-3484.

NICE FURNISHED new apartment. Married couples only. May
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
located at 100 South 13th
Street.
D21C

Murray. Ky.

FOR HOME delivery of Paducah
Sun Democrat in Murray area.
Would make ideal gift Phone
Cortez Byers, 753-6354.
D21C

i7

FOR SALE

TRAILER, 10x50', electric heat.
three miles from Murray. Phone
753-6231.
D29('

!ATS
satellites
4000
la, about
ber

29'

FOR RENT

753-1916•
•
•
011)0•60414,0 .000000•000 004,904,000* *OM

THREE BEDROOM trailer, west
side of town. Couples only. $85.00
per month. Phone 753-9293. D21(

never able
ire moving
e have any
rented her
e complete
limi and a
ho answers

::an
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Stocking Stutters
GIFT WRAP Food Stuffs
GIFT ITEMS

Merry Christmas
and A
New Year!

strimortvavarbarattraml
NOTICE

Friday, December 24, and Saturday,
December 25, 1971, and Saturday, lanuaryl,
1972
Sales Department will be open on Friday,
December 24, 1971.

CHEVY FOR CHRISTMAS
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.

Service Station
FOR LEASE

HELD OVER SALE

Contact

Roberts Oil Co.
4th & Chestnut St.
Phone 753-2752
LOST & FOUND
LOST IN Big K, small white
change purse containing money
and rings. Phone 753-8156, Mrs.
Anna Hale, Route 1, Dexter,
Kentucky
D23C

AUTOS FOR SALE
1967 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
two door hardtop, power, vinyl
top, one owner. Excellent condition. $1475.00. Phone 753D21C
7745.
1953 FORD FLAT bed pickup
truck, $225.00. Excellent condition. 1959 Chevrolet four door,
good condition. $100.00. Phone
D23C
753-9207 after 4:30p.m.

Due to the tremendous response to our sale on Components,
Car & Home Stereos and TVs, we are continuing our sale
through this week. Be A Wise Shopper, Get ...
QUALITY - PRICE - WARRANTY and SERVICE
t

TV SERVICE CENTER

Central Shopping Center

Phone 753 5865

It..tvta.taut.11.tuttut.

hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7535933.
TFC
WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY 1966 to 1968
Chevelle with or without motor.
Phone 489-2350
1TC
WANT TO BUY, logs and
Standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co
Phone 753-4147.
TFC

THE LEDGER & TIMES -
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Funeral Thursday
For Mrs. Guier

Seen & Heard .. .

Funeral services for Mrs.
Lola Brazzell Guier of 1607
Magnolia Drive, Murray, will
be held Thursday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Dr. Paul T. Lyles of Jackson,
Tenn., and Rev. John Jones of
Kirksey officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
the
with
Cemetery
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
'riends may call.
Mrs. Guier, age 87, died
Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She is survived by her
husband, Quint T. Guier, and
her daughter, Miss Martha
Guier, both of 1607 Magnolia
Drive, Murray.

Van Dykes and Sylvia Watkins;
Richard Robeitson and Euple
Matheny ; Milburn Holland and
Hubert
Adams;
Genora
Boggess and Ruth Anderson;
Ben Cunningham and Eula
Suiter, ; Taylor Valentine and
Shellie Dick; Duel Russell and
Dollie Bean; Z.T. Ratterree and
Janie Rowlett; Amos Hopkins
and Elva Mathis; J.W. Beaman
and Martha Turner; J.G. Edmonds and Lanancy Oliver;
Carroll Lassiter and Ottie
Phillips; C. Armstrong and
Maude Garrison; William
Emerson and Odessa Thornton;
A.F. Mason and Fannie Beach;
John Latimer and Larue
Moore; Vernon Roberts and
Mary Miller; W.E. Norsworthy
and Ethel Anderson; R.O.
Knight and Dula Parks; Denton
Hughes and Mary Budd.

Temperatures In
Northwest Plunge
By United Press International
An ocean storm off the
western coast of Canada sent
temperatures plunging in the
Northwest and spread wintry
conditions across the north
Pacific Coast to Montana.
Rain and snow accompanied
the colder temperatures in the
Northwest and there were
?Navy &news in tne
mountains. At least one inch of
snow fell in the mountains this
morning and heavy snow
warnings were in effect for the
mountains in western Washington.
Arctic cold penetrated the
Northern Plains this morning,
sending temperatures to the
zero mark in North Dakota.
The cold air was expected to
spread southeast and eastward
and clear up the damp, foggy
weather covering the Northeast.
Travel was hampered this
morning because of dense fog
draped over the Ohio-Lower
Missouri Valleys and much of
Dixie. Visibilities were curtailed to near zero in some
areas. Rain or drizzle was
adding to the fog in the mid
and South Atlantic states.
South Florida remained warm
today, it was mild in southern
Texas and cool in the far
Southwest.
Temperatures around the
nation this morning ranged
from 2 below zero at International Falls, Minn.

Quotes
From The

News
By Unitea rress International
RAWALPINDI,
Pakistan
UPI ) -Zulfigar All Bhutto, the
new president of Pakistan, in a
radio address on the secessionist eastern half of his country:
"Moslem Bengal will always
be a part of Pakistan ... we will
see that Moslem Bengal remains part of Pakistan. East
Pakistan is an inseparable and
indissoluble part of Pakistan."
HAMILTON, Bermuda British Prime Minister Edward
Heath, on American-British
relation in light of Britain's
expected entry into the Common Market, during a toast to
President Nixon at a formal
dinner:
We have always made it
clear that we believe that a
United Europe should maintain
the closest possible links with
the United States based on the
vast arena of common interests
which we shall continue to
share."
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
-A woman shopkeeper, who
asked not to be identified,
telling why she threw back at
an Irish Republican Army
terrorist a bomb he had
attempted to plape in her
hardware store:
"I did it all in a fit of bad
temper. I did not think of the
consequences at the time."
U.S. BUYS CORN
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
government has purchased
another 1.77 million bushels of
corn on the open market in
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska
and Iowa as part of its
continuing effort to drive up
corn prices.
The purchases, made on the
basis of sealed bids, represented only a small portion of the
13.9 million bushels which were
offered for sale.
Now I'm Know
By United Press International
Ostriches sometimes attain a
height of eight feet arid a
weight of 300 lbs.

I L
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Roy Disney
Dies Late
Last Night

qrainued from Page 1)

"While the marriage license
business has been unusually
good, auto and dog licenses are
far behind last year's record.
At a time corresponding to the
present date last year 1,000 dog
licenses had been issued, now
125; 1,200 auto license, now
175."

Installation

Paris Loyal Order of Moose Lodge 1915 Governor Gerald McBride is given the trappings of office by George Hodge, a past
governor of the Murray lodge as Regional Director J. Oscar
Kelm reads the ritual.
photo by Lance King

North Vietnam Commandos WQrld News In Brief
Raid laotion Base Today
By STEWART KELLERMAN downed the aircraft piloted by
SAIGON (UPI)-North Viet- Blissett and Murray Friday
namese commandos early today night. They were rescued early
raided the secret Laotian base Saturday after spending the
of CIA-supported guerrilla lead- night in Laotian jungles.
er Gen. yang Pao despite
Spokesman said O'Brien and
massive American air strikes Stanley's F4 was felled Saturcarried out against increased day,also by MIG missiles, near
resistance by North Vietnamese Ban Tao, Laos, 10 miles west of
MIGs and missiles.
the North Vietnamese border.
Gen.Thongphan Knocksy, the
Sources said two other
official Laotian military spokes- American phantoms were felled
man, said in Vientiane that the Saturday afternoon, but commilitary situation in Laos was manders did not know where or
deteriorating rapidly since the how. Sources said they could
strategic Plain of Jars fell to have been hit by MIGs.
the North Vietnamese on
Radio Hanoi reported a U.S.
Monday.
F4 was shot down in North
The situation also was serious Vietnam 90 miles east of Hanoi
in Cambodia where a string of and 30 miles northeast of
Communist successes have Haiphong harbor. The Commuthreatened the capital of nist station said another F4 was
Phnom Perth and brought a downed in Hoe Birth province
grave political crisis that southwest of Hanoi. It said all
threatens the government of four pilots were captured.
Premier Lon Nol.
Radio Hanoi identified the
US. military sources said pilots as Lt. Kenneth Roth
stepped up Communist MIG Wells, 24; Maj. Leland Lewis
and missile warfare had Hildebrand, 33; Lt, Samuel
downed five U.S. planes over Richard Vaughan, 26, and Maj.
the weekend arid two Laotian Kenneth Richard Johnson, 33.
air force T286, most of them No hometowns were givern--,
over the Plain of Jars or near
Military sources said antithe border of North Vietnam aircraft fire downed the fifth
and Laos
Phantom Sunday over the Plain
U.S. sources said the Ameri- of Jars in Laos Both pilots
can planes had hit antiaircraft were lost and presumed dead,
and missile sites in Laos and in sources said
North Vietnam near the Quang
Long MIG base, believed to be
the base of Russian-built MIGs
that downed one and possibly
three of the American planes
The Plain of Jars about 120
miles north of the Laotian
capital of Vientiane controls
By COLIN BAKER
almost every important highBELFAST, Northern Ireland
way in Laos and has been
fought over for the past two (UPI(-Bombs ripped through
decades with each side winning downtown Belfast today for the
second straight day, underscorit from time to time.
Long Veng, the secret base of ing extremist vows to reduce
Gen. Vang Pao, is in the the capital to "a pile of rubble
mountains about 20 miles below by Christmas," the army said.
An army spokesman said
the Plain. Knocksy said 20
North Vietnamese commandos Jack Lavery was killed when a
slipped into the base today, blast demolished his pub.
damaged a parked aircraft and Lavery's Bar, on the Lisburn
burned three military barracks Road in the city center. The
and a truck. Knocksy said three three-story building suffered
attackers and three defenders structural damage.
Another explosion tore the
were killed and nine guards
front out of a bicycle shop on
wounded.
The U.S. command reported King Street, several blocks
four Americans shot down in away, the spokesman said. No
injuries were reported.
Laos had been rescued.
Lavery's death brought to 205
The U.S. command in Saigon
identified the four downed the number of persons killed in
pilots as Capt. Lester O'Brien two years of fighting in
of Tampa, Fla.; Maj. William Northern Ireland involving the
T. Stanley of Goldsboro, N.C.; province's Roman Catholic minU. Col. Arthur S. Blissett of ority, PRotestant Majority, the
Apple Valley, Calif., and 1st Lt.
Michael H. Murray of Chicopee,
Maine.
The spokesman said air-to-air
missiles fired by the MIGs

By United Press Internadonal'
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan's
new president, Zulficjar Ali
Bhutto, has promised his
countrymen he will reunite
West Pakistan with its secessionist eastern province, now
the Independent Peoples Republic of Bantle Desh. Bhutto took
over the government from
Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan,
whose tenure saw Pakistan
dismembered as the result of a
14-day war with India.
HAMILTON,Bermuda-President Nixon was winding up a
"sin/unit" meeting with British
Prime Minister Edward Heath.
Both men have acknowledged
the special relationship between
the United States and the
United Kingdom will change
when the latter nation enters
the European Common Market
next year.

TARDY STUDENTS SUE
PHILADELPHIA (UP!) --A
group of Lehigh School students
here have gone into court to
fight a local school district
policy of suspending or expelling students for being chronically late or absent.
The students, in a suit filed
Monday in Common Pleas
Court, said the policy violates
the state's compulsory attendance laws.
They said that under the law
the only course the school
board could take if a student
was repeatedly late or absent
was to fine parents $2.

Federal State Market News
Service December 21, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market
Report Includes 8
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 553 Est. 800
mostly
Barrows and Gilts
steady instances 25 cents lower
Sows about steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs., 21.50-22.00
US 2-4 200-240 lbw., 21.25-21.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 20.75-21.25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 20.25-20.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.25-16.25
few to 16.50
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.50-15.25
US 2-3 450-650 as., 14.00-15.00
few down to 13.00
Boars 11.50-13.50
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government appeared about to
fall, and local newspaper
reports-said the premier told
colleagues he would resign.
Sources said In Tam, currently
president of the constituent
assembly would head a new
government.
SAIGON-Five American jets
have been downed by Sovietbuilt MIG fighters in the past
three days, military sources
said. The sources said four of
the 10 crewmen of the jets
were rescued and two others
were missing and presumed
dead. Radio Hanoi said the
remaining were captives of the
North Vietnamese.

Vacations ...
Continued from Page 1 i

Vanderbilt Chemical Company, located in the new inBELFAST, Northern Ireland dustrial region north of Murray
-Terrorists reduced a portion off U.S. Highway 641 North, will
of the city center of Belfast to be closing its offices and plant
rubble with bomb attacks, and on Thursday and Friday. The
a British patrol shot and
plant will be back in operation
wounded a civilian in the latest on Monday, December 27, a
violence in strife-torn Northern sopkesman said.
Ireland. The terrorist bombings
This
chemical
firm
were apparently part of a
manufactures rubber acthreat by the Irish Republican celerators and petroleum adArmy to destroy the city center ditives and has about 35 persons
by Christmas.
on its payroll.
The York Spring Company
PHNOM PENH-The cabinet plants, located at 203 South 2nd
of Premier Lon Nol's shaky Street, Murray, and ten miles
east of Murray on Highway 94
East, will close at noon on
Friday, December 24, and
resume work on Monday,
December 27.
The firms manufacture
garter springs to be used in
British army and the outlawed grease seals and oil seals, a
Irish Republican Army IRA). spokesman said. Both plants
The IRA has vowed to reduce have eighteen persons each on
Belfast to "a pile of rubble" by their payrolls.
Murray Fabrics, Inc.,
Christmas in revenge for
alleged brutality by British located at 607 Maple Street,
troops questioning persons de- Murray, will close Thursday,
tained as suspected IRA December 23, and resume work
on Monday, January 3, acmembers.
Monday 13 explosions, seven cording to Leonard Vaughn,
in the downtown shopping area, president.
The plant is a specialist in the
scattered Christmas shoppers
and damaged buildings. Seven industrial fabric field and its
persons were injured, none products are used nationwide in
the manufacture of oil, fuel,
seriously, the army said.
The spokesman said army gas, water, and other types of
demolition experts removed liquid filtration equipment, and
another bomb today from a gas also in the manufacturing of
station in Durham Street, just some pollution control equipment, Vaughn said.
outside the downtown area.
Sixteen employees are on the
Earlier, British soldiers
wounded a civilian who refused payroll of Murray Fabrics.
to halt when soldiers challenged
The Interstate Filter and
him on Stanfield Street, in the Supply Company, located on
Highway 121 North at Stella,
capital's market area.
Late Monday a machine will be closed on Friday and
gunner firing on British troops Saturday.
Production at the plant will
in Belfast shot and killed a
young Roman Catholic woman. start again on Monday,
December 27, according to Don
Robinson, owner of the firm.
The first semester at Murray
it •
State University will close on
Continued from Page 1)
Wednesday, December M, and
registration for the second
decision until representatives of semester will start on Monday,
the other aerospace firms- January 17, 1972.
Boeing,
Offices in the Administration
McD..othell-Douglas,
United Aircraft, Lockheed and Building and other places at
Ling-Tempco-Vought- and the the University wiii reopen on
IAM could appear today.
Wednesday, January 5.
The main concern appeared
The elementary and high
to be a 34-cent hourly increase schools in Murray and Calloway
provided by a cost-of-living County closed on Friday,
escalator clause in the expiring• December 17, and classes will
contracts negotiated in 1968. resume on Monday. January 3.
The basic increases in the new
The banks and all city,
agreement are barely within county, state and Federal o(the 5.5 per cent guideline for fices will start the Christmas
the first year but when the cost weekend by closing on
of living increase is included Christmas Eve, December 24.
the package jumps to nearly 12 Many other firms will be closing
per cent.
for long weekends.

Bombs Rip Through
Downtown Belfast

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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Revaluation... Death Claims
Mr. Cochrum At
Local Hospital ta,
!Continued from Page l)

rate after its upward revaluation now is 2.6057 dollars.
This early price was close to
,what dealers had predicted and
Charlie Cochrum of Mayfield ;
BURBANK, Calif. UPI)- followed the pattern already set Route Seven, near
Coldwater in •
foreign
exchange
in
New
York's
Roy 0. Disney, whose behindCalloway County, -succumbed
the-scenes business acumen markets Monday.
this morning at 2:20 at the
built an entertainment empire
Experts said it was probable Murray-Calloway County
on his brother Walt's talent for
some operators will prefer to Hospital. He was 82 years of
drawing lovable talking animals
wait for the dust to settle and age.
and making innocent dreams
The Calloway County man
perhaps the pound's value to
come true, died late Monday
rise more before cashing in. and his wife, Audie, who surnight. He was 78.
been
They can now benefit from vives, would have
The cause of death was a
fairly high British interest rates married 64 years on Wedcerebral hemorrhage that took
which was not possible for nesday, December 22. He was a
the pioneer movie executive's
some foreign holders of sterling member of the Calvary
life at 11:45 p.m. PST (2:45
before the Washington agree- Missionary Baptist Church. Mr
a.m. EST) at St. Joseph's ment.
Cochrum was born March 22,
Hospital, a Disney studio
1889, in Calloway County and
Opens Strong in Paris
spokesman announced.
The dollar made a strong was the son of the late Mr. and
Roy Disney inherited the
start in Paris. In the interbank Mrs. John Cochrum.
Disney entertainment empire,
Survivors are his wife, Audie;
deals the financial dollar
and was its chief moving spirit,
changed hands for 5.25 to 5.28 five daughters, Mrs. Ezzie
following the death of Wnit
francs, about 2.8 per cent above Turner of Lynnville, Mrs.
Disney from cancer in 1966. His
its new dollar parity of 5.1157 Monroe Wilkerson of Mayfield
official title was chairman of
francs. The government-con- Route Seven, Mrs. Frank Baker
the board and chief executive
trolled commercial dollar of Akron, Ohio, Mrs. Miller
officer. His real function, as he
opened at between 5.22 and 5.23 Hopkins of Indianapolis, Ind.,
saw it however, was keeper of
francs, compared with the and Mrs. Jim Farmer of
the wholesome spirit that
highest permitted level of 5.2310 Symsonia; three sons, Cord
Disney created, and that
Cochrum of Murray,
Taz
francs.
permeated their cartoons, moIn West Germany "everybody Cochrum of Ontario, California,
vies and amusement parks.
appears to take a wait-and-see and Herman Cochrum of Akron,
Roy Disney .pushed through
attitude to find out how things Ohio; one brother, Burie
creation of the $300 million
are going to develop," a dealer Cochrum of Hazel.
Disney World development in
The deceased is also survived
'said, commenting on the light
Orlando, Fla., after, Walt's
by eight half sistels, Mrs. Iva
early'trading in Frankfurt.
death, and devoted nixossat *'
- rife defier was strong and Mcebrirt.. Aire .Schwalm,
keeping the business financially
fluctuated gently between 3.26 Mrs. Jo Roberts, and Mrs.
successful, and following .the
and 3.27 marks. Although it has Edith Sledd,all of Murray, Mrs.
same lines that Walt estanot yet been officially an- Ethel Smith of Detroit, Mich.,.
blished.
nounced, the new central Mrs. Mary Schultz of Tri City,
It was Roy who loaned $250
rate for the West Mrs. Laura Waters arid Mrs.
exchange
to Walt-who kicked in $40 and
.lerman mark was to be 3.224 Ruth Kelso, both of Lynn
his early talents as a film
marks under the Washington Grove; three hall brothers,
animator to the partnership-to
Bauzie Cochrum of Mayfield,
agreement.
open a cartoon studio in a
Cody Cochrum of Sparta, Ill.,
small rented building behind a
and Herbert Owen Cochrum of
Above Official Parity
real estate office in Hollywood
In Stockholm the dollar Murray; eighteen grandin 1923. An uncle loaned them
great
sixteen
started 1.5 per cent above its children;
another $500.
new official parity with the grandchildren.
The Disney studios have won
Swedish krona. Trading was
Funeral services will be held
more than 30 Academy Awards,
light and the banks set the Wednesday at two p.m. at the
pioneered many aspects of
opening rate between 4.8675 and chapel of the Max Churchill
animated cartooning, became
4.8825 krona. The new dollar Funeral Home with Bro. Vester
universally acknowledged mastparity was agreed at 4.8129 Moreland and Bro. Richard
ers of nature cinematography,
krona after the Washington Adams officiating.
developed a stable of movie
agreement.
Interment will be in the Salem
stars on their own, produced a
Cemetery
with
the
long-time television staple "The
In Switzerland, banks protect- arrangements by the Max
Mickey Mouse Club," and spun ed themselves by quoting wide
Churchill Funeral Home where
off countless side projects such margins between buying and
friends may call.
as comic books, tee-shirts and selling prices for the dollar at
fuzzy Mickey Mouse ears.
3.88 francs and 3.90 francsThe "Disneyland" park in well above the new median rate
Anaheim, Calif., has attracted of 3.84 francs to the dollar set MINCED EYE
HAMEL HEMPSTEAD, Engmore than 90 million visitors, by the government. Trading
land (UPI) -Andy Messenger,
with an investment of more was normal.
10, suffered a black eye when
than $100 million. The "Disney
In Milan the dollar was he was caught in the crossfire of
World" project opened this
summer in Orlando, Fla., but strong at prices between 593.75 a mince-pie battle between
plans for a $35 million alpine and 594.24 lire-close to the rival Christmas carolling
resort at Mineral King in the highest permitted level set by groups outside the local Baptist
church.
snowy California Sierra has the Italian government.
been stalled by a federal court
battle with conservationists.
Roy Disney was proud of the
financial work that made
possible the growth of the
Disney corporation.
"We have a cash flow of
about $20 million a year and
our credit is good," he told
newsmen in 1969, noting that
when Disney "went into the
money market," it sold $90
million worth of bonds in two
months.
The Disney brothers were the
children of a Canadian-Irish
building contractor named
Elias Disney, and were born in
Chicago and raised there and in
Santa's
Marceline, Mo. Roy worked as
ringing out
a bank clerk in Kansas City
jolliest
and served as a petty officer on
a Navy cargo ship in World
good wishes to all!
War I before joining his brother
in the cartoon business.
He had one son, Roy Edward
We Will Be Closed Dec 25th, and Dec 26th.
Disney, a producer at Disney
Studios and a member of the
Open Monday, December 27th.
corporations' board of directors.
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NEW HAVEN, Corns. (AP) —
Michael Groat, like many other
111-year-olds, is eagerly limnersmg himself in the first year of
Life in an undergraduate college
dorm_
But not as a freshman.
Groat, just barely 18, is well
on his way to a Ph.D. in advanced mathematics at Yale.
And he's enthusiastic about
this year because "this is the
first time in eight years I'm going to school with students my
own age."
He liked the graduate students with whom he lived last
year, Groat says, "but now I'm
older...I value my social life. I
think I've been getting along
quite well here
Groat grew up as a celebrated child prodigy who was
catapulted straight from grade
school into Michigan State Uniktversity just before he turned 11
in the.falLot 1964. He had his
bachelor's degree after 3%
years of college and by March
1970—at age 16—he had earned
a master's degree.
Groat came to Yale tracts
Michigan State the following
September, and he says the
major task now remaining be.
fore he gets his doctorate is
choosing a subject and writing

dissertation. It could be only
matter of months, he says_
On the way to Yale, Groat
has been tested, re-tested, interviewed and written about. His
mother wrote a book about
bringing him up.
Groat is short and slight, with
wire-rimmed glasses, a shock
of thick reddish-brown hair and
a smile or hearty laugh when
the conversation turns from his
personal life to what he calls
"my work"—mathematics, abstractions, the life of the mind.
"I've been asked those so
many times before," he says of
the personal questions.
Until now, Groat says, the
companionship of people much
older than he has been "obviously not an ideal stivation—

dislike. I think they're terrible
of scholarly work
artistically ..so many seem to
current
his
of
When he talks
me that somebody just sat
bepassion, the relationship
and typed out 300 pages
down
tween math and linguistics, he
of yackety-yack. Every time
says "it really overwhelms
Shakespeare's characters open
me''—then adds "but that
their mouths, they say a great
sounds like a girl with a
deal of very specific things
crush "
about themselves, the characHe's interested in the arts—
ter;"
films, painting, literature, classicial music and the Beatles.
He likes to swim, but is disBegins in Italy
interested in other sports. He
Christmas belongs to the
paints, but can't carry a tune.
people. So thought St. Frananysing
or
play
can't
'I just
cis of Assisi.
thing:' he laughs. "It's quite a
His way of helping his ItalI'm
that
joke around the house
ian parishioners grow closer
such a bad singer"
to Christmas was to create
On the walls in Grost's
very first praesepe, or
the
sparsely decorated dormitory
crib.
Christmas
room are abstract prints by
His carol, "The Song of the
modern artists—Matisse, KanCreatures," made the Nativity
dinsky, Jackson Pollock — and
still more real to them since
the
from
poster
a garish movie
It told of the lowly animal,
1950s. Grua sayi6 Ins ;sacking 'illicit were part oftlwir lives
tastes range from Shakespeare
•
and livelihood.
to what he calls "popular culAll this happened early in
tare"—mystery novels and scithe 13th century. From that
ence fiction
time, the idea of the creche
-Mysteries aren't literature,"
or crib has spread to virtually
more
he says_ "They're much
every country on the globe.
like music or fine painting.
Today, especially in Latin
There's a pattern, sometimes of
America and Europe, the
great beauty." manger scene sets the
for a holy and happy
theme
But for other modern novels, Christmastide.
he says he harbors -an intense

Grost's parents discovered
his formidable intellectual power by the time he was 4—when
he was reading to his mother
as their East Lansing, Mich.,
home.

No wallflower
off the services of his
paign attractiveness of Gov. auction
NEW YORK (UPI) — Stripassistant as a
e
administrativ
Ronald Reagan, who will lead
pre-pasted and prepable,
butler and his private
the favorite son delegation.
trimmed wail paper is making a
a maid — for one
as
secretary
The Ripon Society, the liberal
comeback for that means of
only.
Republican study group which day
home decor, according to a
is frequently critical of
source
trade
The architect of the Capitol
President Nixon, noted in a
Requiring no mixing or
House is being
the
that
believes
recent edition of its magazine
application of paste, fastest
daily work by
that the election of Pete Wilson hampered in
sellers are decorative art deAnd,in
facilities."
"inadequate
as mayor of San Diego
signs that were the rage of the
ring
to
sure
a recommendation
automatically made the former
1930s because many of today4
true with every architect in the
state assemblyman "a major
young married and singles find
George M. White has
nation,
figure in statewide Republican
them "camp," says Unitedproposed that the government
circles."
DeSoto, Chicago.
build another office building on
Although California local
strictly for House
Hill
Capitol
officials are elected on a
but not a bad one."
use. The House now has three
Contrary to popular belief.
nonpartisan basis, the Ripon
"I like being with people my
separate from
buildings
office
Usessing v:s the ,theinnuatai
says.
he
Society has concluded that
age:'
own
Capitol. The Senate has
doesn't produce heat any faster
gotten to the' point
'I've
Wilson will be a "threacto, the
only two but plans to catch up
— it just keeps the furnace*
where I like people of all ages..
veteran. conserva
longer and using
with a third next year.
operating
comto
learn
you
while
a
After
Republicans who have their
more fuel.
municate with people as
eyes on the governorship and
If Sens Henry' Jackson's
AGA suggests the best way
people—and not be concerned
other statewide offices."
presidential campaign begins
to check fuel coats is to set the
with how old they are."
to roll successfully, much of the
thermostat at the temperature
(1rost's main interest is
Rep. Bill Archer, a Texas
Rep. Thomas
to
go
will
credit
you want, and leave it there. If
says
he
and
mathematics
Republican, has introduced a
Foley,D-Wash. He is Jackson's
it is operating properly, it will
not cold stuff to him.
bill he says will permit
advance scout in such primary
automatically maintain desired
• N'ou have to have passion,"
Congress to publicize more
states as New Hampshire and
temperature.
he says -if you're going to do
openly the pay raises voted for
Florida.
mathematics or any other kind
itself.
Under current law,the White
House
makes
recommendations on pay raises.
these
Usually
recommendations come to the Hill
Despite the indelicacy of
every four years and if no one
aspires to a little League now than they were when I
HOLLYWOOD (API — It was triloquist has packed up his bag Carlos. Calif and the nearby who
Nowa- some of her films, Bergen has
vaudeville
in
out
started
comments for a 30-day period
team.
Moonamusement park, Magic
off-season in Palm Spnngs, and of dummies and will travel.
career closethe raises become automatic.
Bergen is more comfortable days they expect a faster followed Candice's
"Yes, it was just about five tam, and with a two-hour TeleEdgar Bergen was dining in a
advises her—"Then she
and
ly
pace."
McCarthy,
Archer's bill would prevent
Charlie
has
he
restaurant when he noticed a years ago that I decided to re- vision special, "The Home- when
After a lifetime of being goes ahead and does exactly as
on his knee
any "resolutions of disapcouple of ladies staring at lion. tire," said Bergen "For 20 coming A Christmas Story," or Mortimer Snerd
as Charlie McCarthy' she pleases"
known
for
posture
proval" from being tied up in a
years on radio I had written a which will appear on CBS Sun- That has been his
His vanity was massaged
he straight man, Edgar Berge& it
We:
professional
his
of
most
I
and
19
Dec
week,
day.
policy committee until after the
When Bergen finished eating, new script every
SEGREGATING CLOTHS
himself in another
Its a dramatic role as grand- still performs much the same 68 finds
30-day period has expired.
he stopped by the ladies' table thought I deserved a rest. I
BALTIMORE (API —.LionBergen's father.
Candice
guise
before
started
he
when
as
family
mountain
and said, "I think perhaps you wanted to see what it was like father of a
Bergen is as conservative as ley D. Zemansky, city purchas"I'm always uneasy about church socials and Boy Scout
ladies are sharing a secret." on the other side
Rep. Stewart McKinney, a
appears in the ventriloquist ing agent, has made segregahe
Chicago
native
his
in
meetings
He expected them to say, "Weil, I found out. It's dull I my acting roles." he admitted
Connecticut Republican, may
born
So it seemed natural to ask tion a matter of official policy
act
was
.
McCarthy
Charlie
devoted myself to business When I'm working without
"Aren't you Edgar Bergen"
In a memo concerning soiled
lave struck a new standard in
The sources say Simon likes
remains
how he felt about his
him
he
yet
Instead, the reply came: matters and other things, but I Charlie. I feel that I should be VI years ago, cut-up that he daughter's appearing in such a wiping cloths, Zemansky told
gimmicks to raise funds to pay
McCloskey very much. But he
the 11-year-old
"Did anyone ever tell you that found out I was bored Show getting only half a salary
off campaign debts. Next week,
also would like McCloskey to
not sex-charged film as "Carnal department heads'
But he did well enough to at- has always been There's
you look like President Risen business is my marijuana, my
he is hosting a party where his
'Prior to return, the cloths
run well in California to emdo Knowledge
can
you
that
different
much
playis
lie
offer.
another
do
to
tract
bourbon 1 can t seem
bower"
I just wonder should be segregated, white
services as a bartender will be
reply
barrass the President in his
Bergen
His
said
11,"
of
boy
a
piwith
a
in
ago
grandfather
months
few
another
inspire
a);
without it," A
That may have helped
auctioned off to the highest
home state and put some
''The only thing that has about the ppeple who will line wiping cloths in one container,
Bergen's return to show busi- Bergen hired a manager, and lot for a television senes.
block to sea, a black wiping cloths in a sepabidder. If McKinney doesn't
tarnish on the political camwith
Sister Hank." It's about a 9- changed is the timing People up around the
ness. After five years of rela- he found himself busy
bring enough as a mixologist,
rate container '
that.
like
picture
sophisticated
more
much
tive idleness, the famed ven- playdates in Minneapolis, San year-old girl named Henrietta are
plans also are in the mill to
visited his sister and family
were Mr. and Mrs. Merles H. Mrs. Charlie F. Arnett and John and Mrs. Virgil Bridges.
Told in Rhyme
Bazzell, Mrs. Fred Newsome, were Richard Arnett and son and Miss 'Freya Peay was honored Wednesday afternoon.
The story of the Nativity
Mr. and Mrs. Heide Watson and Mrs. Harold Arnett. Evening on December 8th with a birthday Mrs. Lilian Graham of
spending her
and its meaning for mankind
others.
guests were Mrs. Ophelia Bassell dinner by her sister, Mrs. Sarah Michigan is
is a favored poetic theme,
Sunday guests of Mr. and and Mr. and Mrs. 011an Holaday M. Sanderson at their home. vacation with relatives in KenFirst
as is the holiday cheer of
Mrs. Lyman Dixon were Mr. and and children.
Those present were Mrs. Dathel tucky.
hearth and home.
Ledger
BAZZELL Ovie Carter and Mrs. Attie Rogers, and Miss Beverly Mrs. N. E. Bazzell. Afternoon
OPHELL4
MRS.
By
spent
Wilkerson
Wilkerson, Mrs. Lourine Gieb I would like to wish the
Dathel
Mrs.
William
as
Poets as diverse
Carter. Afternoon caller was Adams. Her parents took them to visitors were Mr. and Mrs. Beide
and all readers a
staff
Times
1971
14,
&
December
the
enjoyed
They
December
of
others.
weekend
and
first
the
Taylor
Shakespeare, Samuel
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Bazzell of Charlie F. Arnett. Evening the ball game at Murray.
Watson and granddaughter, Miss with her sons and family, Mr. and dinner and wished for Miss Peay Merry Christmas and a
Coleridge, John Greenleaf
afternoon
were
callers
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Sunday
prosperous New Year.
California
Creek,
Second
Walnut
Judie Baker and Mrs. Ophelia Mrs. Fred Wilkerson, Jr., and many more birthdays.
Whittier and T. S. Eliot have
Ophella Brinell
callers of Mr. and Mrs. G L. Bazzell,
returned home safe after a D. Carter and Eddie
made their contributions.
son. She also recently visited Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins
Miss Karen Daniell had as her Bazzell and Tommy Patterson
Thanksgivingguests of Mr. and
Numerous carols first were months vacation with relatives
13th birthday guests on
poems—witness Henry Wads- and friends in Kentucky.
worth Longfellow's "I Heard Thanksgiving guests of Mr.and December 9, 1971, Miss Peggy"'
the Bells on Christmas Day": Mrs. Herman Darnell were Mr.
"1 heard the bells on
and Mrs. Macon Blankenship and
Christmas Day
son, Mrs. Lillie Bazzell arid Emitt
Their old, familiar carols and others.
play,
Second Sunday afternoon
aspirin tablets Lan
And wild and sweet the
of. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ordinary
callers
words repeat,
than just erode
more
much
do
Hopkins were Mr. and Mrs.
'God is not dead, nor
lining and cause
stomach
the
Jennings Turner and Mr. and minor hemorrage, a professor
doth He sleep.'"
Probably the overwhelm- Mrs. Lubie C'hristenbury. Mrs. of medicine at the University of
ing winner among widely- Cody Darnell spent one day with Maryland cautions.
known secular Christmas them the past week. Truman
Dr. Vernon M.Smith believes
poems Is Clement Clark Turner also called recently.
that aspirin can "poison" the
Moore's "A Visit from St.
Mrs. James Morrell and body's platelets — round disks
Nicholas."
daughter of Wisconsin have in the blood necessary for
for
his
The poem, written
returned home after several days coagulation and clotting —
own children in 1822, ispopuserious bleeding
larly called," 'Twas the Night with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. causing
throughout the gastrointestinal
other
and
Turner
Truman
before Christmas,"
relatives. Mrs. Turner ac- tract.
companied her home for a visit.
Call it casual
Mrs. Sarah M. Sanderson and
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
dressing ApWa movement Mrs. Henry Black and Mr. and,
among bigia school and college Mrs. Harry Mothrel are
students continues to gain spending their vacation with
One-fifth of the 1,047,802 telemomentum despite fashion in- relatives in Michigan.
dustry effoalle to reverse it,
Recent callers of mine were phone subscribers in the San
according to Lester Rand, Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Bazzell, Mr. Francisco area now have unpresident of the Rand Youth and Mrs. Roy Perich, Mr. and listed numbers, the Pacific
Poll, an organization which Mrs. Lyman Dixon, Mr. and Mrs. Telephone reported
"Pretty soon we'll have to
assesses youth trends. Comfort, A. B. Davis and others.
have a book listing all the una relaxed atmosphere, less
Mrs. Mattie Jones is improving listed people," quipped we
spending money and conformity are the chief ingredients in slowly at her home near Cold- executive.
water.
the trend.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Black and
daughter have moved to their DRUGS IN THE FAMILY
Gift from the wok
NEW YORK (UPI) —A
UNIVERSITY PARK,Pa. new home at Browns Grove,
her four teen-aged
woman,
budget?
Kentucky.
limited
(UPI) — On a
five other persons
and
children
of
callers
ChristThursday evening
Sake something good for
arrested Sunday when
mas giving, suggest extension Mrs. Lillie Bazzell were Mr. and were
a Harlem apartfoods and nutrition specialists Mrs. Herman Darnell, Mr. and police raided
caught
allegedly
and
ment
UniState
Pennsylvania
Hubert
at the
Mrs. Noel Bazzell,
them bagging $1 mink* worth
versity. "Bake miniature loaves Bazzell and Everett Bazmil.
heroin.
of your favorite quick bread —
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Richie were of
good-sized
banana, date, orange or cran- Saturday morning callers of Mr. "This was a
factory," said Police Lt. Joseph
beiry," they suggest. "Package and Mrs. Ben Carter.
a regular
each Ikaf on a small wooden
Thanksgiving dinner guests of Cone. "They had
cuttii"sard, cover with clear Mrs. Attie Carter were Mrs. production line going "
the suspects were
plastic wrap, and tie it with a
Optielia Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs. Cone said
pretty ribbon."
of filling 50,000
Morris Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs. in the process
and had
envelopes
glassine
Mark,
and
Tinell Hayden, Chris
Early bird
bagged about 25,000 when police
and
Cash
Michael
Mrs.
and
Mr.
D,
ENGLEWOO NJ.(UPI)—
burst into the four-room apartIrving Schatz leaves his suburb- Leigh Anne, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
ment shortly before dawn.
and
Mr.
an home here at 3:30 a.m.toga Carter and Jill and Sally,
he believed the
to his office in New York, lie's Mrs. Jerry Carter and Tammy Cone said
confisowner of the Henry Hudson and Greg, Mr. and Mrs. Bill seven pounds of heroin
to
sold
been
have
was
to
cated
Hotel. Why the early departure? Whitten and Jeff, Mr. and Mrs.
AXIMAIMUIrt6:41SISIVISIPIIilintritigiMINNIIMIN6/6111MIUMMIUMMICAPAMICANsieltUt
school students.
"I avoid traffic," he explains.
Bob Guthrie and Johnny, Mrs high

By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The Pete
McCloskey For President effort has undergone a strategy
turn by virtue of an attack on
Vice President Spiro Agnew.
McCloskey, conducting a gofor-broke effort to make a
creditable showing in the
March 7 New Hampshire
primary, has heretofore
challenged President Nixon on
Vietnam war policies and indirectly about the over-all
quality of his leadership.
Newspaper advertisements
this week, however', have
opened up Agnew as the new
target because of a remark the
vice president inade in a
speech. Agnew said:
"I understand Pete McCloskey has had to sell his
favorite painting, Benedict
The
Crossing
Arnold
Delaware."
Mcaoskey supporters — or
at least those who engineered
the advertisement — said this
meant Agnew considered the
California congressman a
traitor.
McCloskey campaign
sources here say the ad would
never have appeared without
the largess of Norton Simon,
the California industrialist and
art collector, who picked up the
tab. Simon, so far McCloskey's
largest single contributor, is
reportedly holding back some
funds now to be given to McCloskey if he still is an effective
candidate by the California
primary in June.

Edger Bergen Returns to Show Business after 5 Years

Guests of Miss Darnell Enjoy Ball Game
Her Thirteenth Birthday Recently

Aspirin bleeding more
severe than suspected

Santa's
ting out
jolliest
s to al/!

You Are Invited

iyw,

.914k
to.

Unlisted teleplisees
beaming 111' thing

Bank of Murray
i ett,During Banking Hours
ri- "Plefietcoj
At The Mairraffici.
nifi-W 20-23
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The Farm: Communal
Home For 400 in Tennessee
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The Whiteness of Winter
DEEP SNOW which fell during the week transforms trees into
sentinels near the summit of Mt Spokane in Washington The
unusually large quantities of snow at the Spokane area ski
resort cre-

ated fine sport for enthusiastic skiers and delighted camera
fans.

•

Military Analysts Say Communists
4

Want Cambodia for a Sanctuary

•

;
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia
; (AP , — More than half of Cambodia is in enemy hands and
!I.—fighting swirls close to the capital, but U S military analysts
• here say the Communist coin) mancrs main objective is still
South Vietnam
"Everything the enemy does
in Cambodia is aimed across
the border." said one highranking informant 'They need
!, this country for sanctuanes and
; base arras, and they're-'going
to fight to keep their supply
Imes open
:
But ttials all they want,
; supply lines And as long as
I they do their fighting here
South Vietnam is relatively secure "
Rockets periodically slam
into Phnom Penh's airport,
scaring off international flights
Communications are cut by attacks on the government radio

station, anci battles woe been
fought only five miles from the
capital's outskirts
But U.S sources assert Communist-led forces lack the desire or capability to capture
Phnom Penh
"What they want to do is
keep government troops off balance. let them know who's boss
and hold on to the sanctuaries
they occupied since Sihanouk
was in power," one explained
-So far. I must admit they've
succeeded "
Enemy strength in Cambodia
is currently estimated at 50.000
to 60.000 80 Ber cent of them
North Vietnaffiese regulars and
the rest Viet-igung and Khmer
Rouge guerrillas
In the past 18 months Cambodia s volunteer army of men,
women and children has grown
from 30,000 to nearly 200.000
troops.
While some government

troops are stili hatili trained
and ill-equipped, the influx of
American arms is noticeable.
Americans try to make sure
the weapons are put to good
use
These Americans are not
technical advisers, but members of the U.S Military Equipment Delivery Team and military. attaches They are forbidden to accompany troops into
battle but go into the field to
see that weapons and equipment go to designated units,
and that Cambodian soldiers
are trained in how to use them
The
North
Vietnamese
frequently have more heavy
weapons .and artillery than he ;
Cambodians They also tend to
be better trained and disciplined It is recalled that the
South Vietnamese for yaars suffered defeats despite ample
supplies of 11.S arms
"The Cambodians are learn-

Three quick ways to check
if you're overweight.
Stand up—

Swiss
discovery makes
every woman's
dream come true!

pinch your tummy can you hold a fold
of flesh % Bad,
very bad.

Spare tire?
If you can't see your ribs
you're overweight.
Sorry,
but it's
true.

Look
at the back of your tkighs,
are they (good grief ereePY?
Bulge, when you sit)
They shouldn't.

FREE! Three
Terlusal Accelerated
Therapy bestowals to
the first 11 mum talon
sor Caws* u a resift
of Ms adownsomat

1

IF YOU QUALIFY FOR
THE ABOVE CALL 753-2962
NOW FOR FREE FIGURE
ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION

GUARANTEED
WEIGHT LOSS
(IN WRITING)
AO PILLS NO DRUGS
EXERCISE OR CALORIE
COUNTING'

One quick and easy way to
Lose weight.
? CHRISTMAS ?
Why Not a Shopemakers
Gift Certificate
Phone 753-2962

Gain a new outlook as life and feel betted Call Now

6
P mak
I.
753-2962

Er
ast of Murray
on Hwy. 94

ing their lessons on the battlefield." said one American officer "They've learned some
hard lessons, but the experience adds up"
Such lessons have cost the
Cambodians heavily. however
Some critics wonder how much
more Lon Nots military dictatorship can take in the way of
battlefield defeats and territorial losses
Two combat divisions giving
Cambodians the most trouble
this dry season are the North
Vietnamese 1st and 9th
The 1st operates on the outskirts of Phnom -Penh. harass'n g
gosernment
defenders
northwest and southwest of the
capital The 9th is 60-80 miles
northeast intent on maintaining a supply comdor to the
lakeside fishing villages and
rich rice paddies of Tonle Sap
Two other North Vietnamese
combat divisions. the 5th and
7th, occupy themselves mainly
with South Vietnamese troops
in rubber plantations and jungles along the border
Highway 1, the main road
from Saigon to Phnom Penh is
open but subject to periodic
ambushes Highway 2 seems
unsafe for civilian traffic 25
miles outside the capital
Highway 3 has been cut beyond Tran Khnar, 25 miles
southwest of Phnom Penh
Highway 4, the only overland
supply route to the deepwater
port of Kompong Som. is cut 35
miles outside the capital
On Highway 5. the vital ' rice
road- running northwest of
Phnom Penh past Tonle Sap to
Battambang. convoys run a
gantlet of ambushes Bridges
are periodically destroyed by
enemy sappers The parallel
rail line was cut a month ago
Highway 6 is in enemy hands
beyomd Taing Kauk. 48 miles
northeast of Phnom Penh, and
Hanoi's 9th Division is exerting
strong pressure on that highway all the way south to Skoun
Highway 7, which runs east
from the Skoun Junction to the
South Vietnamese border, is
open only to Kompong Cham on
the west bank of the Mekong
River
The war has created some
300.000 civilian refugees twothirds of them in Phnom Penh
More than 50,000 refugees entered the capital last month,
mostly to escape fighting on the
northeast
front
Thousands
more are reported to be in
Kompong Thom, a town about
110 miles northeast which is surrounded by North Vietnamese
regulars A 20.000-man force
that relieved the town last
month was split by a North
Vietnamese counterattack Half
the force retreated 30 miles in ,
six days to Taing Kauk, leaving
some 10,000 troops in Kompong
Thom
Poor highway security nas
left isolated population centers
and arms garrisons largely dependent on air transportation
But there are not enough aircraft to ferry supplies, wounded
and refugees.
Barrow, the northerrinusd
community in the I rriiied
States, has the largest Eskimo
setilemeiii in Alaska,

MURRAY, KY.
Alisdi insects live only a year
5.

V\s11‘11.1.E.
API —
Sieve Gaskin and his loyal
band of followers have found
their home—in Summenown.
Tenn The Farm as they call
it is beginning to mellow, and
with it a trade has evolved
The group rode into Middle
Tennessee from California last
spring It had about no members looking for a place to build
a community for farming,
teaching and practicing their
own form of religious worship
Wei being turned down by
at least one landowner, the
band secured a 1,014-acre farm
nt--ir Summertown—about 50
rinks southwest of here It cost
them $70.000 Today. there are 400 members -We have decided to hold
the number at 400." despite the
(tut several people ask to join
The Farm weekly. said Gaskin
The communal life for Gaskin. 36, and the others has taken on a distinct shape in recent
months. They have built a sorghum mill, grow their own
vegetables. have seven homes.
maintain their own store, make
adobe bricks and teach about
_25 of their children in fundamental and secondary educaNine of the group ate certified teachers. More than 50 per
cent of the adults have college
degrees, some have masters
and one has a doctorate. Gaskin, himself, is a former professor at San Francisco State College
But their real bag is the sorghum mill, where they make
and bottle molasses And rnqsç
of the sorghum crew take produce in place of wages
The molasses- packaged in
pint and quart masons jars—is
being sold in San Francisco,
New York, Philadelphia and
Washington. D.C
Its labeled "Old Beatnik,
Pure Lewis County Sorghum
The Farm, Summertown Tenn
Gaskin said the operation is
breaking even at this point.
There are hopes that it "will
become the money crop."
Despite the fact that Gaskin
and three of his followers have
been convicted of growing
marijuana on The Farm, the

rapport with area residents is
said to be improving.
"We do everything we can to
cooperate with the county, with
our neighbors and anybody else
with whom we come into contact," said Gaskin
The group abides by a restrictive religious code
Its members are prohibited
from drinking alcohol, eating
meat and taking hard drugs
Marijuana is not taboo
"Promiscuity is not allowed,"
Gaskin said. "If you are making love, you are engaged If
you get pregnant, you get a
marriage license and all So
far, in two years. nobody has
gotten pregnant out of wedlock.''
The life on The Farm is
simple, for the most part, yet
intent.
"It is simply a matter of determining for yourself what is
Important."said Lee Kahan.
25, a former television technical producer.
Some of the members noted
that their parents are consid-

enng puling Me 1. arm
"If they want to see their
grandchildren,' Gaskin said,
-they lust have to accept the
long hair and come along "
Fireplace safety
CHICAGO (UPI) — The
National Safety Council urges
selectivity in the kind of wood
used in the fireplace. Soft
woods are more likely to throw
dangerous sparks and also coat
the chimney with tars and
resins.
At Christmas time, burning
large amounts of holiday wrappings in the fireplace can create
roaring flames which could
quickly ignite the soot and
resins clinging to the chimney
and cause a serious fire.
Now you now
NEW YORK (UPI) — Horticultural note from the Chocolate Manufacturer's Association
of the U.S.A. — "A wild
geranium by another name is a
chocolate flower, according to
Webster,"

Traim Remetithcin V6tiftd-Wreck
HORX LAKE, Miss.(UPI) —
Rail traffic is being retoured as
work crews repair the damage
caused when 20 Illinois Central
Railroad cars derailed Wednesday.
The cars, six loaded with new
automobiles and the rest piggybacks and containerized freight
cars, jackknifed and plowed up
900 feet of track near here. No
injuries resulted from the accident, but railroad officials said
damage was "extensive, expensive and in six figures."
The impact of the derailment

ripped gaping holes in several
of the piggyback highway trailers and spilled cargo over a
wide area. Among the items
spilled, in addition to 72 automobiles, were home appliances
and twpiggyback trailers of
mail.
A Post Office spokesman said
all the midi was recovered, with
no visible damage, and would
be delayed only one day in delivery.
The train was en route from
Memphis to New Orleans when
the accident occurred.

Thanks Dad,
and Merry
Christmas.
We lived in an old gray house
on a country road just outside
a small midwestern town.
And every year on the Saturday
before Christmas, my father would
pile my sister, my two brothers
and me into the cab of his pickup
truck and drive us into town.
We all had money saved and
ready to spend on Christmas gifts.
Dad would shop with us for
a while, helping us pick out gifts
for mother and advancing our
allowances when our eyes got
bigger than our budgets.
Then usually just before noon,
he'd say he had some special
shopping to do and that he'd
better get to the bank before
it closed.
1N'hen thristmas morning came,
we'd gather round the tree and
open our presents. And when we
were finished unwrapping the
trains, trucks, dolls and clothes;
when Mom had thanked us each
twice for the gifts we'd given her;
and when we'd emptied our socks
down to the last orange; my Dad
would point to four small envelopes
nestled in the tree. There was
one for each of us. And every
year for as far back as I can
remember, each contained the
results of his hurried trips to
the bank on the Saturday before
Christmas.'.A U. S. Savings BQnd.
.A rouse that's fir awiti —
from that small midwestern town.
A house that I could buy because
I cashed in some old U. S Savings
Bonds I had to help with the
down-payment. A house where
two little kids are going to find
envelopes in the Christmas Tree
this year. Envelopes that conta,U. S. Savings Bonds,
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CHOOSING LOG
Ash was the wood chosen for some of the first Yule logs,
because Christmas lore said that the Christ Child had been
bathed and dried before an ash-wood fire.
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The first street lights in
DRESSING THE QUEEN
merica were designed
,
Once, it was customary for people to give their country's A
rulers clothing for Christmas, and Queen Elizabeth I ac- jamin Franklin an d installed in—
quired a large part of her wardrobe this way, historians say. Philadelphia in 1757.
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The Datsun Pickup
means business.
Low overhead for bigger
profits. Our tough little
truck is big on things
that count, like—
• Up to 25 miles-pergallon economy.
•Half-ton capacity.
•Proven low maintenance.
•Driver comfort. Vinyl covered

bench seat, 3-speed heater/defroster,
dual speed wipers and washers.
Pick up long haul savings
in a wcrking machine
that gets the job done.
Drive a Datsun...
then decide.
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---IDATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

No waiting on the No.1 selling import truck.

Lassiter McKinney Datsun
604 So. 12th Street
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Anyone Can

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 24 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which ills
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE 13) vi rats on this page to participate in the award of
36 Bibles that
be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 26
weeks program, until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE 13) identified
verses, you .nust enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

morning Lame,
tree and
And when we
pping the
and clothes;

he
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Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter .. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.
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Highway 6418
Central Shopping Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tues—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Thurs—Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
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MATTIE A TRIPP
1610 Sunset
Murray. Ky

midnight,
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"Styling with Flair"
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1652
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Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box

32

Murray, Ky. 42071.
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THE THOUGHT YOU COMM IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

ristmas Tree
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advertisements
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•

page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name ap-

Entries

must specify

the

GROCERY

name of the firm
S. 12th Street

sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Name Address

Contestants may

l

-Fine Food wor
Fine Folks."

win only 1 Bible with each

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day You Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way".

published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071
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Darnall Marine
Sales & Service
mignway 94
753-3734 or 753-5693
T1MATHY ANDERSON
Route 2
Murray, Ky.

Rut he Mat eturietA irT tun. glo,
the Lord between Romans 11 u-1.1 PS

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

,Vot for an% 14)11,11fICI, ii Milne IN144b
pea,er ot true heraven Job
75 and 11i

BANK OF MURRAY
TT'

Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Ham.
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties

may receive your
Award at Main Office
PHILLIP PEELER
Route 1
nexter, Ky

104 Coldwater Rd
753-64411

pro
- ter,

Kalmar lsea

MRS REBA TURNER
Route 1
New Concord, Ky

Prepare
for
Tomorrow
Read
Your
Bible
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The fear of the Lord, os a fowstatn of
life, to depart front the snares of
dean bintorrn Prnareffa /I nna

Hui he sad Yea rather, blessed are
the, that hear the word of God,and
beep it between Loehr Wand 12

MRS LUBIE COOPER
Rts 7
Mayfield Ky
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:At Lord Rear,* IF Corinthian*, 10
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CARROLL VW
.41444.•
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PAM DUNCAN
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Phone 753-4546
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6 Days a Week
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212 Spruce St
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LYNN CURRY
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PECK'S
Upholstery Shop
520 S. 4th St
753-7494

-complete

Fabric
Selection"

lak.tzisiS
MEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES
On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy. 641 N. 5 miles
Open 7:00 a.m. Daily
Sunday 1-4
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RUTH WATSON
Route 1
Farmington, Ky.
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Kinds land..

BENNY FRIES
Route 3
Murray, Ky

HUGHES
PAINT,

MURRAY SPOR:
& MARINE

STORE

E vsnrude—Glastron
Tigecraft
PolarKraft—Starcraft Post
Campers

40i Maple St.
Phone 753 3642

SUSAN PARKER
516 S. 5th Street
Murray, Ky

Complete Service Shot
Murray
711 South 4th

BURTHA HUGHEc
803 Story Ave
Murray, Ky
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Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.

Ho me nf Colons Paints

Guy Spann
Real Estate
Agency

604 S. 12th St
Phone (SOD 753.7114

Coiony PAINTS

DATSUN
s•
Sedans-Wagons Puck ups
Sport cars
BRIAN COOK
Route 5
Murray, Ky

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.

901 Sycamore
Phone 753-7724

Concord Road
753-5712
JERRY DON WORKMkN
603 Ellis Dr.
Murray, Ky

1

MARYFRAN HUGHES
Route 1 Box 179
Mayfield, Ky

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grade A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy 121 South

MRS

ROBBIE BAZZELL
Box 300
Murray, Ky.
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Sunday is day off Brazil greets money, migrants from Japan
for taxi squad
By GEORGE Ho WER
Copley News Service

winning as with the 49ers, other
teams don't want to trade with
you," Silas says.
SAN FRANCISCO — Sunday
Silas, a 30-year-old, 6-3, 263for a pro football player is pound combination defensive
game day, excitement, pretty
tackle, says
girls in the stands, catching end-defensive
stash away
to
try
teams
passes, touchdowns, TV
himself who can
in- players like
coverage, postgame
two positions.
terviews, and then a postgame play
"You'll find a linebacker who
get-together with teammates.
can play any linebacker" role
Altogether, a good life.
fast enough to play
But that's for the regulars — one
outside linebacker and cover
who suit up for the game.
out of the
Sunday for the taxi squad halfbacks coming
member is a day off, a day in backfield on pass routes, and
middle
street clothes, but, at any rate, strong enough to play
the middle
a chance to see if what he has linebacker and fill
done in practice Tuesday on running plays.
"Actually, except for the
through Friday pays off in a
back position, we are
corner
win.
the cab squad, but see
strong
on
Sam Silas of the San Franattack in
cisco 49ers can tell you about also have a concealed
the person of Tony Harris,"
taxi squads and football.
He's in his ninth year in pro Sam says. "Tony is a wide
football and has spent part of receiver (6-3, 195) who beside
the current season on the 49ers' working out there practices at
taxi squad. He's found out that corner back on defense."
Moving a player from the
the taxi squad does more than
supply bodies when an injury taxi squad up to the regular
team is not done haphazardly.
hits a team.
You must understand that a
The function of the taxi
squad"he explains "is really team is allowed 12 "moves" a
•sigNce
- -7 compared to the sparring says,
"If a guy is activated from a
partners of boxing.
-We do a lot of work. In fact, cab squad, that's a move.
"If a guy has to be taken off
many times during the season
we can be a little reckless in the team to make room, that's
practice because we don't have a move.
"Coming down is one move.
to be in good shape Sunday.
up is one That conGoing
"We are a reserve unit, and,
in the event that anybody is stitutes two moves.
"If a guy gets hurt," Sam
needed or when teams are
goes on, "then naturally he is
no good at the present time.
That doesn't count as a move.
But if he gets back on the team
from an injured state, that's a
move.
"So rather than haphazardly
activate a guy to help you — as
bad as it sounds — you sit back
and almost hope the right guy
breaks a fingernail so you can
By VERNON SCOTT
get
him off the team.
UPI Hollywood C,orresponden1
''You run out of moves in a
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —The
nation has fallen in love with a hurry. Theoretically, a team
can run out of moves," Sam
diogbat named Edith Bunker,
says.
the brittle-brained wife and
Sam is grateful to be with the
mother of the top rated "All in 49ers. He suffered
a neck injury
the Family" television show — in the home opener. "I had a
and so has Jean Stapleton.
big lump on my neck where it
Miss Stapleton
won
the bled," he said, -and for that
Emmy last year playing the reason I should have been put
foil to that eminent bigot on injured waivers."
Archie Bunker
"Injured waivers," it should
Much as Jean loves the be parenthetically noted, Sam
ineffectual Edith, she is fighting intellects, "means in effect.
for her life.
'This guy is hurt. We gotta keep
"It's this way," Jean said, "I him around and pay him, honor
can't lose my own identity to his contract, and as soon as he
Edith. Almost everywhere go gets well, we're gonna ship him
people expect me to sound and home.'"
Injured reserves. Sam says,
behave like Edith. Talk show
hosts want me to appear in is different. 'It means, 'He's
hurt. He was in our plans, we
character.
"If I resigned myself to like him, and as soon as he gets
becoming Edith in private life I well, our plans are to put hien
back in there.'"
might never be able to play
The 49ers didn't send Sam
another role convincingly for an home. "Being
the great club
audience."
they are," he says, they
Distinguished Career
-realized I had been a little too
Jean, who is married to noble" by not reporting the
William Putch —producer-di- neck injury he saw a chance to
rector of the Totem Pole play regularly, "and they
Playhouse in Pennsylvania — went ahead and continued to
enjoyed a distinguished career pay me for as long as my neck
iefore "All in th Family."
gave me trouble or until my
Among her hits are contract expired — whichever
wRhineceros," "Funny Girl," came first."
Sam is not bitter about being
.•'Come Back, Little Sheba,"
'Damn Yankees" and "Bells on the taxi squad. "The
coaching staff was wise enough
ire Ringing."
But it was dingbat Edith who to try defensive end Stan
,rought her overwhelming Hindman as defensive tackle
As it turned out, Stan does a
ecognition.
"As a CBS executive said to better job than I thought he
rie, 'This series isn't just a hit, would at an early stage of
• 's an explosion."' said Jean. transition He can play the two
he was sitting in her neatly positions over-all better than I
can.
irrushed rented
home in
Vestwood. Unlike Edith's
"When you're thinking about
ouse, everything was in place. the Super Bowl," Sam makes it
"Edith is apathetic about clear, "you're trying to get as
iousework," said Jean. "I've much versatility as you can."
lever known anyone exactly
like her, but I've seen elements
Uniform colors and players
of F,dith in many women.
change from city to city. But
"She's guileless and innocent.
what Sam says is in the back of
I'm sure she doesn't hear half
every one of 1,040 players'
the things Archie says to her.
thoughts — whether they're
As a woman she is compas- regulars or
"sparring partsionate, independent and not a ners.''
bigot."
The Difference
AIRWEST STILL FLYING
Much of the same applies to SAN FRANCISCO (UPI
I —
Miss Stapleton. The difference Strikebound Hughes Airwest
is that Edith is a dingbat was restoring partial service
which Webster defines in part today at 20 key airports in
as a doo-hickey) and none too seven states and Mexico
bright. Miss Stapleton, mother
The airline said nearly 900
of two, is delightfully hip.
"I love each shoe," she said, pilots, hostesses, mechanic
control
"because liberals, bigots, supervisors, quality
and
minority groups and others specialists, reservation
polarize themselves into intel- ticket agents and other pesonlectual and emotional ghettos." nel were pressed into service to
To Edith Bunker that state- resume the operations
ment would sound like a
Some 570 members of the
casserole recipe.
Above all, Jean loves dingbat Aircraft Mechanics Fraternal
Edith because: "She has made Association struck the airline
my dreams come true. This last Wednesday, shutting down
success is a fantasy I might operations at the company's
have dreamed during the years facilities at 74 airports in the
was eking out a living as an western United States, Mexico
actress. I'm very' fond of and Canada. The union demanded higher pay
Edith "

Nation In
Love With
A Tingbat'

By JAUKES MAZZONE
Copley News Se nice
SAO PAULO, Brazil —
Japanese autos, television sets
and motorcycles "Made in
Brazil" are a distinct
possibility in the not too distant
future.
Hardly a day passes without
the visit to Brazil of some
enimportant Japanese
trepreneur. In the space of a
few days, for example,
representatives of two major
Japanese business combines
came with offers to set up
mammoth enterprises in this
booming country.
First,the president of Nippon
Steel, Japan's largest, arrived
with a proposal to build a giant
steel mill in Brazil that would
permit this South American
nation to export to the international market.
Then the vice president of
Mitsubishi came with a variety
of plans, among them largescale automobile making.
The Japanese also are

moving into the foreign aid
Japanese were unable to go in
field and have offered to help
for the favorite Brazilian cash
the depressed northeastern
crops coffee, sugar and cotton.
area of Brazil.
The Japanese immigrants
Actually, Japan is moving
site k, instead, to small truck
into all the South American farms and, over the years, they
countries, challenging U.S. created a green revolution
economic hegemony in the area around fast-growing Sao Paulo,
which is seething with reaction
the industrial heart of this
to the United States' surtax on .11X..111)B eglIntrY imports.
Carrots, watercress, beets,
Brazil, though, is a natural even tomatoes became "things
focal point for the Japanese. the Japanese grow" for
The greatest concentration of Brazilians. The Brazilian openJapanese outside of Japan air street markets were taken
itself is to be found in Brazil. over by the hard-working little
There are an estimated one men who confused their R's
million Nisei in this country. and I.'s, providing Brazilians
Immigrants from Japan with material for many jokes.
The Japanese prospered,
began arriving in Brazil after
World War I and are still diligently sent their children to
coming, now by special treaty school, built cooperatives and
arrangements between the two stayed out of trouble. There are
countries. Most used to live in a number of state and federal
poor rural areas of the Nisei congressmen, some high
Japanese island. Many came bureaucrats and a few years
from Okinawa. They came to ago there was a Brazilian
work the land in Brazil and cabinet minister of Japanese
were encouraged by the extraction. But for the most
part the Japanese have shied
Brazilian government.
Without
capital,
the away from politics.

ec.
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has close to 7 million
inhabitants, there is a sizable
Nisei district, replete with a
half-dozen movie houses that
show only Japanese films. One
can eat raw fish delicacies,
drink sake and green tea and
listen to Japanese records
while receiving the attention of
a Brazilian-born_ geisha.
Brazil, now in the midst of
one of the world's most
remarkable development
booms, is welcoming capital
from anyone who can add to its
growth rate. It is probably the
easiest place in the world for
the Japanese investor to set up
for export to other parts of the
world. Thus, it shouldn't surprise Americans if in a few
years they begin to drive
Datsuns,look at Sony portables
or hop on Hondas, all -Made in
Brazil."

They have concentrated on
growing things and selling
them. In the process they've
practically gained a monopoly
over truck farming arid chicken
production.

Over 90 per cent of Brazil's
eggs are sold by them. Their
cooperatives
been
have
especially successful. The hugeCotia Cooperative outside of
Sao Paulo is a model of its type
and a stopping place for every
Japanese visitor these days.
Cotta is possibly the biggest
cooperative in Latin America.
It exports eggs, chickens,
onions ant vegetables all over
the world.
Brazilians joke about the shy,
noncommunicative Japanese
among them, but respect them
for their diligence and honesty.
A grade school teacher
remarked with a laugh,
"They're the only ones who
The first recorded strike in
come to the parent-teacher
the United States occurred in
meetings. They never say
1786, when Philadelphia printanything, but they come."
demanded $6 a week wages.
In Sao Paulo city, which now ers
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Hospital Report
December II, 1971
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NURSERY . 4
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NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gladys Rose Spann, 1005
S. 16th St., Murray, Miss Patricia
June Karlen, Box 208 Hart Hall
MAT, Murray, Mrs. Linda Bui—
Filbeck, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Frances Louise Ray, P.O. Box
161, Murray, Mrs. Glenda
Carolyn Stubblefield, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Wanda Omelia
Ellison, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Novella Chadwick, Rt,6, Murray,
Mrs. Jane Frances Alvey, Box
530 University Station, Murray,
Omus
Oliver Flora, Rt. 5,
Murray,
Isaac
Mason
Smotherman, Rt. 5, Murray,
Hassel Brown, Rt, 2, Hazel.
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Farm prices have increased
less than 10 per cent over the
last 20 years,says the California
Farm Bureau.
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Frank Robinson deal illustrates trade tactics Diversified Companies Are Common

Dport

By DEAN C. MILLER
ing to stay afloat competitively. pollution control chemicals.
Late Consumer Market
UPI Business Editor
Today, Grace is the 50th
NEW YORK (UPI)—Mention largest U.S. industrial company In the early 1960's, Grace
the
into
W. R. Grace & Co., New York, with 1970 sales of $1.92 billion decided to get
/MISSIONS
and most people think of and a finger in many foreign consumer market and has. Its
shipping, cruises and South pies.
frozen foods business includes
America.
national distribution for seafood
By PAtiL CORCORAN
Some Grace Products
Spann, 1005
Those areas actually account- Chances are the last turkey and pizzas. On the West Coast
CopleiNews Service
Hiss Patricia
ed for only two per cent of the or record album you bought and in the Southwest, Nalley's
PHOENIX — Los Angeles
06 Hart Hall
_120-year-old company's_ earn- was wrapped in a Grace (a Grace division) snack food
Dtadger aaneral _manager Al
i. Linda Sue
Campanis slumped into a chair
ings last year. One would division's flexible packaging products can be found on
enton, Mrs.
in his suite at the Biltmore
hardly recognize Grace, long film, and your order of fresh supermarket shelves. In the,
y, P.O. Box
Hotel, sighed with relief, and
noted for its "Casa Grace" in meat may have been marketed West and more recently in the
rs. Glenda
reflected on the successful
South America and the familiar in a Grace-made meat tray. East, one can dine in one or
eld, Rt. 2,
conclusion of a two-year quest
green and black stacks on its That new skyscraper downtown more than 50 Grace-owned
for Baltimore superstar Frank
ida Omelia
ships.
may have been coated with a restaurants. The company reRobinson.
urray, Mrs.
W. R. Grace, completely out new Grace spray-on fire- tains some of its nautical flavor
The trade by which the
Lt. 6, Murray,
of the shipping business today, proofing, or perhaps the Hal- through riverboat-style restauDodgers landed Robinson was
Alvey, Box
typifies the way companies are loween candy you gave the rants in St. Louis and Califoronly
one
of
many
consurnated
on, Murray,
diversifying and internationaliz- neighborhood kids came from nia.
at the major league winter
bra, Rt. 5,
Grace's candy unit. Even the Grace units design and
meeting.
Mason
piayers involved in bartering books you take out of the public market furniture upholstery
But
the
Robinson
case
is
i, Murray,
have little or nothing to say
library may have been pur- and bedding, office supplies,
typical of the way ball clubs
about which team is going to
.0, Hazel.
handbags,
and
through a Grace divi- footwear
chased
have traded players since the
own them — but passed the
women's casual wear and
days of John McGraw.It is part
word along that he was sion.
ve increased
of an endless chess game in
Grace employs more than sporting goods. F. A. 0.
delighted. Frank had such
ent over the
which the participants try to
60,000
people around the world Schwarz, the famed New York
status that the Orioles and
he California
outwit one another in a search
Dodgers did consult him in In more than 300 plants, 1,000 toy store, is part of the Grace
for talent. It is pure horseadvance, a rarity for baseball sales offices and distribution family.
trading. The only difference
facilities. They are located in 48 Abroad, through subsidiaries,
owners.
states and 43 countries of North Grace is Number 1 in France
and South America, Europe, and Spain and Number 2 in
II
P.
•3?ft 1.11101110111101.11111ISVII
.6111111.1101116.11smatosansum
Africa, Asia, Australia and New Europe in the expressway
business. It dominates the inZealand.
LIBERTY
MARKEtS
: MORE AT lIBEIITY PLUS YOU GET S & H
Its math business thrusts plant feeding and meal voucher
414711,1a.Nil EL
-:47:1g
'--:'-' WRAY,
,
I
MTH ERRY etrOC-HASE.
consumer products and ser- In Italy, it operates the world's
g
largest pasta manufacturing
vices.
$
Grace's chemical business unit. It is a major producer of
4 THIS AD COOCI
THRU FRIDAY,
s
includes battery separators, ice cream in Ireland and Italy,
I
salad
and
oil
DEC 263(
Southsate Shopping Center
container sealing compounds markets
g
8
IIMMIIMIIIILIWIFilt•
+NOS
household
products
soap
11.1SIKIMIEMILIIIMILMOMMISIKelain
and
Industrial
catalysts.
chemiMIMIliftIlealill.01 eft Na Watik ....14M gb Oft Walla"
"
a10
"
.
""Ak
cals and specialty products, throughout France and is a
bases for its chemical business, leader in the Netherland's soft
range from petroleum and drink industry.
industrial catalysts and graphic
vts ,priadtqa to cleaning FOG- CAUSES PILEUPS •
OKES'''"
chemicals and
water and BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (UPI):.
INSPECTED *DIE
r
—One man was killed and 3e:
persons were injured in two
separate traffic pileups over
IK tea Mai MOS.411111011110! ,
OkliC1 ells Sela
Va.
et. MI,/ft
St% rib 111
WEllitft
saragtag
104fir ift scs
Vicsit WIC
WM 14a bak
Oktgast
tab MTV&
the weekend when dense fog
cut visibility to near zero on
Highway 99.
SHAN(
In a 12-vehicle pileup earlii
PORTION
Sunday 12 miles north of
LB
LB
Bakersfield, two trucks burned
and an ammunition truck
caught fire. The driver of a
REELFOOT
By JOHN NEEDHAM
610 8
pickup which
was caught
NMORRELL
PLEASANTVILLE,
ENDS
&
PIECES3
N.Y.
LBS
SMOKED
LB
(UPI)—The 86.1-million garden between a burning truck and
LB
apartment complex to rise on the ammunition vehicle was
St. Croix in the Virgin Islands killed.
IL CHOICE
is called "Lorraine Village" in Twenty-seven persons sufMORRELLS FRONTIER
honor of an energetic black fered minor injuries early
SLICED RIMLESS
woman who doesn't carry a hod Saturday on Highway 99 near
LB
or cement bricks but who Stockton when 55 vehicles rearENDS &
clears the way for those who ended in 10 separate accidents.
US CHOICE
The California Highway Patrol
do.
Lorraine Alexander, who said 44 cars, nine trucks and
spent three years working for a two Greyhound buses were
LB
federal agency, specializes in Involved in the crashes.
MORRELL PRIDE
shredding federal red tape and On Friday 52 vehicles were
securing
the federal and state Involved in accidents because
ALL BEEF
loans necessary to her firm, of fog on the same straight
12 OZ
stretch of highway.
Soble Construction Co.
LB
Her
boss,
Mike
Levitt,
says
SWIM
.4
Oft Veli WM
301.11111SIMIlia
tft
1.% tea
•••
?.‘ bag WINVOK WSW INS warea.sa la.
VIM 11•1011001.0.
he knows of no other woman in SOVIET VISITOR
a comparable position in the CLEVELAND (UPI) —The
Soviet Union's minister of
construction field.
Mrs. Alexander presides at agriculture, Vladimir Matall closings and relies on her skevich, spent part of the
A
_A_
high school education ("I took weekend visiting with multimilJUMBO $
v, 1 SIPOTT PAPER
MISS LIBERTY
one business course") and 15 lionaire industrialist Cyrus
GRADE A
Y
ROLLS
years on-the-job training to hold Eaton and other
business
t
saasaisaiswarara
her own not only with federal leaders.
Ira Ira NW
sea
sus Wireraililim
MINK ..... lab Pa. b.& SINSILSICILLIIllaalabisb MS
Ict
so. Tat Vas
Ilk VasIOU VIS1.6.SC1 Vs.
11.1LIM111111
IMIONOW NStable&fares ma esVs Mswallaoalits VIM I
• employes but with the bankers Eaton held a luncheon for
OORTONS EXCEPT HAM & SHRIMP
in ti SMOKED
01 CAN
and lawyers, with whom she Matskevich Saturday and then
PKG
110?
INNERS
NGS 5
the Soviet official spent the
deals.
CONS
Levitt says the naming of the night at Eaton's nearby retreat.
1 B$1091
3$1 1 CHOPS
58 01 PIES
X
LB BAG
EAT PIES
St. Croix project, which will Matskevich has been touring
*NICE
THICK
TALL GAN 7
RIONS
provide an initial 250 apart- the United States since Dec. 9
• CALIFORNIA RED EMPEROR
ments for middle-income resi- under the sponsorship of the
491BAcK
MINCE
PIES
5
1
1 01 CAN
B
dents, is a tribute to the self- U.S. Department of AgriculGRAPES
EACH 591
moBToNs
taught expertise that took Mrs. ture. He talked with Eaton
39(1 MORRELL CANNED
$329 IMLIFORNA WEITE EMPEROR
!PESH
200Z PIE
143UMPKIN PIES
Alexander from a secretary for about Russia's announced inten4
:
1514
LB CAN
CANS
;HAM
EARS
his four-employe firm 15 years tions to purchase U.S.-made
PKG
I.' !TENNESSEE 10 02
!GRAPES
29`;CORN
351
ago to a shareholder in Soble, agricultural and industrial
gOLD FASHIONED
4` RUSSEL SPROUTS
which expects to do 830 million equipment.
QT JAR 49:,
FLORIDA
NNESSEE 10 02 PKG
25H
CHEESE
LB 89`:
worth of business next year.
SK IN
.1 I FRESH SEAWARD
'I can't really think of this as RETIREMENT PLANS
VI CAN 3
SIZE
g GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN
a
man's domain because I have DETROIT (UPI) —James M
210
sPITAN
GE
12 02 JAR
79clOYSTERS
LB BAG
been doing it for so long," says Roche, who worked his way to
IFRENCH FRIES
29 gFRESH
g FRESH
Mrs. Alexander. She won't give the top of the world's largest
IESH TUBBYS
her
age but admits to having a corporation and a salary of
Ei
35cIPORK
LB
TENDERLOIN
I
29
'CRANBERRIES
`i'
E
R
NDIVE
6 01 PKG
CON UT
daughter
who teaches school $790,000 a year without a
ORM
HOME
GROWN
CENER
SLICED
PC 7: rg
college degree, plans to teach
and another in high school.
&AFT CREAM
J CANS
LB
II
'SWEET POTATOES
tACH
1 HAM
"I personally have had no in a college after he retires as
bliSis am Ica VS.On
Val VC. TS.las ref/is..r era Ilia ballsis...1103 tga
cia
14 OZ CAN JJ C IFRESH SLICED
HIP
C4".'
problems because of my sex— board chairman of General
ORTONS
maybe women's lib won't like Motors Corp. Dec. 31.
g
`
39
LB
sg BEEF LIVER
me for saying that, but it's
SIRLOIN
PKG
02
20
PIES
true," she adds.
LLA WALLA COLOSSAL
c I TIP ROAST us PRIME
1 19
!
LB
Mrs. Alexander, whose hus- Booze bill
HELSINKI (1 Pl)
Finns
CAN
TALL
IBONELESS
band
has been a policeman in
PARAGUS
FANCY DOUBLE RED
spent La billion marks (5400
adjacent
Atlantic
City
for
US
more
PRIME
COLONIAL
LB
$
1
1"
t:RUMP ROAST
than 20 years, says that "most million) or 351 marks ($83)
2 LB CAN 99 !REELFOOT SLICED
per head on alcoholic be‘erages
RUIT CAKE
Iva Val
lab en.
people in government and
III I970. according to a
RAFT
BACON
c;
L8 69%.5.
private business accept me for made 14% a national temperance
14 02 BOX 39I SLICED SNDKED
NO 2 CANti EANUT BRITTLE
what and who I am. I have iirganization.
ftORIDA INDIAN
RED
RACHS
found no personal prejudice due
LB 319
50y$JOWLS
HALF GAL
to my race."
OLD FASHIO1D LARGE
DROPS LB BAG
FOR
Although her title is "project
WHOLE OR HALF STICK
A 200 CT $ •
coordinator" for Soble, which
$3
HOMY b
at PEGS
LB
25LB BAG
Si says the VA.••
i•••1
earlier this year became a
g FRESH
"
iBABY"
4° 11
4AR CHIN
#160
ffilICINAli,4s
t
division of U.S. Home Corp.,
BONES
0Kg —‘,1:11ERRIES
LB
8 02 AR
16 01 KG
it!WALNUTS
she laughingly calls herself the
COUNTRY cTYLE
0 WIN PET
"chief paper-pusher." But she
ROLLS 4
GET PAID WHILE
LB 49tfAPPLES44U
admits that the job involves her
TALL CAN HY IPORK SAUSAGE
FOOD
16 °Z
YOU LEARN
"from inception to completion"
g CRISm
in each of the company's
'AMY
T
PSATPEEWR AsRif
projects. There are at least a
dozen jobs each year on which
24 02 BOTTLE
ground Is broken, plus twice
ni
Vas Mal41g.,
wa MN lab
*es Vs. Via lafellaa get"Pa Via
53'
that number that get started
DINTY MOORE
1,RAPEFRUIT
'UN
¶f
ON
but are dropped.
1:0 JUST ARRIVED FROM FLORIDA TWO TRUCKLOADS OF CITRUS FRUITS. YOU
Levitt says Mrs. Alexander is
CESSAR
9
"very much an individual"
s WILL FIND THE LARGEST & FRESHEST VARIETY OF FRUITS AT LIBERTY.
46 UZ CAN
24 01 CAN
•
whose work brings her a salary
COMILIIIICSIRIA
MIPS101111111111161.
isft •111ra.L•fa
SKIM Vas Vs% Ism ...vas eft meaucila
"at the executive level," plus
the stock.
Editor's Note: This is the
story of the way a particular
baseball trade came about. It is
typical of the way major league
teams barter for players.

is that human flesh is involved.
Campanis, who lived most of
his Dodger career in the front
office shadow of E. J. ( Buzzie)
Bavasi and the late Fresco
Thompson, described the steps
that led to the Robinson trade.
He also explained the reasons
that it could not have been
made if a seemingly separate
deal — sending Richie Allen to
the Chicago White Sox for
pitcher Tommy John — had not
been possible.
This is the way Campanis
tells the story.
Two years ago, the Dodgers
expressed an interest in
Robinson, the only man to win
the most valuable player
award in both the American
and National leagues. He
always had hurt the Dodgers
when he played for the Cincinnati Reds, and it was no
secret Los Angeles needed
righthand hitting power.
But the Dodgers and Orioles
could not get together on terms.
Robinson subsequently would
contribute to two more

Baltimore pennants and a
World Series triumph over the
Reds.
Campanis said the first real
inkling he had that Robinson, at
age 36, was available came
when he was chatting with
Baltimore executive Jimmy
Russo when the two men were
in Atlanta a few months ago.
"Jimmy asked me if I wailinterested," Campanis said. "I
replied that I was, but that we
could not afford to give up our
outstanding young ball players
already on the Dodger roster.
Although we wanted Frank, we
could only go so far without
hurting ourselves in the
future."
Russo took the message back
to Baltimore. The door was
open for a trade.
Why offer to give up one of
the game's truly exceptional
players?
The Orioles said that they
were aware Robinson wanted
to move to the West Coast," Al
continued, and they felt they
owed him something because of
all he had done for them (four

pennants in his six seasons with
Baltimore)."
age
Robinson's
unquestionably was another
factor in Baltimore's decision
to trade him, although Frank
insists he will play for three
more seasons. He has told the
Dodgers he will not campaign
for a manager's job during that
period.
The dickering became
serious business at the start of
the winter meeting.
"At first we offered three
players for two (Robinson and
lefty pitcher Pete. Rickert, a
Dodger reject), but they said
they wanted four men. We
agreed."
The Dodgers named young
pitchers Doyle Alexander and
Bobby O'Brien, catcher Sergio
Robles and first basemanoutfielder Royal Stillman.
All are young, but only
Alexander and O'Brien have
been tested an major league
Play"Still, we would not have
made the trade unless the Allen
deal came up," CamEanis

continued
."That was a spur-of-themoment thing. We got talking
and found out the White Sox
needed a hitter and were
willing to give up a good pitcher. Tommy John, to get him.
We had been interested in John
a year ago and feel he has
outstanding ability."
The meeting *ith the White
Sox brass that produced the
trade is not surprising. Owners,
general managers and field
managers prowl the halls of the
winter meeting hotel to gossip
and pry information about
passible trades. Most of it is
pure talk. But there always is
the chance both teams feel
there is mutual benefit to be
derived from a Wade.
That is the case with the
Chicago-Los Angeles deal.
Everything fell into place
after that. As soon as the
Dodgers ironed out details of
the Allen-John trade t the White
Sox threw in utility infielder
Steve Huntz), they closed the
Robinson negotiations.
Robinson was not present — the
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U Thant wants to quit his United Nations post
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
Questioa: "U Thant of the
United Nations — is he serious

about giving up his post?"
Answer: Based on his
horoscope for 1972, we believe
the secretary-general sincerely
wants to retire. More about
this, later. . .

Born Jan. 22, 1M in Burma,
U Thant is an Aquarian. like
many natives of this Zodiac
sign, he has a broad
humanitarian outlook. You
may regard him as a true

of Wine
Communist conspiracy, yet
this horoscope indicates that U
Thant is prompted by lofty
motives.
We have used the widely
leader or as a Cool

.
Evening
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule
*
Tuesday
for
CH

CH. 4
CH 3
WSM
WSIL
"Xmas
6
30
6 00 News
Wlmsburg"
6:30 Xmas Carols
7:30 Funny Side
7:00 Cousteau
8:00 Land of Small 8:30 Nichols
9:30 Chang.
9:00 Special
10:00 News
1000 News
10:10 Tonight
10139 Garrett
t

CH. 5
WLAC

6
WPSD

6:30 Campbell
6 30 Irons
7:30 Hawaii
5-0 2.30 Serge
8,30 Cannon
8:30 Funny Side
9,30 WLAC-TV
9:30 Dragnet
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
10:30 Tonight

CH. II -.`
WSIX
6:30 Xmas Carol
7:00 J. Cousteau
II:00 Lndof Small
9:00 Special
10:00 Thief
11:00 News
11:30 Cavell

CH. 12

-

6:30 K
Ca
Fm
VS
pbell
7:30 Hawaii
5-0
8:30 Cannon
9:30 Al Onofrio
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin
12:00 Late
News

CH 29
WD)
,
(14
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Crest. Feat.
10:30 Movie
er-

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday *
8:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 Am. Rel
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Space
6:00 News
4:30 Sports
7:00 Bewitched
7:30 Ed Fattier
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CU Shirley
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10:09 News
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6:00 News
AM
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4:00 Movie
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:011 Burnett' ' '
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9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
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6I30 Mor. Show
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6:00 News
6:30 Dragnet
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10:00 News
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1. _
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11:25 News
11:30 Search
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12:05 News
12:20 Weather
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1,30 Guiding Light
2.00 Sec. Storm
2 30 Edge-Night
3 . 00 Lassie
4:00 Virginian
5 30 News
600 News
6.30 Rollin'
7.00 Burnett
—
8 00 Med
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9 00 Mannix
II) 00 News
10 - 30 Mery Griffin
12:00 News

945 Devotional
10:00 Movie
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1:00 Movie
2:57 NewS
3:00 Movie Game
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4:00 Box
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5:30 Football
5:57 News
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9:40 News
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FALL OUT OF PEAR TREES

indicates
acirpLed.haft
that Capricorn is his rising
sign. This means that Thant
empresses his basic Aquarian
nature in a Capricorn way. The
noble sentiments of the Water
Bearer are modified by the
chtll, rather aloof qualities of
the Sea Goat.
The first horoscope house
describes the U Thant which
the world sees. Here we find
Venus the affections) in cold
Capricorn. Venus is smiled
upon by Jupiter (good luck),
but it is frowned on by Saturn
(Fatel and by Neptune
(imagination Therefore, this
man could be misled by those
who may not share his genuine
love for humankind.
Thant tends to withdraw into
the proverbial ivory tower,
from which he looks down upon
the conflicts of men and
nations. When Russia and the
United States do not behave
according to his wishes, he
frets over them, like a
schoolteacher over a pair of
unruly students. This explains
his public utterances about the
Big Two, which often read like,
•- A plague on both your
houses."
Sun and Moon are joined in
the first degree of Aquarius, a
:r7i-37tSar,T,Ctilak.mar:.isan.
would rise in the world. If 4we
want to know how his mind
works, we look to Mercury,
which is placed at nineteen
degrees of Aquarius.
U Thant relishes the complex
intrigues of international
politics. He views the United
Nations like some giant
chessboard, regarding the
players with his chill Capricorn
stare. The ebb and flow of
power fascinates him.
Saturn is in Aries, in the

Buried in the secret twelfth
house are Mars and the Moon's
South Node,both in Sagittarius.
Mars is in the degree occupied
Winston Churcfp's
Sdn,' diScrf6ing Thant# as•
human dynamo. .He tends to
burn, himself out through
overwork and midnight study.
What lies ahead? Sun has
now progressed to Saturn, the
dassic indicator in astrology
that the native should step
down. This judgment is reinforced by the fact that Mars
has moved to join progressed
Uranus. This could be an explosive combination.

a..g.ft.

BLONDIE
THANK

wE'PE
ALMOST

fourth horoscope house (the
end of things). Because Saturn
represents Father Time, it
lacked only the right moment
to make Thant yearn for
retirement.
This
writer
believes the time is at hand.
In the sixth house of work and
service, we discover Pluto with
the Moon's lucky North Node,
in happy aspect to Mercury,
ruler of his health. Mut° here
meant that our subject would
find his proper niche only if he
worked for some large
organization.
Dreamy Neptune drifts in the
seventh house of partners,
badly aspected by both Venus
and Uranus. U Thant could be
deceived by those very close to
him.
High in the ninth house of the
higher mind, we locate mighty
Jupiter, blazing brightly as it
triggers aspects between six of
his planets. Both by placement
and by aspects, this is the
premier planet of his chart.
Jupiter at thirteen degrees
Virgo describes U Thant as a
true peacemaker.

GOODNESS

rHE HOUSE
IS NICE AND
WAPm

Long ago three Wise Men
Were gazing at a star
That glistened in the Heavens,
Outshining all by far.
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And so the Wise Men pondered
What could its message be,
For it'somehow seemed to beckon
And say,"Come,follow me!"

:4
'
•
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So they readied for a journey,
And chose their gifts so rare.
Then they climbed upon their camels,
And turned them toward the star.
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Long days and nights they traveled
With trials along the way,
Until they came to Bethlehem
Where now the Christ Child lay.

-

And there the holy Magi
Knelt before this tiny King;
They gazed in adoration
While hearing angels sing.

Outdoor Lore

Di
By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
As a symbol of love and plants it does not grow on or
goodwill, mistletoe comes into from the ground. It is found
its own at Christmastime. At only on trees--walnut, black
this period, or season of the gum, elm, and others--from
year, young maidens caught which it draws nutrients. Since
standing under it can be kissed it is green in winter when the
without ceremony or pnor host trees appear dead, the
permission and, according to belief arose that trees are
tradition, without giving reborn each spring from the
offense.
spirit of mistletoe.
Many more myths surround
Although foresters regard
this parasite plant that infests mistletoe as a dangerous pest,
trees throughout Kentucky and romantics the world over
the world. It was the "golden consider it second only to redbough" of legend that protec- berried holly as the plant of
ted Aeneas, the Grecian hero Christmas. It is used extensiveof Troy, on his trip to the ly in the United States as a
underworld and the plant holiday decoration with the
ancient Romans believed bulk of it coming from greens
would assure safe passage gatherers in Kentucky,
across River Styx.
Tennessee, the Carolinas, and
die Southwest.
-*rid tr`peilitFiiffitii* Writ*
by mistletoe, so do many
forms of birdlife. This whiteberried plant serves as a winter
supplier of food for robins,
waxwings, mockingbirds, and
towhees. These birds are mainly responsible for spreading the
tree-damaging parasite.
After eating the berries, the
It was the source of the birds clean their bills by wiping
arrow which stayed Balder, sun them on the bark' of other
god of Norse mythology, who trees, thus- planting the seeds
fortunately was restored to life they do not eat. The taproot of
through the intercession of the seedling pierces the most
other gods. Custody of the tender portions of the tree, and
mistletoe plant was then en- the tree sap is drawn into the
trusted to Freya, goddess of thick leaves and translucent
love, who ordained that hence- berries of the parasite plant.
forth anyone passing under it
As can be seen, mistletoe is
should receive a kiss in token a paradoxical plant. A
of love, not vengeance. As long promoter of Yuletide romance,
as mistletoe hangs high, holds it is at the sanz time a killer of
the legend, it can never be used forest trees. Then supersitition
as a power for evil.
accredits it with another evil
Throughout the Middle role. If the yuletide bough isn't
Ages, men believed mistletoe removed from the house by
possessed all manner of magical Candalmas Eve (Feb. 1), each
powers. Medicine was brewed leaf left will produce a goblin
from it in France and Swedes to discomfit the careless
chewed its leaves as a cure for occupants during the rest of
ulcers. As late as 1 720 in the year.
England. it was believed able to
cure epilepsy and other illness- Donates pay boost
LANSING, Mich. (UPI) es. As the stories go, in some
German villages this Yuletide State Rep. Richard Allen is
green is still called "gut hyl" or donating his $2,000 legis- lative
pay raise to charities and other
"heal all." In Brittany, its good causes in his district.
berries are still crushed to
Allen said he is giving up the
produce oil for treating fever. pay raise because he supports
The superstitious awe of the wage-price freeze and is in
mistletoe inspired over the ages sympathy with teachers and
undoubtedly stems from the other workers who were denied
fact that unlike most other a scheduledewage increase. -

•

And then along with shepherds
They learned the reason why
They were beckoned by a message
That came out of the sky.
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And they gave it to the ages
So that all good men might be,
Just as joyfully rewarded
By the words,"Come,follow me!"
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This revolutionary new jewel acknowledged
as the finest diamond substitute goes beyond
mere imitation to capture the fiery, blue-white
brilliance of the true gem. Diamonair simulated
diamonds not only rival the true stc4e in beauh;
but carry a warranty offered by no other
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Spirited Ways
To Do Some
Quick Cooking
CHEF SALAD makes man-sized lunch. If he's counting
calories, serve it with wine-flavored yogurt dressing.
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INSPIRED BY the tacos of Mexico
this quick supper dish can be built
up layer after delicious layer of
shredded lettuce, grated cheese It is
topped off with frankfurters that
have been simmered in a savory
sauce made with California burgundy

The cream of the National
Basketball Association West
rose to the top early this season, but the closest competition
is keeping the East in suspense
from day to day.
While Loa Angeles and Milwaukee have been running
away from opposition in the
West's Pacific and Midwest divisions, respectively, no one
team has been able to make a
strong move in the Eastern or
Central divisions.
Boston, New York and Philadelphia are in a three-way tussle for the Atlantic leadership,
with Baltimore, Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Atlanta all candidates for the Central crown.
The fact is that the Central
title may be decided by attrition. Through the first week of
December, none of the four
teams - including first-place
Baltimore - had been able to
reach the .500 mark.
In the Other League, the
American Basketball Association (ABA), Kentucky in the
East and Utah in the West had
comfortable but not insurmountable leads. Only Virginia
in the East and Indiana in the
West were in position to contest
for first place finishes.
,71-44torw•of tkiP 9,17`"
NBA is still superstar.
A fellow going by the name of
Kareem Jabbar, who bears a
definite resemblance to Lew
Alcindor, and Oscar Robertson
made the Milwaukee Bucks a
preseason favorite to repeat as

choice for a busy day. This
one, Shrimp Potato Puff, is a
breeze to make. The quick ingredient, instant potatoes, is
sparked with chopped onion,
pimiento and dried dill and
a splash of sauterne wine.

By

JOAN O'SULLIVAN

ONE REASON today's recipes are an exciting dash different is that each features a
spirited ingredient, wine
One of the few foods that
appeals to all four senses of
taste—sweet, sour, salty and
bitter — wine is an excellent
seasoning for the cook to use.
for it accents and_elarifies
food flavors.
In Shrimp Potato Puff, an
easy casserole for a busy day,
white wine picks up the delicate flavor of the shrimp.
while instant potatoes make
preparation time minimal.
With it,. serve frozen peas
and onions in canned white
sauce diluted with a tablespoon of sherry and your meal
is complete.
Quick Supper Tacos, can be
built up layer by layer With
frank, tortillas, lettuce and
cheese. The spirited ingredient
here is the California burgundy in which the frankfurters
are gently cooked for a few

white
ted
beaut,,
I\ br

•

One of the weaker teams in
the NBA is Cincinnati, a club
which once was a perennial
contender for division anc1
league honors. A series
trades, retirements and unany.
cial problems decimated thi
Cincinnati roster, however, and
there is little hope for an*
dramatic improvement.

and

ALTERATIONS
By All Means, Co To .

Ladies Ready To Wear

Mayfield, Ky.

says . .

SHOP AT HOME
vinegar dressing, however, because too much acid tends to
spoil the taste of wine, so
make it Creamy Yogurt
Dressing sparked with white
wine. You'll find it very good
and happily low in calories,
too,
SHRIMP-POTATO PI;FF
cup water
teaspoon seasoned salt
2 imps instant mashed
/
11
potato buds

% cup California Sauterne
or other white dinner
wine
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons chopped
green onion
1 pimiento, finely chopped
14 teaspoon dried dill
1 cup cooked shrimp.
coarsely chopped
54 cup grated cheddar
cheese
3 eggs, separated
Heat water and salt to boiling. Stir in potato with fork.
Remove from heat and add
wine and butter; beat smooth.
onion, pimiento, dill,
Add
shrimp, cheese and beaten egg
yolks.
Beat

egg

whites

to stiff

peaks Fold into potato mixTurn into a buttered
ture
large casserole (6 to 8 cups

capacity). Place casserole in
pan with about one inch hot
water In bottom. Bake in a
moderate oven (350 degrees
Fl until puffed, golden brown
and set, about 50 minutes.
Serve at once.
Serves 4.
QUICK SUPPER TACOS
2 tablespoons chopped
onion
1 tablespoon butter
or margarine
1,t teaspoon chili powder
1,t teaspoon garlic or
onion salt
1,2 cup California
Burgundy or other
red dinner wine
4 large dinner
frankfurters.
or 8 small
cup chili sauce
Tortillas
Shreded lettuce
Grated cheddar cheese
Cook onion in butter until
soft. Add chili powder, salt
and wine.
Make three or four shallow
diagonal cuts in one side of

each frankfurter. Add to wine
mixture. Cover and heat gently about ten minutes. Add
chili sauce and keep warm until ready to serve.
Toast tortillas in oven, skillet or toaster. Place on heated
serving plate. Brush lightly
with butter. Top with lettuce
and cheese. Serve frankfurters
on top and spoon sauce over
all. Serves 4.
CREAMY YOGURT
DRESSING
2 tablespoons chopped
green onions
cup California whlte
dinner wine
ti cup unflavored yogurt
% teaspoon grated lemon
rind
lemon Juice
sait
1 tteeaspaspoo
on
dill weed (optional
Combine all ingredients. Chill
thoroughly before serving
Note: To make a shrimpflavored dressing for use on
mixed greens, and )rie can
(5-ounces) deveined shrimp,
chopped, or one cup cooked
fresh shrimp. Allow to chill
well to blend flavors
Makes 1 cup

Lady wrestler prefers
leisurely, outdoor living
By JAN JENNINGS
Copley Ne*s Service
Ann Casey loves the outdoors. She loves swimming arid
jogging, horseback riding and
motorcycling. She loves the sun
and the fresh air.
Indoors she spends quiet
hours painting. In her home
state of Mississippi,she owns a
164-acre farm she describes
with a certain homesickness
and pride-the gentle hills, the
greenery, the pines and oaks,
the cool crisp air - no smog.
Life is slower there, says
Ann. It's a casual life.
Yet when these leisure
moments are over, when she
must carry on the unavoidable
duties of working for a living,
Ann Casey steps into the ring
and becomes Ann Casey, 5 feet
8°i, 160 pounds - lady
wrestler.
Ranked in the top five women
wrestlers in the United States,
the soft-spoken and easygoing
woman in leisure becomes a
serious, determined wrestler in
the ring.
Miss Casey, considered a
heavyweight, wrestles six
nights a week and makes two
tapes for television on Sundays
during the busy season of
spring and summer. During the
"off season" of winter, she
wrestles five nights a week.
Her wrestling career has
taken her all over the world for
bouts in which she may wrestle
anywhere from 15 minutes to
ILI hours a night.
She holds two titles, top
woman wrestler in the southern
states and tops in Mississippi,

Atlantic Division, where revitalized Boston, led by John
Havlicek, is providing evidence
that the Celtic rebuilding project may not take as long as anticipated.
New York remains the
favorite in the division, despite
injuries which have limited the
team's effectiveness; Billy
Cunningham makes Philadelphia a definite threat. The
Knickerbocker bench is the
principal reason New York is
still favored.

Peoples Bank

CASSEROLE MEAL is a good

minutes.
Even the dressing for a
hearty chefs salad can be
not a
sparked with wine

ond

NBA champions. Nothing happened in the early season to
discount the idea.
Jabber, of course, is Alcmdor, who chose his new
name in keeping with his
Muslim faith.
What was not fully expected
was the way that the Los Angeles Lakers burst way ahead in
the Pacific Division,
The Lakers raced to the best
winning percentage of any
team in professional basketball.
The Lakers were considered
an old team, with fragile greatness in Jerry West arid unpredictability in Wilt Chamberlain, still the most formidable
man physically in basketball.
Elgin Baylor, finally, has retired because of age and injuryweakened legs.
West has been as good or
better than ever, which is saying quite a bit. Chamberlain is
dominating the backboards at
botb ends of the court, scoring
when it is needed but not
forcing his patented but er.
ratic fall-away bank shot.
The loss of Baylor, finally accepted as an irrevocable act by
a team which perhaps subconsciously suspected he might re"77.
The Ulcers have awakened to
the fact they have to do without
Elgin, and forwards like Jim
McMillin and Happy Hairston
have accepted the challenge.
One of the most interesting
races in the NBA is in the

TUESDAY-DECEMBER 21, 171
Baltimore has not played up
to its potential. But the division
is the weakest of all four in the
NBA, and Wes Unseld and
company should have enough
ammunition to take care of the
opposition.

and she is now working on a
California title.
She is being considered as a
stunt woman by a film studio
and she has stumped the panel
on -To Tell the Truth."
It all began when she was
living in Mississippi. She knew
three wrestling promoters in
the South and got her first taste
of the sport from them.
Mter a year at the University
of South Alabama, she decided
to pursue wrestling more
seriously and went into training
for professional wrestling in
Columbia, S. C.
The six months of training
a.'..cled discipline and finesse.
The strength and quickness
were built in.
"I was just a country girl,"
said Miss Casey. "I grew up on
a farm. I drove tractors and
carried 100-pound sacks of
horse feed. When other girls
my age were coming home
after school and watching TV
or reading love stories, I came
home and dug postholes or
picked cotton. It was just part
of growing up."
Even now she exercises
regularly and lifts weights to
keep in condition.
Her diet consists primarily of
lean beef, sea food, eggs, milk,
fruit, cheese, beans and cornbread. No sweets. She doesn't
drink or smoke. At 30, she has
been wrestling professionally
for 10 years and hopes to
wrestle 10 more, snapping up
tit/es along the way
the
from
Rewards
profession, she feels, are the
opportunity for travel, meeting

new people and, of course, the
money gain. When she travels
the world tour wrestling, she
can make $50,000 a year. In the
United States alone, she can
make 130,000 a year.
Yet the profession is not shy
of deterring aspects. "The
punishment," said Miss Casey.
"'Me pain and discomfort."
Miss Casey recently had
surgery on her knee from an
injury and is now just coming
back to regular bouts. She's
suffered a broken nose, broken
ribs, loose teeth, fractured
elbows, fingers, ankles, spine,
neck and on and on.
Why go on with it'
"I enjoy the sport of it," she
said. "I wrestle scientifically. I
don't go for showmanship. I
look forward to the challenge of
each new opponent. I study
their moves and try to outmove
and outwit them.
"I just tell myself I'm going
to whip her," said Miss Casey
in her southern drawl.
Ann Casey is one of the few

lady wrestlers who wrestles
barefoot. "I was always
barefoot on the farm," said
Ann. "I have good balance
when I'm barefoot. I couldn't
stand to wear those big boots. It
would throw me off."
Social life for a woman
wrestler, too, is a bit different.
"Most men seem afraid when
they hear I'm a lady wrestler,"
she said. "But I feel that when I
step into that ring, I'm a Lady
wrestler. When I step out. I'm a
lady."
Miss Casey dates several
men, but feels that she will
never marry. "Marriage
seems like a game anymore.
There seems to be so little trust
and faith."
When she retires from
wrestling she hopes to go back
to the casual, easy living on her
farm, raise horses and cattle
and relax.
Seven Seas. a marm.' park
owned by Arlington. Tex is
expected to draw $700 n(i) lourist dollars annually

it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

When we sell you
bag...we don't
leave you holding it
You receive a special
"satisfaction" guarantee
in your home community
that you can't buy
anywhere else.
The reason is simple.
The local businessman
.
depends on your continuing,
ing
continu
his
for
s
busines
business.
That's why you are assured
that your exchanges,
refunds, repairs and services
are handled with prompt
and personal attention.
When a local businessman,
sells you a bag ... he doesn't
leave you holding it.

COMMUNICATE CONFIDENCE. SHOP AT HOME
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22,782 Break-ins Last Year
Ca
By THOMAS NUZUM
Copley News Service
PARIS — The sad sleuth
Conunissaire Maigret soon
may have to track down his
country's vanishing sense of
humor.
The average citizen laughed
17 minutes a day, in the good
old days before World War 11.
Average income is twice as
high now. Nevertheless, the
average laugh life is down to
six minutes now, a sociologist
calculated.
At that.'rate, the Last laugh
will fade away in 20 years.
Many a citizen thinks that
Sociologist was hearing things.
"I only wish that I did get in six
minutes of chuckling," sighed a
harassed, job-holding mother.
"I hardly find time to sleep, let
alone laugh."
Jolly Frenchmen are a
holdover from the 19th Century, commented the Paris
daily l'Aurore. A cartoon in
that newspaper depicted a
laughing man under a glass
bell in a museum.
Pinned to his back was a sign
_stadium ''llare species."
Gazing enviously at this rare
bird under glass were longfaced Frenchmen from the
1970s. He was getting a big

laugh out of their drooping
demeanor.
"How is it possible to live so
miserably in such a well-to-do
land?" asked the weekly news
magazine l'Express.
France has the third highest
average wealth in Europe. Yet
a poll last year indicated that
France
was the
most
dissatisfied country among 16.
Even the poor Portuguese
were less frustrated, they told
pollsters.
One trouble is that heavy
French taxes on business hold
down income, complained
l'Express.
So Frenchmen living near the
frontier of their erstwhile
happy land are forsaking it to
work in Belgium, Germany or
Switzerland, where there are
more jobs and higher pay.
Another trouble is that
Frenchmen put up with the
goverment rake-off because
they have forgotten the art of
griping, and the art of living,
concluded l'Express.
The real trouble is that the
French way of life is giving
way to the ..:mariran
life, theorized the dafff,
Figaro.
Europeans imagine that
Americans spend all their time

running after more money.
That is what Frenchmen do,
partly because their government spends tax money on
foreign aid, atom bombs and
the Concorde supersonic
transport instead of building
housing near factories, or
building expressways so people
could get to work more easily.
Because of the housing
shortage, most breadwinners
Live far from work. They spend
two to four hours daily getting
there and back.
Thus many workers really
put in 10 to 12 hours a day,
compared with eight hours
back in 1938.
One of the battle cries in
protest demonstrations against
the government is the rhyming
chant, "Metro, boulot, dodo,"
meaning that life is just an
infernal round of, "Subway,
slaving at work and sleep."
The underlying reason for
President Charles de Gaulle's
resignation was that citizens
wanted to put their personal
comfort ahead of the atom
bomb, foreign aid and SSTs
,inten4eld In triNe France, inAimee In the world.
The French are a greet
people —when seen from afar,"
Lie commented, when sulking in
Spam shortly before his death.
One reason De Gaulle failed
to understand his countrymen
is that he did not have to suffocate in subway cars to reach
work.
After quitting as president,
he said that his chief regret was
that he had never gotten
around to riding the Paris
"metro."
Those who want to restore
the French way of life took
heart recently when 65 per cent
of auto workers in a Paris
suburb said they would rather
work less than be paid more.
But only a minority wanted
more free time for traditional
French pursuits like cultural
activities, cultivating their
garden,fishing or sipping wine.
Seventy per cent of them said
they just wanted to catch up an
their sleep.

By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Amselated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The fourth time that James
Stevens home was robbed, the
insurance company asked hun
to take a he detector test
He had lost a number of valuable guns but had no receipts
showing where some had been
purchased
Stevens tried explaining to
the adjustor that "I d been collecting weapons since my
teens, that a few had been giv-

Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI ) —The
general overall direction of the
market appears to be upward
at least for another three to
five weeks before any possibility of a test of any consequence,
according to TPO Inc. The firm
says
while
the
bulk
of
purchases for participation in
this rally should have been
made during the past two
weeks it does not yet appear

en to me. The company insisted
00 the test, however, to prove
my story.''
After the claim was settled,
he bought an alarm system
"for peace of mind. It was a
good investment."
Sales of alarms—as well as
chains, bars and bolts--are
booming as the property owner
attempts to outwit the burglar.
Pe struck on an average of
°rice every 15 seconds last year
and. according to FBI figures,
collected $672 million Of that
amount, $407 million represents
loot from residential thefts
There were 22,782 break-ins
reported in Kentucky in 1970,
with 12,614 occurring in the
home. The average loss was
$315.84.
••The prowler becomes pretty
active during the holiday season," said Bill Neuling Jr. "He
may telephone his victim in advance, pretend to be a salesman, and with a Little skill find

out when the family s going to
be away.
"He may drive through a
neighborhood looting for a
darkened house or one where
the milk, mail and newspaper
deliveries have piled up. That's
the same as hanging a sign on
the door, reading 'Rob me
Neuling, an installer for
Thomas Industries, estimates
that at least 90 per cent of his
customers have been hit once.
' Every house is a target," he
said "And it's just a matter of
time before yours comes
up When it does, have the best
protection you can afford"
There are dozens of devices
available, including a batterypowered siren which can be
hidden under a door mat ano
triggered by foot pressure. It
sells for under $50.
The more sophisticated equipment relies on microwaves, ultrasonic transmitters, electric
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The wait-and-see attitude
prevailing in the American
economy is more of a problem
now than it was before
President Nixon announced his
new economic policy, according
to the Janeway Service. "The
best that can be said for the
hardening stance., is that it is
at once discounting the fiasco
of Phase II, and still giving the
President's new economic program the benefit of the doubtespecially in the international
area," the service says. "The
stock market professionals on
Wall Street are still betting on
Nixon's NEP."
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placed at strategic places in
side the house also can be used
to activate the alarm
The noise is enough to make
any burglar wish he had retired said Neuling Best of
all, it alerts neighbors who can
telephone police"

TItTr3CIS

Spending for yule
NEW YORK(UPI)— Young.
women last yule spent $16.3
million to wrap their presents,a
survey by Seventeen magazine
shows. For special wrapping
paper the young women spent
$12.9 million; for Christmas
The first cloverleaf traffic tape, $3.4 million. The survey
MODERN-DAY CAROLERS(above),are photographed singinterchange was built in New reported on the gift wrapping ing at the Tower of London, along with the famous BeefJersey in 1928,says the Nation expenditures of an estimated eaters. From the New Book of Knowledge: photo, by the
al Automobile Club.
British Travel Association.
5.1 million girls.
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eyes, and signals which alert police or professional security
firms.
Neuling's system is electrically powered and has a
back-up set of batteries.
Magnetic contacts are installed on windows and doors.
Once un contacts are activated, a bell rings, a siren
wails and-or a light will flash
outside the residence
Prowler or panic buttons.
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